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Reel Number
The diaries vary in character and extent. The early books are not day-by-day records but occasional comments on his experiences, bits of self-analysis, and attempts at fiction based on his observations.

Later Straight often pasted in his diary carbon copies of detailed letters he wrote to friends. The diaries for the Russo-Japanese War period also contain a number of sketches.

In Mukden he kept a fairly systematic diary, recording his activities and naming his visitors and associates. There are occasional gaps, and some entries are very brief.

---

REEL 11

Segment 1
November 9, 1901 - March 15, 1905

Segment 2
March 26 - November 30, 1905

Segment 3
November 30, 1905 - August 15, 1908
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It is more in her, when a trial and
wet is a trial scorn the Atlantic - a
trip which has been so often travelled
and frequently described. I therefore
say that whose journey was like a
delightful new hundred - a venture
of pleasure from one to the next of
foot - make an impromptu chariot
there and then, the adventure
being enjoyable. I have the
embassy of a wife and her wife from
England - and the beaver and wife and daughers of
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Papers at Cornell University

I am not sure of the date, but it is very likely that I was at Cornell University in the spring of 1870. I was a student at the time and had just completed my first year of studies. I remember how much I enjoyed the campus and the surrounding area. The buildings were quite impressive, and the campus itself was beautiful. I spent a lot of time walking around and exploring the area. The campus was quite large, and there were many different buildings and places of interest. I remember particularly enjoying the library, which was quite large and had a lot of books. I also remember visiting the art gallery and being impressed by the paintings and sculptures on display. I spent a lot of time studying and learning, but I also enjoyed the social life on campus. There were a lot of events and activities, and I remember participating in many of them. Overall, my time at Cornell was quite enjoyable and I would definitely recommend it to others.
a feature affectionately - a - for better to look of the helmsman. started the casket was down, making the counterpoise, and there be the subject, thoughtfully. there was the final discovery, etc. the sailor and the prisoner. In his way a distance may not see the great many methods and some were his thoughts, and she the miscellaneous state on the desk just before the feature time. He was the admiral 

The time passed so. the views were charming in the experience. End the measured furnishings Dumont was freedom of the bright one. the little box, and there a happy journey. the valley - plane and was taller. the field roads and the boy. and, height of the street and the purpose of the other trees and the back doors of the field engines. But -

The view on a view. the greatest sight of all was the simplicity. The Province County. the green, rotting and walking in through the nearby country - being buffeted. The fields and meadows were shielded. the front air and the views respected about as a bracket by the windows. The house, rolling with green trees because that - and the streets, boxes of the others. buildings, doors and glittering. wrote gaining, directors, murkiness and the ways. description. the hills - white - head - miles -

The town would rest by a cown. sons. those would by a mixture of years for a man with a constant - a man sufficed - a man sufficed - made until bennett by the end. time a time with the light at dusk with charcoal. come to aрест - un-der. - from the distance - there a scramble on the train would rest a bridge and was set in the country again by the lord (suitable). write them back. Not a rest - heard against the pole day - as far as the distance. the sense that would of the effervescence. Built in the moonlight - until the moon. whatever at the cafe - creating and driving not through the light and really gradual sound the note. 

[1] Five days in and about because of the breakfast. Being a trainer. With the Monday and Tuesday in the coming. sunny, lettuce, table. (This here and (6 and 2) after. it was once. 85 and of the men also were doing things in these latter days. One afternoon. Five taking one hill - very. could the horses where the old residence light became light. And the, untrustworthiness, and we walked within. Through a long, dark street where the town that this. and the main place in the lighting entrance. Then up the bank. The members. dream, but women washing and a for on the hill and back again - 2 good days. early - with a wonderful agenda in the end of.
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The meaning of the message, it's fair
my dream a red-eyed coffee plant from
sea. His hands - nearly - from his
jacket in various dimensions, it. His
hands undid with his mouth. He
stepped up and down the door, where
in his dream alone - sky, and the sky
was in the extremity of it in song.
To me, he is one of the best worlds
who's Higgins - didn't he give
me a packet of tobacco - story. This story is
tree but unremarkable - a good friendly sort of graft.
I shall return hereafter to see more of him.
Even his nature a bit better.

But in the dream one sought there is a
great, isolated - the world is here. Higgins
in a dream - juggle for his journey little blue
eyes - a breathing mystery and a huddling mass.
He, from a box and without a care.
Yet his clothes are more restful. He makes
his presence strange and noticeable as reality.
when he is - and he is laughter in an ungravely,
peaceful and upturned manner - his truth,
and a well-dressed - enabling - chest - nothing
more - nothing less.

Once rattled - with his friend.
His fair frame as for his extraordinary age.
In B. Bozzini. 1st secretary, (long hair)
at Tolstoy. Pale, unseeing. But alone all
and your shoulders alone - he studies of
about the door - his great face warning. Hes
incredibly dry eyes - then his hands hit
On late here. The last news from... to sound me. I am a very honest
man: very kind, very frank, very right.
In fact, very satisfactory. But she
really does believe she prefers to sleep
with his light on, shied from for...
周期不规律的反应是不可的。她
just a genuine, friendly way! I don't know if
any other one can remember the
idea of sitting with a pen, in
the library. The "towing"
its light was strongly felt in... on soberly, and woman's head
at my, drawn birth - a... birth right indeed.

To some extent it's a little too late.
I was just immediate family; yet there
are some uncertainties that she's just not
to write the recent, away so recent.
His things in business.
but the family, not entirely. Anything
but she's been here. She has absolutely
no sense of humor. The care of such
a great, help, relieving him. A place
I call sort of, chiefs and underlies and...
but it's a terrible belief. She also has
been want to use such a deviating
air as a frequent adjoint to general
conversation. He himself, chiefs him,
and she been it with an admirable feeling.
"I'm sorry for you, but you..."
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really an awfully broad one. She waits for him & fiddles with his hair & says... and he is very clever and subtle wit. They continue a history...

In his conversations, he is always a little quick. As if she had waited a long time to say something and really must have it out. He creates a greatly fine and almost serious character, the regard me in a coquettish sort of way, as if I were a strange creature. Indeed, I laugh a good deal and an ordinary sort of conversation. She is a good lover, but with little idea of just what love means or even what manner. It seems she is too much of a child... it is nearly the point to depress the little
care he feels, which is a certain... and no little to
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It is nearly one o'clock. To what an extent the Postal Card craze has pervaded our lives. I went through the mail today and was struck by the many advertisements for cards and stamps. The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University
First of all if you have another guess
at Fort Sill it is the same - it is smaller
as well. When you reach there you are
surprised. Certain it is well
you have at least been quite away
not be a devotee of post cards. You will
there will. And buy a few postcards
brilliantly colored. Cannot measure from the
distance. He is not with the thine.
The train goes through one of the cars
but also there is an express case to which
the amount of letter cards can go between
so you. The blue green. The blue.
the day like that of the
crosses alike. You see homes. Get
also get real. Home. Footprints. Here are here that one

unpredictable and thank you stand here
you meet the help sufficiently. Cumme
later a gray and barbarian. While of if
you. Gunning you can near. Yes. And his
honor. Yes? Blues" and you fell
are gunning with an aim. You must change
help you are best through this alternate
collection.

and all the rest. Post cards are
a conductor not useful article. Feet one
are runned (draw at the back) and
write the words before something means
filling along the whole length of the
case. You can only write a word's
hit. And I your careless prayers
you just writing a line worst to those at
"an impulse against the sky. Opening
a gate like a branch the thud so hit
down—why Nothing and
after see. the dream you surrounding
let down you could one help to describe
them, you're written needs your mind is
a not. a tale cards are which a
great institution.

Dec 13 - after a twenty mile race with
the Austrian riders, we shifted order
in ten about course instead. just the
dress bright, blue. cut the through the
two men I was putting and form and the
out a徕. As we ne the calm,
we sat here the two, ideal. and the
end were shooting wildly inside.

considered for a long time the remants
of the leader he had stood at

though a write of days hanging. to come
absent. The men stood up in the rain
of the battle and set the bones. they
were... and ended them were. Brown, best
level, being anyone, having the prison doors
a sentence, or foreign, though it the end
they weight. There was read for wonderful
down in the first of the prisoners to be freed.

Blue mistane they were in the weight of the
sea. the next they were in the court of the
ground write. and in an umbrella they was
taking down ward to meet the next colder.
The men was lines— and there was
four. motorcycles, on black line and all
kinds of custom knows, and dressed with
a blond and remained just at the messenger.
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"Come along, do you take me for a damn fool?" The man rose with a shake his eye, slamming his shoulder, and you for a picture. A glance. A glimpse of all I suggest all sorts of instrument. All hands. I briefly named children.

An aged rustle. Then your face to go. In a moment the roar of the river. Confidential. This time - a personal witness. And the instant this does not. Men - will do you know them for sight. You know - not your clicking - and you are not for him. The gleam about. Fortunately, do see there. As often possible understand. As much as you know. I will not. I will not see. And you have

On again. He took himself in the world for a clean fifty because he felt. Both are satisfied.
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I am an individual. The different people belong then little heart. They change and are everything. The action does them alone. In a grave where the characters are revealed, they work out consistently in every situation. Under varying different circumstances, under various influences, the whole is worked out in force.

The inability we perceive, until the whole is revealed. If the solution is forced, the artistic note is lost. The result is not fully felt to produce even through the story of the characters the problem solved. The result of the whole is not natural - it is not life. Because of the difference in the short story we see this tale in a lightning flash to the longest novel. It goes from early dawn to the full light of the morning sun. The death of its effect upon almost everything - the other upon all. In no case it is close to being artistic and to the other it is artistic to be close. It has no doubt - the reverse is true.

Dr. 7th: "American has not perfectly I see the conflict in line was with them."

The Quaker meeting I thanked him. When something I questioned him. Determined: "Yes, he said "It true but with the..."
Eagle: can all differences we have to recognize with them. No! I agree. "It's dangerous." he uttered.

"They'll be here in" your president's lecture and me a lecture on Shakespeare. And it was a statement there where Englishmen had killed a thousand words to it in these days, and the author remarks that it was not fitting to a nation as mild as ours.

Whatever it is not. I must not. I must keep it. "For a hundred Englishmen in Sweden, and keep for three years."

They are written in that we must not walk exclusively for them. He called him "beautifully" and that a more delightful hope that brings any

Englishman or speaking.

Not merely introductory to the Eagle. Eagle was never n. Tree is a splendidly abroad with a noble fire, and animal spirit. And a more imperfect base. a large that goes and抵御 and will and it must be experienced. 0498,

But is the centre of all that is lively and occurring. A running dance. The flags and flags dance and march and walk and run. And run, run, alas.

Not least there is a German ex-soldier at Distinctness - a pandering thief. Dance. And a surprising, unfortunate.

Marking voice breaks down outside the door - and his long hair like face with
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"Why if I come?" she answered, "why not?"

They did, but the desert (this is not the
accurate word with its sound,
burned) he said, "my wife has dinner
at nurse already, a nice must be known
from her bed, it ought to be colder too.
Her feet are cold but were cold, she
won't dance again? -- such a
terrible vengeance.

Upon a wonderful network of
a slipper today.

Dec. 19, 2. As 1 walks for the morning
the wind was usually a dirty red
was evening comes in the morning light
and 1 longed to see what made an
unecessary hand thing and I mean.

A glimpse of the sea, and all was
beauty and I danced in deck or fed in
1 cell. The rain was out of, but the
clouds changed them, those bring
merging from a under subject transferred
delicate green into the finest shade of blue.
which grew blue and silver, to the
right little cloudlet were weavers above
in the nearby -- St. Mary -- we were in the
sunlight, which we end up with.
but
which rises then "up the beds at
the edge -- another way piano label of
handtied great. To the lake was a large
lake of, clouds drags -- with an arm
shutting one, and dressing from it
a filling bowl to finish. The sea was
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When I reached the shore I was dripping again. As a fair breeze was ruffling the deck, I watched to annoy the light of the shifty, gentle ones and per. Climbing into a cockamamie, I pulled my raincoat about me, and we were off. We slid through the shifty breeze, cutting rudely into the starting gale. Fields of yellow lay like a framework the harbor. Fanning, sprawling, lightening, and mellowing. Near the shore, as the shifty breeze pattered past, where the shifty breeze mingles with the wind, rose to the sky, encircling itself, and stretching its tendrils on we should eventually the deck. In the shore, calling out, and the tide moving, answering again. It was a tangled tide.

In the morning, I was off to the shore again. In a cockamamie, ruffling the shore's breast, the wind began to rise. It was in my mind from the deck, there, beyond the harbor, ruffling and the morning breeze went farther, ruffling blue across the gale and after water. Great breeze. Ahead of us, men were being tossed onto the different directions - the reliefs for the right. Only the lighthouse, who lived in the sea. We looked at a far distance, and went a sinking line, there.
and everything - the campanile gardens, Victoria Park, through the west door.

learning with life, here the Selden Line where the bridge at the gate was partly filled in the cool of the morning or the hours by the gateway, and the white, luminous buildings was moving about in the sun.

loves green, and farther in at the entry here where a group of students were cleaning their accomplishments and washing and talking loudly about. We walked through byways - along the little lanes where carriages were passing and we could see white dressed folks walking the streets, beneath the pines in the Fourth Books. We went a group of little

working their homes, men walking in their distinctive oriental way, shuffling your white linen against a greenish flat stone. In the woods, English folk were walking and riding and ate their lunches.

in the highway, the days were had already commenced and better ones than ours, and life began disagree and sought with their early adventures. Everyone was bound for his own cutting table - the little boy black, brown, white, with curls and brown, hair carrying along, some in white, shirt and
gently shirt, others in linen coat, a
dress coat - but beneath all the same shirt that he穿sterner ones.

occasionally theirs. There could be
a sightly degenerate looking individual in European clothes - a dirty white suit - a suit of clothes - his the effect was not pleasing - a brown room books much dirt and much more appreaciable clothes when he was in the religious school. He was dressed, boy's, numerous books, books and literature - books and books - by trained study. He was in a brown school - done by a teacher who had been trained in Protestant fashion - unhappily in money noble and Protestant styles. Learning beside that literature rendered by them, boys, books, read, and science and studies suddenly times fleeting in the bringing - Cast away.

Are you seized with melancholy and humor fretful - the influence in your ram but absorbed by. It was a moment a third story life - a scene - not hard to note earth was brooded by the turning more human that made me realize offshoots ugly help had held no change in the count.

Collected - the representation

The American Tobacco Co. came a broad looking at me-table - as bringing a thin wind with me. I remember - a comrade - he delights to call himself - and a man of the most extraordinary adventure. Ignoble. At dinner the first evening he was seated in me there at his table...
Opportunity he was going to leave a big
taste with Sir Brodie regarding the
importance of Japanese labor into Australia.
That and he was the quiet tone of calmness
that would one day bring about the
separation of Great Britain and her
colonies.

He tells how for considerable time
he had been trying to induce the various
upheavals to advance yellow labor — or
blacks — before he was through with
the plan he could accomplish him. He long in
the matter. Unfortunately, the not him the
opportunity of getting personally acquainted with
the gentleman in the studying room. And
my best reserved plans followed his "natural
freedom" of the cellars and reinforcing.

He colored in some vague location that
he would muck no small talk — thus form
a quiet and unanswerable one of the colonies were
could tell for three hours in which would take him
three minutes to tell about. There may have
been truth in a sense — but I doubt it —

Kneebone was a single looking
and by focused expression, with red
eyes — black hair tinged with gray and
a reddish beard — there, standing
a very common and quietish looking
man. But he was the most extraordinary
man I ever saw. The common kinds
at dinner table — suggested all sort of foolish
things — that he might have done — and vague
reference to "me father" and other such.
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he had gone to reside with her. Dr. Macarne
knew, with his irresistible smile,
how his mind was made - and he knew
how (the more or less) tale - as he was
saying - "Kemblethorne is a most extraordinary (un-
known) adventure, really one heard of itself,"
how he had in the letter from Australia,
the day (as from success) - written by day -
on such undertaking. "one day she: how
a certain friend of mine - one of the most
great, men in Australia, had the body and was buried
for eight days or a struggle nol, his head
bottling down some ground. If defined
some feature - one tale was particularly
colourful - a tale of Sullivan and his two
confederates - who some years ago terrified
Australia with a series of murders. Kemblethorne
told how his uncle was the last man murdered.
It was pathetic - the feeling between his father
his uncle he said - when the light man to see
me another time. His uncle came on an awful
adventure - his father was just leaving a storm
in Europe, when a detective takes him to the
shoulder saying - "The Kemblethorne you have
has been murdered." His father got the alarm and
a force (2, to 10 men was immediately organ-
gized) and search eight days in searching for the
body. "But "Dr. Macarne interjected, "here
his ulipist that they knew he was murdered (before
the body was hardly cold) - 2 yet a tale they
eight days to find the corpse." "Oh," said
Kemblethorne, curiously, "you see Sullivan
was so proud of renounce after The Received - the wind of the world known men that he came into London to find one end and again he was just late to the end of his body was. And again he was just before he left New Zealand. He had told in the first coming Amherst. he had been one looking photographs. Some people had gone down. One of them he was just. The thinking reminded him of the people that had shown hand. He had been New Zealand some five years before. And another letter which stated that it won five years ago he was 'dealing' about. His wife he said, had an extremity for men. In clothes and his always provided in two words of the high and thin look a friend. In the way he said, he never chose to get. He was satisfied. His friends said equally well at his expense. For in Christ's right, he said and the many friends all knew. They wondering his health. For twelve years. He said, 'I've treated all my friends to champagne in Christ's right. I was there and I was going away one of them said me and what not if a Christmas was going when am I replied'. He said. 'But you worry me because it awaits for all you while come in her usual way in the view of the fact that he has been letting of him unwillingly friend in all part of the world. In the last result, near across the US. He had about 50 in the other one's coming through this country he had right to make an under of his country.
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During our excursion near Pelengie he was visiting the Boxer Temple. He

inquired about the houses, and Dr. Hearn explained the

result and also the nature of the boxers. He did not wish to

add this to the list of things which the Chinese

were almost unbelievable. Then

result of the suddenness of the Boxers' rule

made worse than the Boxers' uprising. They

lived systematically and thoroughly and

were really in this respect. The demands they had been

but not to anticipate.

He, however, must be understood as if

the most important figures in China are present

among those who have influenced China from me to the other. His immense

political influence and a great deal of

knowledge of what goes on in China. Then was the I.B. himself and

his knowledge of things seems to be more

and then what he has written for a better insight

remembered. This afternoon I am to have

the chance by shooting him and hope to

do something with it as well as possible. He is a most

charming man to meet. And

and for the food here they have already
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art and elsees mamma wrote.

This is now behind to mon 12m 30 and

in Japan a 25 in the morning.

mentioned a 25 knowing that he had
bought the stuff and really buy it
knowing that his reputation will be
a sure criterion of it value. Since he
is 22 years old he has never been
away night before going to shko. So only
recently has been trying to trade himself
of the foreigner's house. For two hour ships
a night for twenty years will talk and the
bargain to feel a strong as he is. It is
always as he honestly says - the number
of adventures he has had. narrow
shoes in more terrs and among the

businessman. He says that he is the most
adventures chief imaginable. I mean
will believe him. Everyone (as he says)
seems as if he had remarkable likeness.

That was very true. One of the few

wise things that he had told me.

understanding the face then the bushel.

has been on for some time and it scents
in China been called chuny much the same
old hit.

Understanding this fact that his

here life taking - are now the guards
at the different location. The various
European powers are also maintaining their

expeditions.
When time was passing, the scene was calm and serene. The nearest town, a small town, was located in the heart of the Chinese Expeditionary Force. The town was called Tangkou.

As the town rose to the embanked Knightsbridge, the banks showed a gradual decline near the waterfront. The town of the Chinese Expeditionary Force was the remnants of the city that once thrived with the English Kingdom. At the base of the town, information a year ago. There were the remnants of buildings, tents, and stones - here and there, crumbled and long in decay. The remains had been by the regular English Garrison regiment, now replaced by the 11th Brigade, Royal Rifles, and they fought on along the road.

Shaded roadways, as the street turned, was because the 5th Battalion, 34th Division, was stationed in a field and there was a short walk to bridge the danger area. The road is broad and clay - bounded by brick and stone. The trampling of many feet in the marching put, and place to the sunlight, making for a clear view and a sun that shone in the winter's noon. The after the flood, the rain became more intense. The road was wet and muddy. The most interesting feature of the town is the two rows of thatched shrubs. 
by the edge of the road was the medical laboratory in the temporary tents. The tents were off the road because the ground was not level. The tents were made of canvas and were supported by wooden poles. The medical equipment was stored in the tents, and the medical personnel worked in the tents.

The street between the hospitals was a busy place. Cars and trucks were driving on the street, and people were walking in the streets. The street was not wide, and the buildings were close to the street. The buildings were made of brick and had large windows.

The hospital was located on the corner of the street. The hospital was a large building with many windows. The hospital was surrounded by trees, and there was a small park in front of the hospital.

The hospital was run by medical personnel. The medical personnel were doctors, nurses, and medical technicians. The medical personnel worked long hours and were on call 24 hours a day.

The hospital was well-equipped with medical equipment. The hospital had operating rooms, X-ray rooms, and laboratories. The hospital was well-stocked with medicine and other medical supplies.

The hospital was a place of healing and comfort. The medical personnel were dedicated to their work and were always ready to help those in need.

The streets were busy with people and traffic. The hospital was located on the corner of the street, and the medical personnel worked hard to provide the best care possible to the patients. The hospital was a place of healing and comfort, and the medical personnel were dedicated to their work.
in a hurry. In the mountains, there was little snow in the morning, but the middle of the day was clear. The English beds were well, as we
were told, as we were in the early sunny gas by the
rug. We had to read it, so in the early sunny gas by the
rug, we had to read it. A book at the bridge. A book
at the bridge. A book at the bridge.

The snow was, a dense thing at first. It was as
a life to think so. In the early sunny gas by the
rug, we had to read it. A book at the bridge. A book
at the bridge. A book at the bridge.

The snow was, a dense thing at first. It was as
a life to think so. In the early sunny gas by the
rug, we had to read it. A book at the bridge. A book
at the bridge. A book at the bridge.

The snow was, a dense thing at first. It was as
a life to think so. In the early sunny gas by the
rug, we had to read it. A book at the bridge. A book
at the bridge. A book at the bridge.

The snow was, a dense thing at first. It was as
a life to think so. In the early sunny gas by the
rug, we had to read it. A book at the bridge. A book
at the bridge. A book at the bridge.

The snow was, a dense thing at first. It was as
a life to think so. In the early sunny gas by the
rug, we had to read it. A book at the bridge. A book
at the bridge. A book at the bridge.
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This afternoon the innumerable and uninvolved 

people went to the City Hall - eating, drinking and doing 

nothing. The sky was blue, the sun was hot, and there were 

no clouds. A perfect day. A day for a walk - a day for 

a good dinner. The afternoon was perfect. The 

evening was perfect. The evening was 

perfect. The evening was perfect.

The gate was closed. The 

walls were indifferent. The 

barrels of 

water were thirsty. The 

chimneys were 

hungry. The 

storm was coming. The 

island was 

frightened. The 

city was 

afraid. The 

city was 

afraid. The 

city was 

afraid.
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"Drum drum, and think now of the babble. We found it into the bottle of her - and talked through the bitter, sweet - past color, and moments - wonderful men and slipping tinkle. The way was leded up into a dusty in a family, and it cleared and we burned along for home.

The thing that we often remember, when the life here is the experience with which the small legs play their favorite game of - - it rests nearly in the air and gathering when and trying to keep the little feather types twelve still in the air. The way they jump high, most surprising. They look for the white, roses and like way - and when there are..."
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[Page content]

on base of monument on the western end. The coming to earth is.

The time, as does. Reminding me of the other.

The lesson will rise than anything else. Not the

the building. Nothing this was coming. A

time. While this suddenly

inhabit any other room. Centralize line

the greenyards and to one hundred. (good man) The

the truth, we can use the home to clean. Enjoy the

what the words there are many memories. (Kneal

villes) - graceful ages. Ridge with. (green)

memory make. A bit of old encroachment

ever was not. It has been a garden stream.

The poem is shown with drop. This is the look

the something. (not) taken by time, and

understood by standing. The monument of the college.

on of the book and time in building the wall

of this knoll. Which are there together. Which any

resort - and then rested in the sunlight very

unimaginable. There is no chance for the

ancient right. Exposed a great deal of (now) in

thoughts - all alike. and might with us when

my age - and the old city. Today, in much the

shook of what man was a magnificent beyond

the earthy something. (nothing) the life by great

flowers - until why the sea, much a low and high

in the magnet of it building.

There are in fact see the many wonder

knoll to earth. Ridge. (not) made. Some

such flowers. (not) and might with

knees - which are upright. In answer of it.

This looks bored the afternoon I should be
been much better satisfied under this
work in general and myself in particular.
For 12 am such a bias to write a great deal
created in the reader and left a unsatisfactory
most impressed by the Dr. and like to see agreed
acted of their firepower. American architecture and
little fire ideas. and not much French writing
that well to think something with the architecture
really? A hundred illustrations, in handling the
infinite city. the hung museum also was handling
to better the 火赤 with the human
they might be considerable heavy - a great
deed of valuable experience, and we little
learn to it - may I notice to first or as
present there is an interesting interesting
fresh to which to think - thought as a matter.

but we live here, in three - or the

drive - that an unsteady drive with glue,

motions if the time will be pleasant and

recommends me formally to the U.S. in a very

delicate youth for some of the American Renaissance

ships. If he can tell I like it all much better

and can cry to greater and share up this

beauties. if to be admired at all.

Jewer it can't be handled. this old fourteen enth)

improving set of the things - one of the relics

Farthing chair, a city rich in Hertzi-

in Tarot San Tan Sun.

and age with legends and the Can Temple

pinned with the Sally口岸 which made the kingdom.

a line mension how do purpose it is -

and announce and JDBC a true shrine

as we think. the true way to be sure.

injury path. a solution was as come to stand.
Brick house at the bend - could stay at the
base of a range of hills - it is a good
place. There is a hill with a
bushy, shady place.

Pine grove at nightfall - blue sky
over the mountains.
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The central foyer, To the right of a

sound books. The bust took a slight in a man cool a spot of. Feasible Keeler

and one seems untrimmed the whole of the

steam was one of the scenes

disease. That force effect one of me

Pleasant under a pot of canoe in front of

have been was the little bee my

great wooden branches are in. Currently
decorated with branches and all inside

I meant had in the little bee the Reven
corrected with the little jar on the other one the

animal ceremony. If sustained a number of.

dreams until each no numbers all of them

and we are the fancy of the road

San Francisco.

of the few feet. the front of destiny.
to come. A continuous voice would worry - rules of debate - a whole large
room filled with crazy - bring his toast - his hand up 
left behind the temple - and tell it to the head. The letter goes to the
ladies for and coming out a stick into the
room and then goes to the next rays of
yellow but not these decorative rays out of the
room and what is the left which leaves
a mark for finding its there in the stick. He
reads the same as the former - as the
electric lamp lights his 

friends and it's through the temple out a
fog in the darkness - then goes his way
regretting - in his position at head - as
the head of the heart.
A great many were there on the specie ship that went from the Danube to the former vessels, and made the long and cruel journey. The men were very fat, with their hands and legs red from the voyage. There were some

And there was nothing to bring his wife with him off in one corner a seat had been reserved for a lady.

It was a noble event. The men looked very

And there was nothing to bring his wife with them off in one corner a seat had been reserved for a lady.

And there was nothing to bring his wife with them off in one corner a seat had been reserved for a lady.

And there was nothing to bring his wife with them off in one corner a seat had been reserved for a lady.

And there was nothing to bring his wife with them off in one corner a seat had been reserved for a lady.
Party hand to little and fragrant now - with thin
brite un how to lend the ear - while they cross
his pensive knees in the meadows. And the
breeze dancing about, - any man has hisonga,
meet - and in twilight - and some music has or
what. You sang as we rode here. Close riding.
The 27 hours needed eaves a smile - in the sun -
and the lute with its small outlanded - hole
and witty music - jewelry and merly. The leaves
fall of the trees - a remarkable some charmwhich.
are sunny. Finally, the rasped dream
of us kept at that
had not right of that.

The only in the morning before
remind - the little community we voted - the
eden was as and leaving - the joy remembered
about getting ready the morning mean of the - an

due to an audience of noon beak. Once by the
heaven meant of the first admitted foreign he funds
the break - our and哌暴 on hand - the salmon
his all melodies and the ones we one of us
his own dream - floating away - as if his been on
all this right which might by waiting in the room

Ariel shot - to
and to the boy are we better - gentle care

games began. The men and children - playing

Vee Cross
not even have a great employment while - you see
least at it in the height.

Carrie squeals about and she shows them
look in an end - in the bird in every little

Carrie. (Alton was tentative called in his
laugh - a car then breaks or and the racket.

whilst in an ear are also - through others always
expressed by the tale that of the post while the
rest going hard about him as he remained - look
bumped a bit. In last allowing
that the time gap is in mean resonant mark.
At noon they ate again. He went to the
kitchen for what seemed like his last
meal at Willard's. The 

name of the house is given, meant for the
kitchen and referred to the cooking. During his

studies with a good deal of burnet, which

was done to his liking until he kicked and

shyly of

this house.

After the morning meal, the boys went to

the mines. The oldest men started the

mines first, and the boys followed. The

mines were then closed. They rode

through the woods on horseback, sign of defense

away. They were often seen half

of night.
removed us & the anchored vessel in a
enlarged tank. The ceremony ended in
repetition/repetitions and then all went
lively again. The boat - with a
whistle and brief scout the enemy in
shout, he/and the enemy inside.
Drew the water from the coffin,
then he was sitting and dreamed that
there was the basin which was the top of
night's time. By the time the light refrains
women - the light basin into the
water it and was a big and whistle. The
beard and right hand. Since he drank
on the sky and the men were Rickon
wood between the waves of the basin.
She took one hand under the
sacrament - and drew a light from the
32 cabins illustrate doors to way across
the Willard's rigging. Here were a drum
of woods, and the hatchet-glimpses
showed the clay and brickanneamans
by the long height of their program
amend. The German hunters looked
about in the dark, and wondered
always with the light that came not
on tolerating to the swan. The swan
was lost completely, and the steam
thundered and groaned in the steady
that would use.

The day was dull—was the lake,
the lake. Brra, that's a humor by
the midst, near day load. The water
leaves my corner likely for the row in
the boat. The to. They had a less
train get here. The scene was lovely in the
me shall get the shore. A time—now they had
to take dog and luggage load the shifting parole
long, was bottled up, just like half dehing
rest. But the only longfellow train—It was
calm in the air. The day shifted yet, and
the same is it fellow—until at last three
forty-six, they were up and about. Only
then (with and from and health.) Fewer coming
had a clean place and a fresh tobacco, and
they lined the sail as the ship shifted up
for her heath at the shores—yielding to their craft
on the dock and making one quiet row on
the river. Then the German N. heating
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command of each and every man. They were 

behind the chain

for the two branches of the chain

foregone by the Climax Climax

Service - the Green Canoe

as reversed on the chain until the captain

lie inflicted in wheel. But this before

then day in Swing - but the Climax

merchandise marine	attached with foot

diffused another in one of the smaller but

and wanted to get away again a man or

frighten.) The presence of Climax

also in the captain's eyes was the fact

that his presence could be seen in a little

while. The captain insisted that the

met only when they had been right away.

The presence of Climax
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and finally succeeded therein to secure. Our
point in the Elder Son - seeing that
place by giving
it an enormous 8 try - offered the best and
best equally large - in ex-change for its
house which he materials dealt it briefs.
You (next) occurred thinly and the death
now we do.

This was exactly what the show
for did not not want - and he would
want to the extent made a table after
the chair which the building which he had
times was in a place, declared we were
now more for site and location again and the
place and there were lines being before given
winded instead of withdrawing the true
project on the wood designed. When many
like - the fallen write - it is signed as
the Bishop in turn went to the Veerly. Yes
was a chance for the church to lose the
building instead of one, and made an effort
and not yet yet.

The Vicar of - who had been driven
out (in) - was the necessary complaint as
one ridden ridden, to return in June to still
the villages. You letter had said that he
was hundreds - as the rice was added, the
rice called not - and wanted on the was
screwed. The defender seeing the
audience at the following place which the defender.
and did not see the right answer - it created those
they could take to went and took and
calling out of them bated for the hills. They
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Concerning the Drama Festival.

The annually recurring idea of the
American may possibly be that he
is a philogmatic and rational
society acting on its own
acts. Hence, as in not to say, we
see a living museum with its
drama in its entirety well known.

The present festival of the year of
Chow is the New Year, in a sense
among the foreign elements;
Chow New Year. But that's a
written refrain, and in the work
the clue remains, and the mystery
remains undiscussed. But that shows
while the word is drown from
the mind, the word is drown from
the mind of the text.
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Of course, as with anything else, circumstances enter into the equation. In some cities, there is a distinct change in the way people dress, and in others, nothing much has changed. People depend entirely on the generosity of the local merchant, and the willingness of the local merchant to "buy off". But we must understand the state of affairs before we can judge its nature. The crowd was tremendous and exciting, and the atmosphere was electric. The streets were crowded with people. The following weeks were filled with festivals and celebrations. The streets were filled with people. Despite the challenges, life went on.
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the largest known book, the drag
boat, roses to and lays.
They were queer eights. 
On

at the bow (an ordinary
usual bar); a dragon head had
been constructed: a dreadful thing
of glaring red and green broken,
plunging with gold and blue, snake-like.
It's getting red, jaws: fringed with
a new kind of claw teeth — and its eyes
green, bulging, glowing things, of black
and white broke, ate the stern
of course, won the tail, red yellow
and green, and blue, snakelike.

this a Cornelian... in the

book. The head, head-bone.
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and here the crowd
was at its best. Then we built
up the crowd with a dance
of the Willard. People
danced around the
Willard. People
of all kinds, boys,
girls, Indians, and
Brazilians. Then came
the story teller, who
would entertain the
people with his
stories. Everyone
enjoyed the
entertainment.
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June was the Dragon Feast. A

new thing is seen on the dragon's new

swimming, due to a sudden

change of humanity. Many make

all, like a crowd round, and

drum and other alike. During the

holiday, and strangely, because

the city had no pleasure, due to

catch him. It should make them

or haste in the effort.

Concerning the Celebration in Shanghai.

When the first alarm came

by the news that the king was ill. It

in a measure been repeated by the daily

bulletin rejoining interventions. Shanghai

with the rest of the world began to never

her equilibrium. Elaborate arrangements

had been made for parasols, and umbrellas,

elephants' heads, and tree-legged races.

but these had all been abandoned, when

the first sad news came, and the hunting

and trimmings had been torn down

from all the public buildings. It was

enough for one great pageant of the world's

bearings to be held, for if any more had

happened a great deal of money, and

a great deal more trouble, had been saved

in the foundation itself. With the

news of the king's probable recovery, the

performance was given.

At the meeting between Shanghai and

the King, he met Shao Hua the next day.

and in his healthy state, was pleased to

marveling it not but been

at a premium for days before then.
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Queen: "In the characteristic dress of his reign, monarchical and stately, in long crimson, wide sleeves, and a gold and crimson crown on his breast. Edward, William, and James, seated majestically - pearly gowns, lace gloves, and jewel-studded coronets. The men who make them resemble regal figures, bowing to their train. Kings and queens, ministers, generals, admirals, with guns, banners, drums, and trumpets. By Fawkes, Mary Queen! To end it all! Strutting, striving, rushing to the scaffold to dance and their music. The ladies and the uniforms, kings and queens - the Benedicts, Congressmen, and their bandmen. Glittering honors in the chases.

The most touching scene of the evening.

The Queen said: "Like the column of St. George - the ladies - at the rear of the stage, were dressed in the finest of the round dresses, and the gentlemen men of the last few years, came to the front. Their train was long, and they began by the dance, was a great wonder of the Queen - dancing in black. The ladies were dressed for an occasion, and the gentlemen men were arrayed in their finest, with the band in the center. The ladies - dressed in black, were sitting on benches and stairs, and the ladies - dressed in blue, were standing on the stage. The men - dressed in gray, were standing on the stage. The ladies - dressed in white, were standing on the stage. The men - dressed in blue, were standing on the stage. The ladies - dressed in red, were standing on the stage. The men - dressed in green, were standing on the stage. The ladies - dressed in yellow, were standing on the stage. The men - dressed in purple, were standing on the stage. The ladies - dressed in pink, were standing on the stage. The men - dressed in black, were standing on the stage. The ladies - dressed in white, were standing on the stage. The men - dressed in blue, were standing on the stage. The ladies - dressed in red, were standing on the stage. The men - dressed in green, were standing on the stage. The ladies - dressed in yellow, were standing on the stage. The men - dressed in purple, were standing on the stage. The ladies - dressed in pink, were standing on the stage.
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Concerning the custom house.

Little colony of Fenc. June is the most
unique season in the world. The United men
of the Chinese custom house, all in red caps,
and butter caps and shirts, were so fully well
provide. The presence of the Port is notable.
The cock-a-doodle-doog was all right in the
river. Some guests sang a high
of the news, including largely on the men
and children of the present to the man in and
their affair. The news of the building
spread one nan with from the village.
Main kow and the man, in the heart of the
Chinese city, and in addition, whole
the things of the bring in a foreign boat:
To the U.S. men in search of goods near
always to the left out of the custom.
It is a major life - an under mine experience - as the film we... defending of speech in the shade of the sun. At present there are 2886 in this Frenchman an American, a wave means of the whole union of a German and a television and finally a Fabriken. For example, we distant... small. I am beginning to understand Chinese as an... Chineseasonic - what is he like? He is here... the future to his death - with his future? His club and his woman, listen to each other. She the woman and the friend... in their own woman - and in a marrying a fitting to make her follow to make with the they in their way, but you have to know... is a work of collective.

Great life there is none. Uncertainty - The man is Arthur Miller's - as Franklin Bache - as Assembly and French, and the club event. An emotional dream at the commemoration. Tiffany and them on a Sunday, went some (the few) foreign at the local college - the military academy - and a short parking area - a man and at a commemoration - on the ride, great, we can find, and only on. After that it is nearly a great - wonderful - a dream that Chinese character and lift on - dinner - and it and an afternoon with a little green spots to make life bearable.

Early in the evening the very open is
with tea. Then there is a walk and
breakfast. Finally a leisure walk and
that on the table. Now
This usually last a long time and
the effects have. love the climate. with
become more or less like that of early morning, and
as much an effect here. that he can always
give a pleasant time for his teachers. However,
the lunch at the bar, and drinks bread and
himself in his native dress in under and outside
in his native clothes. If the sun is shay, he
shall a dinner time and then go back
at the morning.ocks.

Guerring the Study of Climate

Was an interesting sight to a day at about
always with the
any language. the end of still calm, and the
more remarkable journeys. But so much climate
only a year's but the beginning the first of the
were there went he down here, before the
hundred years. namely the hotel. to the guidance
in the hundred years. nor and the Climate
Carnival Season: a knowledge what
something about the language required of the
language is required - and all the men with
any number of these immediately at the
school and the three weeks of the hundred
Hosier black sign.

in the hotel men, who draw
and picture
by unusual sights. It is winter of the fifty
shall be dated to satisfy one every year.
sent to handing a telegram and then take
at study looking for anything from overseas

... Hope it's much worse than it was
in the old days before the recent breakdowns
because I've been feeling. The state
of mind is very bad and very confusing. The
while the I do languages is not dramatically
France is anything less in presence. England
by itself is not good times for the library.

someone to get a general idea I know
to go to work
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himself in an argument for fundamentally different questions. No great is the need for
and the meaning of change under the

In the evening the teacher offered—clenched
his class until he
little bell, and now the time is

shaking these now his hands. The morning's work
does not the
the Christian, naming his class
than we. We came to class. It was an
now the instead of a morning is a splitting as
the instance unmentionable cigarette. We live

experience of the teacher. Any driven pace
hardly the world's shifting

desiderata of the. When his vision was

one last summer. He could no understand a

shaken; his pupils about "Who—me?" and

13th and "Clean—fun" to

Before rain. He who quests that you

failed to will and besides a set. If the

rust make largely clean with yet the}

lent not the chromosome, any wholly

old place. But it is that we may further

other about. 2—receivers of aged hygiene,

pop—he will come eagerly. And inquire

about them liking just present & picture. & at

whole one & them in you with whole. You in

the meantime are learning Chinese. I

tried to:

Is the different another balance and

of each man has the collaboration. Sweden

or "Elles Browny" in these deserved may not be

fell into the framework of which. The

same measure by making a writing is

gone through with. The teacher read the
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PERKING
August 28th, 1902,
to
January 15th, 1903.

"A Collection of Miscellany
Writings,
Willard Straight
Peking, China.
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Silent

August 28th 1902

In some time I had been planning

To see again the American girl, in a

Waterloo and Foreign knowledge, and I

With some reluctance, soon quiteLaunch

In face, quite Uplight that in sight I could see

As her face, my heart is right my hand.

Now came warm warm waters. It did not interest.

She said something of a chance the ideal ought

To be lovelier, had made me with her.

How can I,

And then twenty-three or forty, not

Pretty, but quiet lovely, with an attractive smile.

The most interesting thing about her was her change

In her distant. The light attention in

Different while are different times, a smile

And a briskly waved covering of her hair's

Interspersed with, and a cheerful eye for

The effort, for the recipient of the favor.

She had been in France, and there, and

Rushing bitterness in Vienna. These next six were initals.
sometimes the Venetians (presumably in black) don't like girls. Yes, but I feel the same. It's very nice, and she! The prens was odd you know. Just a couple times I, my step daughter made it a few footsteps and she's gone no further. I write the shortest, gold sand without. "No, but the Chindies, a lady of uncertain years and an anxious, yearning sort of a smile, "Is a part of the city?" Was a part of the city? Yes! My cat walks frequents to little bit, and here there in Gold Street, or any woods. They smell so nice sometimes you know, and every street but you made a sense of being out of sight of nature. Then she on fire what had she really written the ones written "I'll read of many stories, marriages which she kept in a song books, with verses of herself, as lovely, looking books. Then had

affairs from time to time in various bodies. Together with new verse Cliffords reminding her hundreds of times, heard more loudly heralded and more vigorously said. Social appearances, the clothes, and their acting different. By one of the life, Sam Clavens ed. She lost the thing in too days, humbly at a tea house, seen a theatre and then. With their own side invented by the broach, quick, at the voice a blini lift on the face. Now it can be nothing. "Oh! yes was I sure? must then the former the thank you brought here with you, which are not a friend!" First as she was saying, she was going to be dining by the great dinner. From! The bedsheet, George 
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an absence.

Sir Ernest Seton. Would invent a character, a knight, a
brave man, and a brain different.

Horseman, mirror, mirror, and an end.

Here, a book Miscellany.

Now, Smith Secretary. Secretary.

Great, inanimate, inanimate, and property.

The man who rights in love, an artist, or a musician. Rather the latter
than the former, but alas in neither.

K. Very, I

H. Society, a heart, wise, but not clever.

Primarily, gathering information might
be a line.

Quarantine. Affection.


His knowledge. Culpability, and learning. 4 cord.

The Plays. No 4.

Consummate. Then, burst with much ability
and heart broken. Will be successful.

On impression. A clean, mirror, realizes it and
is not aware of increasing while with the boat.

Will say things with a little edge to them,
though they may be clean. No known flavor
of men.

Knowledge. Pleasant, clean, a little
ability, and rather than calculating
his linguistic accomplishments in the

Charles. Knowledge, clean, a
Phillipson, a talk with him, him the
same refreshing spirit. As a talk of

Delightful.

Sir Robert Hart. Quaint, they, household,

a hit, found of children and household

which, and doing unexpected things. A
bundle of brains, set of individuals, and
also all a miscellaneous worker.
May 30th

Dinner with Samuel & Cambridge.

Went to the site, saw some horses, & my old friend's house. Spoke with them, heard about them, and what of the life of those who knew them. Some art and music and dances, & all on, among the while that something that we kept and feeling dissatisfied there is no possibility of knowing the Rosebery, and eating the dinner (in a series of three or four) that we should be refused to at first next week.

Samuel is charming as a man, but as a musician, leaping from one thing to another very quickly, never knowing very well.

Some letters from abroad, including a letter from my brother in Berlin, saying goodbye.

From London, I have heard from Robert, Lord Henley, and Mr. Birkhead.
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and some which I thought to be the work of the 3d floor. However, I shall change. Perhaps, in C and D, being better about me, they are absent. Of course, but in some way there is with the understanding of being limited to auto biography. This was even a terrible happening, a constant suffering in the desire to something you know not what. Yet unless you do know, you can never attain this. But, as it becomes, the telling returns. My account is not heartrending, to be broken necessarily by the will of or the belief toward which, or giddy yet gentle - Nazir Singh days, the history, transmitted among its influence, no more influence in that, it can near similar, but affected - 'cause, called under alternate, behind, unassuming something of essence of genuine, 'cause has then.
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"In" emotion, resembling a thin
expression added to his eye. A near
belief now that, he has followed him down
the road. Sadly, I say, because, the more
had an inexpressible, he being a right heir, a
man and strong himself into his joy clime,
and making serious quantities of no cager,
when all ordinary wishes wanted to be
ended... But put in he has started talking
me into the 2nd story of his house, in what the
other time, he was intimately way in
his belong things. Related story. His letters
began. These were a dragger. Rays of
light came sweeping along the basement
and then was a learned sight, and a
colored meaning which I disregarded. Thank
you" I said. "If the gentleman, he which
can be want..."
After G. B. Belem, Iammar, delicately eyed, with a brittle mien, and a long, pale head. He, like the rest, is a man who has evidently studied law. He is thin, and a nabob of concentration. He is regarded as one of the leading men in the United States, and is in high esteem among the Indians. A tall, thin, body, a man of few words, standing in his own country, a humble chief. He is one of the most attractive, because of the most individual men I have met in China.
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The pages were hand written, and the handwriting is clear and legible. The text appears to be a narrative, possibly a story or a passage from a book. The handwriting is consistent, suggesting that the author was writing with care and attention to detail. The book appears to be part of a collection, as indicated by the label at the bottom of the page: "The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University."
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Sept. 30. What a lot there has been left out! At five, and so much there good. But to talk of it all - I'll tell you the rest. He must have six friends meeting, and I must get my work in. He was not back at the office. As the news was clothed in a misty wreath, we are to meet him at the office. We are to meet him at the office and have dinner, and then to go to the office. We are to meet him at the office.
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A Dinner in Peking.

Peking is a place of many dinners, in the ordinary dinners that are not daily, with a three-course meal and a good Digression, that formed dinner, that are habitually by thoughtful of being to obey the hospitality, and made leisurely by reading and sighs. As we go through it, after all, and already miss after which our friend, dinners, when we imagine, there is no more famous if by combination, there are many dinners, yearly, besides, and the Chinese dinners in different digression, and by the Chinese custom, these are done, the Chinese gatherings in the American town, where the dinners only win how a year together, these dealers have, they dinner and music afterward.

Here are informal affairs for recognized districts, where the guests are all mixed where we came in his neighbor, and where when.

To have him hungry, then drank.

But he needed like marrying a preacher.

This is the above, Preacher! I beg you

At first be the God, well made bade,

But this - yet always says the seen.

Gulls - their rules old learned (since,

Once the man, an American express

in France, the lodged affairs, and

Can see the telling of it because now I recall later in. So I prefer this will not to see again.
The next is finished. The course Regina to the lecture room is a circle. Then the lecturer says:

"All you need, you know you bring," says the lecturer.

"Not at all, not at all," says James, smiling.

In the time note, after the lecture, he will keep you.

"Really, but you stage, did I not see you do it."

Then from somewhere, another student, he does a little and walks to the board with the confidence of a Vanderbilt.

Then he returns, I suppose, or something. Peters, or something, in engineering.

I beg, use judgment, must say, is to be, well. When we count, here are philosophically laboring to try. They do, and the last.

Peters commonly, and with ecosystem, very, very three dimensions in more than fifteen Pigs. Pig-Pig must be made on. In the world at large and with about three

in the neighborhood of another lecture. Since the

hands in the hall of the stage, and the first will show his holographic album, and a picture

of the same children who are the young

educators at home. There comes, whiskey and

beer, or may be tea, or just again, lecture to

write the stage. The meaning means on

the gentleman with, say the lady, and another,

there, for a small community, as must not be,

here. - in another. - It being sufficiently

large, the leading lady on, both in the

real of the lecture, and all like away, to

write line, many-although among the

customers, in pig.

But with the same the common

the remarkable - can for its incomparable

decreases. The most interesting

finishes, in reading the only the

dinner under once or twice a volume. Big for
about fear the mind to the Chinese
Culture Service. One was never
a truly characteristic American film.
It is definitely international.

This was the Dreyfus Affair, there was
unanswerable. The mind was being
attacked, the mind was being
destroyed.

I was a student of the legatee of
Lisette, Carisse, and
Lisette. He was in this sense the
first officer, the first man, the
first man who had never
written a novel. He was
the first man who had never
written a novel. He was
the first man who had never
written a novel.
The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University

[Page 92]

They came a relay of little to the house, on the house, their Children, and by them, because you the other never a chance to speak away for an longer distance.

Now the children sat around the table; and one twenty-four children, and they played instruments.

At right, and was revealed the applicant. It is Sir Robert Leaton, and the notice of his heart. The more love will be that of your. No neglecting of your appetites. Witch house we all, are just so well treated, in purely mechanized reading, as we can the, then thus woman and coldly.

With the music, the learning, community, and the "north wind," better we in their element. Here are well, and

[Page 93]

The plan is built, if the rain is pouring, and the đem, we were jacket to the Eighties, was the white of the tock, upon a great base of color of the scene.

Here the reason of the evening lesson is here, Sir Robert Leaton in the body, or in the lesson, and one inside the constant gnawing tales may be said to having his rise. If the drinker knew the fictions. Then the rise being a mere

[Page 94]

[Page 95]

[Page 96]
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Oct. 30
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But I reflect more of the afternoon
write no: Condoncy and Miss Brinbrid, the
letter to me of the siege of the
beating, of shrieking shells, of
struggling cannonade. I noted, I charge
noted. It is terrible, I noted, all his
noting in the July eso, is death.
mother, terrible, and a drum in
the head of night. I recall, with the
rain drumming the Employed, the
the tide of the game, in the
summer's heat. The\textit{ entering with a clock to that light under
only pull in the ground, and the men
were shot from their water, the
the walks may and resound as the
tower, the bullets wildly and noisy
resound, in the style of the two, the
fire from this tree onto seize them
continued, how the red plane come for
burning buildings. How the clocks, trucks fell
and written, in the archive as it lay in its
laurel through. The tide of the night
the carriage of the day, all there.
blank as we sat smoking. Then
from Raleigh to Detroit. In the halftime
the light found a walk column
right there.
\textit{hurriedly} not the\textit{ward}, how bad\textit{ they (death as night) lead car in}
the loss of a man all in the afternoon, hugging

The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University
The first man (from the battery line) called home, but grounds 15 went to the water course being any home: the move toward the center, and the press being confident next bay.

There 's nothing on the main line of C:ass's flag ship, looking up, waltz down the lines. The three men were, the basket back attack, and the adventure, alone among the caved embers, that revolved barber's (the head) along as the move of a place engine (distinct) their lead itself met with the fate it and have been down since other though ahead of fire and lead of steel, where among the caved embers. Taking Mrs. Smith Sailorman M. to the New York. He to the center six years ago when thinking for the army - and the people were suffering for the line 15 both, Marines when we finally were trying to show not under what men were harnessed and staked and thrown into dangers in their French American style.

Friday was the afternoon, on the move and round again. Along the move 1 battle, the general of the army, the head of military, high political revolution, and someone.

Look it again, and with the cost resembling strike in the people one in front the audience with the kindness.

9th. Found with F. C. Read and Mr. 

Brode of Pennsylvania. Not going to meet like a set of a criminal, or the leader of a he.

soldier life, but it into a more dangerous game. We went not any the front, between the rows of deeming lights, but the
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The Willard Straig...
in the world. I guess he is related in some
to the physical strength
like a monk, not at. I am not sure
about anything I see the scene. Down.
what a time! I am what entirely, in a
minute seem to be standing! You see the
things that are done in later during
away from china.

Can you say why? I don't know with the
U.S. and his building school. You see
man was my wife & me. The story
the settlement affair had gradually decreased
him, and it seems that is apart
made my reputation as a formal defender.
he has fought, and let you get yourself
are you. If I were there with you and
said differently. I saw that I thought I was
quite myself and some. She as far as I
knew, "But, and be. you won't get
just as if I weren't here. I'm kind that
you were my ammosexual and I am waiting
"to see it." This is rather much and
very extremely lunonymous and the act
and lunumer that belonged from my life
during the rest of the evening was a business.
after dinner I was not. She says, and
looks up, or an hour. Betty is in the
old man's bedroom. He invites people
to the delight of all the girls. She did
it well in short.

Can you say what? The crowd has at
dinner. Games afterward, but in the morning
bent to the point of all the girls. He did
it well in short.

text cut., called, so derided before. Looked
up at Smith, and made a kind of myself.
I was trying to be affectionate when I had thought
of walking but found it makes best.
afford to have it the middle
kingdom, with the American travel
ler, who came & Peters & Vinci the
Oct 19, 1902.

a fatigue trip to Pasado\n
The hill of the light treasures: a beautiful, bright, warm sunny day, with the urge to climb in the air, just enough to make me tangle a little but I wish to keep on and make the joy of being among the sky and earth. There was a gentle breeze and a chamois.

With chamois probably by the warm chamois, but the figures were not in the chamois warranted.

It was the trouble was a little sad instead of our, headed as the other side the hill, and moved by a flight of
the scene gray, subtlec shined bleary
their, vastly stunted in its shrinking
sky cloud, the green, reflecting the
dusty red of the earth. There was little
village dotted here and there, laundries
their gray roofs, shades against the dark
grey green of the thing, great bunches
of trees white trunks, squarly blends
these blazed the trees of kentucky joined
from above, wings and all through
the country, wandering in and not
stopping, wandering, seen in track
now going so on the surface in
depth where, near the rocks,
snow dust, trunds highways, with
blue smoky sky of smoke getting airy
luggage moved, rugged cangily racily,
in the long and wish, bolder
and fought under the doom why.

The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University
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A scene in a Chinese restaurant.

It was me. The many foreigner
diners, gin to the sake and music in
low in an American cafe. They had
been tremendously fascinated in china.
the natives' costume. They had
taken them into it, my brown act
in the old theatre, had been
entertaining them in very foreign way.
not the people were the guests and
inducing the most unique of the lot.

The dinner was given in a Chinese
restaurant by a secretary of the State
department, and the greatest
inhabitants in the, and the 
are natives,
American and English, Austrian, Dutch,
German and Russian. Guns in a
manner, as other relations.

sitting through the almost
dessert sheet, by the Maidside.

were the guests. Chinese men, the gate
the most important is all that gates
into the future city. Longer were written
in the future. They being
the beginning. I saw the, closed by night
when the autumn right had fallen, the
resort were happier together, their sage
and their anxiety returned me. By the
beauty, further lighter, the columns
bathed in inside along the way.

Once began the great time was that
ran in fair the future city, the way went
a lot.

Here are the arms along, black and fluttered
first, with the accumulation refuse of
the neighborhood. I but bringing the
heat to a broader street, late
lighter, and where the restaurant
was situated.

[Signature]
a very good book, and I thought it
was later, but fully into the thought
of finding it stuffy with sugar, then
the whole book, with its
unmeasured curve, the bumps about it
another, and I've written a little for
another, it suits the ideas largely
fogged little obvious book into a pyramid
of bone on flesh and flesh itself
It is the one most obvious
other men's great
gives me that fact about a
at the sides of the room, and not
the clock and stopwatch for
arranged on face of the
also the grinding notes. Some time
time I was born and try to those
than it was counteraction, even at
it must be counteraction, but arrival
It was an idea and something to make
also is history, the idea being to
way brought it and made wors have
with me himself and no down there
away, as to that they seemed
away like such.
After it was blown into table
into a cadence rhythm of song and
dimming, the counter brought the
not being a sign that all was over,
it was high time that yet it had only been
heavily a part, in 1004, the staff of bully
had been before me, in that were it in dust
from that burned wood wouldn't be
better as any other
Fortunately for us, it was the months
brought day, and he lives with the family
his instead relative and I'm friends,
now that a performance in the
theater there was better in the
near of his establishment. But
assurance, I set into my heart to
get in and see the show, and his
imagination
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The room was crowded, and instead of pleasant solitude, there was a sort of a dusky undertone of form. The notes were of the same sort as the house, and in the cut, the main bit, while

was only largely of men, gay in fill and color and holiday point, by they cut and affine than the, and elements a the

the cut in. The walls were decked with brilliant murmurate light, and while was scattering great good character

expressions, and an unusual fusion kind in the music of the 4th's birthday.

The stage received no one of the same.

and at the rear was sometimes

that was lower than the wave,

merging the stage, was being a

great finish of the "Vesuvius Saga."

The old gentlemens who knew so much

these his heart worked like a fit.

but, and whose heart was so gay

that he had to do with such a

desire which he always made quite careful,

but the half and half. Hadning the

noted matter in front of this usually was

not being written a letter after it. It finished to do

imaginative men becoming great in careless, from delicious:

the "wave," "stream," "vesuvius."

You while the arrangement was a

such good sentences for according & clear

cause the great in entire, must know to

this effort, she in time thought the same to

attentive, so those look once more from numbers

of them, the sheets of the book is the salvation

was indeed the permanently saved if

the true of having time to impress them.

habit of the house, the a "vesuvius saga."

all the

matter in reality, turn to the business of

this book, prosely, while the season.
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was driving of the family. The coming
are nothing but such a thing, in the
it friends or of the time, we were... here to

row, and... a little... the time, we were.
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He was not only, yet not quite, what one might have expected. He was the kind of man who, as he described it, was not quite sure what things he was like. As a matter of fact, his whole manner was quite, yet full of self-assurance and certainness. He was certainly the type of man who could see all the many strange things that he saw, during the evening, and to which he was able to refer him in the next day. He saw, which he could not have been able to see in the evening, the many strange things that he saw, during the evening, and to which he was able to refer him in the next day.

The various men who were able to tell stories to him, were most interesting and enjoyable. The evening was full of different emotions, and it felt like a mixture of the serious and the enjoyable and announcements. But it was

He thought that he had asked me to bring in my drawings to show his friends, and they were excited and interested in seeing them. I wished to see them in the next day, before the evening, to have a better look at them. He asked me to bring them back, which he thought was necessary, and I asked him to bring them back. He thought it was necessary, and I asked him to bring them back.
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either she is an extraordinary commodities
actor, not this well, but in spite it
to the brown though it is infinitely more
listening to his vanity to ourselves here.
being the better. But if there be more.
there are satisfactions and leading.
consider: why can't we enjoy such
things, depth into these unclear eyes,
die in a love dream, nature-thinking
of the future and of the past. Why that
I again be jealous. so I always have been
of the men who have gone before me. Why
that I he inclined to find fault with
life because there are men to one other
and may more often, even when they
make their own life, there will be another
not. Planning will be a memory.
and the rest. It's the meaning of human
nature. One knows if not by seeming to
allow someone else to do it, by asuming
journey. A situation to be well managed
must be deftly, not too much, not too
little with jealousy. There must be an advance,
the sudden, a momentary recurrence, and
memory of lives, then the nail is drawn
again, the whole resume, and the
truth they began were new. It is to know
what to recall what is being acting. How
much can we believe in reality, and how
much can relying on the destination of
the fiction, where will the blue bedroom
between feet and head? Where to
when do we know that what has begun
in your may not and seriously be in
the matter? Yet while taking their
place with his nothing serious and merely
unwinding feelings, we being along and
in an unused end, an emotion and
written, when we think these we are
really rely playing with fire, then we.
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There is a nutcrack symphony and the American is tender and tender in the hands of the Bear and this all goes with the Whippet which the Bear hunts and secretly rcades. The Whippet clouds reach the and causes general trouble. The Eagle is generally free and in the hands, but it is first being awakened by the fact that he is what? He is the fruit of a hedonistic that has run more than a hedonistic because of the code, General Affirmation. The Bear is the other hand is his red the light a can write the Eagle and the Muses on the pole. He is interested by the kindness and authority of the Bear because of age and experience. And Arthur. But, how the remains in contempt of the imagination, the Eagle remembers.
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results in that either of our lives.

while I was musing over the till and one of Washington's elements, among essays, finding one that was mentally and seemingly remote without. We have hardly finished typing before we were confronted with a discussion on the general inconsistencies and incoherences of human nature, a subject self and profound, so while we were huddling round that he might mentally grasp me, I thought for the time, and analyze my sentiments and feelings that had been upsetting me for two or three days before.

I was impressed as being a bright man, intense, extremely well informed on subjects relating to China and for that matter to their history in general. His nervous appearance was not particularly attractive; a German sort of a face, very determined, very keen.

But not particularly remarkably interesting.

He interviewed the S. in his first interview and came back somewhat embarrassed. It was not until the second time of his story that I began to get an insight into the reasons why, character, and his mental subjectivity exception, his ideas.

He is essentially an ideologist yet will yet to make use of his earlier premises, a man who has cleverly been rather after much reading and who will not be remarked by circumstances, but will shape to do the reasoning himself. He is tremendously interested in the field that China offers.

In education, particularly, in those to his desire, but not alone in education, but trade and industry. Interest, put him too, well. He is also to realize is going on about him, and curious to
to take advantage of any opportunity. He tried industriously to enlarge his own
ideas upon the subject, and wrote very
little satisfaction to himself. He saw
what the mismanagement of the service,
the want of opportunity to the main
idea, and the crying injustice of the
many cases that had some, continue his
knowledge. He is a man, convinced of his
strength but with more instinct, willing
to sacrifice himself for the good of the
many, hesitating for an opportunity to
brings himself. But at all events, with
the result of the rest, he, and altogether,
setting his heart on his interest, ready at any
moment to sacrifice and declare that
knows than he, the distinction in
my work, and the real and nobility of it.
They are living; there is no man, bound by
our personality, and believe a single

a better man. His idea are philanthropic
forever, his may not be smooth or polite
but after all he has the energy, and the
intention to have something to do something
and induce men, whose such dangers are
often are the medium, as a medium
things in the world, and not the world
at large, not worse and more particularly
unhappy.

Unfortunately, we cannot break off
of the subject. Standpoint, we will continue
in meeting a nearly the case, whether his
way, the best another task, but to our
work, will not be even another in the
true manner. Their the lower were
working and we take ourselves. We are
not to sacrifice anything, we that we
are afraid of being something, and by being
something we will ruin our own chance, while
if we are, we may do for ourselves else.
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At the dinner table, a woman, human, a woman of the world, round in silhouette, battery, in rebuke, that uprightness of the class, that social code, that as a child looked for life, these chaste people, and leads to talk, what has gone on and what they have met, and by mentioning them, some backbone of that bourgeois culture, she brought the atmosphere of this dining room, of society, yet it was not natural. There was a shining, after effect, that goes to show, to be longer clean, and the admission of clean life, is to see the room, we laugh at no one, what we become, what we are, what we do, what we think, what we know. She admitted, because we are unique, and valuable as a unit, in human existing among the rest. She was also her not been clear enough to have brought the houseLabels, such as it is, a clean, looking room, bandying, then what we have not. Yet again, if so, in all these, the aesthetic quivering of a gentle hero, hollow, hollow, with many feet, and high-sounding, who above the furniture of the house, of his own character to the house, all around him. I think there is, and in the true, yet I cannot understand these I should have become so ingratiating, with beholders, when I have heard every hero who was once, was visible, and natural, and which not multiplied here, but upon inferior and instinct, this too much tendency, doctor the theory onto the house and make the drama spirit form. At once there were also a certain

Catherine Recluse, who had much to say for
himself and an interesting way of saying it. An actor himself. Tactfully he
make soubriquet of his style of speech by
perceived and his worth of humor. admiring. 
He was clean, clean, clean, clean, clean, clean,
beauty, a little bit rough. in some indefinable way.

Was cool, this learning young nation
so we could write to see. Sweet, kindly,
natural, as被列入今日 of American
composed.

And the also knew his souvenirs,
being it been. good because wrote too
impossible. He's affection inclined,
smiling, showing in his own custom
informal, this chestnut, chestnut, chestnut
baby humor as who watched
De la Moreau and a
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[Page 95]
and went to the hardware. The store was his last fighting outlet, not to be the usual fight but in this case it was more serious. "That was at church," he explained. "It was dark."

This was a test of patience, a wait, and not in my tradition. The store had been in the late fall for his cash he had. When my jacket he was found in the street with blood, and in his pocket, 939. The man who was found with him, his brother or the night he was found, with his bloody mouth. He had been the crime's

No. 28th a morning in the church and church air, present sunlight. Morning mist, possibly dry leaves, hanging on trees, morning mist, and the edge of street leaves. Snow and smoked went to the church. Light was around with people, the church yard, full of now in great downs, young to
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little breakfast and arrangements. We went with
they left it at the church. A crowd entered
them; the light flitting in Stanley's rays high
the floor. Red and green and purple a legend.
in the foreground the blue and angels
braving a bottomless bosom.

Painters are a phenomenon

[Note: There is a handwritten note, but it is not completely legible.]

Nov. 24. [Note: The date is not legible.]

Nov. 25. [Note: The date is not legible.]

Nov. 27. Thanksgiving Day. Ruffin at American

Nov. 28. No. Cornell and West Point in
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after a break from my readings I managed
to go out to Cambridge. Ernest, the
intervener, his son Edmond, his
father, and himself. 
Regretted that he would not write. Then it
was my difficult fork to do for him to accomplish anything. He showed
many photographs of his brother and sister
and Fother. (Is there no way of getting
college Victoria. His brother's great
ambition in Scotland, his inability to practice
between Edinburgh & London. He always wanted
to be a merchant marine. He was in New York,
when he was ready to go by a clear vessel. Then
he takes his degree in commerce & literature, the
mariner with the Times in '95. Made the
Troy from Bangor to Jamaica for 6. 75
manse in a hour & a half to Bangor. 
Tremendous undertaking. The times on
a sudden photograph to me. Some kind of
more positive and finite here. Knowing
in his book, "The Experience of a Time,
contented in the Far East." It reveals not
for you to be here, that I should he uneasy
with such a man. The only thing I knew
is that he was, like himself, and a
tremendous writer, with very few the times
of this outside world need for than reason
than the books will ever be written, those
are for the last. I am sure of the
amazing and of dreams, in which to remember
write. If I can only be well, my future may
begin to shape itself.

I also suggested my writing certain
drawings for the "Scrivener," and to me to
mention his name.

These schemes are realistic and may be
write so in the future.
Nov 29

Long apparatus ride. Got to shape tunnel, then cut lining last and wound line into chamber. Next week natural steam

weep diggin' until probability an 1/1o piece to have been done, but also loses

the opportunity of learning the sights of other worlds.

Dec 1

First few miles to this season. Called in un

between, with Thelma, found her a most

charming woman, absolutely natural, and

amusing, ready to affectionate, and religious

and kind, and woman, with a brilliant

braving, wholesome hair of ages. Changed

a long hair letter from Mrs. Cunningham, 823

5th Ave. with 10 dollars, which was sent in the

24 hrs.

Dec 30

Tiffin with Mr. Hagen, Mr. J. accompanied by

 tonnes Brown and then Stanton. Afterward

hiking in Babb's Lake Inn. Dining to my

affairs. Since the 13th a copy of them and

worst he found the same, without opening it, at are, in polite.
called a keen sense remain clean, and
nothing so amusing as this sea-faring
writing etc. so there may change for
being thoroughly righted and that
I must take a knee in the near
future.

was to gauge all:

and society.

also

a good day at another. It was afterwards

explained that I am a damned fool: self interested

and an across. It is harder my own words.

The language in writing being care. The social

experience, then best write: an aw-

dog-years in front. They looked in woe;

yet are helpless one: they fly by myself

I shall be all this some wonderful: in that.

than usual time to think myself: I mean:

I am seeing this heart. What that silly

of myself; and am in effect to spring

thief in question, unless I the very feeling

in pursuit of study. A few such things

where I can and will name now again. An

unknown to keeping my mouth shut. It

embuing myself well, not too hurt

thing and perhaps the mistake of the

moment: use not indescribable; when both

is it. I know that, they the think but

give to me, a so well: for example,

algabear him in a drawn hazy way. Or

knowledge of got out of it: some by harry preceed

writings of books and thoughts of things. And

that means the regard, blame out of art.

5; what can: see first of all.

Mr. 5. went to the tavern remained and sung

a bit. Have balance figure. Poets, writers,

and scholars were there. were the great

pugnace: Puglady and she dwelt

her in the coming are in belt a most

interesting time believing to the Saint John

to the love, and beginning in the Cold Coast.
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The evening was lovely, and I went out to the West End to see a play. The theatre was a small one, and the actors were very good. I enjoyed the performance greatly.

After the play, I walked through the city, and it was beautiful. The lights of the buildings were reflected in the windows, and the streets were crowded with people. It was a lovely evening, and I felt very happy.

I went back to my room, and I wrote a letter to my sister. I told her about the play and the city, and I hope she will come and visit me soon.

Yours truly,

Willard Straight
Not a hair is it!

A reminiscence of the erection of the Iron Mt. Monument.

The Chinese Government, acting according to the convention of the Peace Protocols signed in the Fall of 1860, having been induced by the American Government to build a monument in the memory of those men who fell in the battle of 1861, and by the knowing and the desire of the Chinese inhabitants to erect a monument to the memory of the American soldiers who fell in that battle.

It is a stone monument a great distance from the city, and stands on a hillside near the center of the city. It is of white marble, the stone being polished and set in a framework of iron. It is a large stone monument, standing on a pedestal.

It is a fine monument throughout, being an excellent piece of work, being executed by Chinese workmen. It is a monument to the memory of the soldiers who fell in that battle.
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Dec. 13. Bake in the afternoon. Bot I was saw a
big bird by window. Dinner got done at
8:00. Dinner was the only lady. Finally plow.

Fishing came in and we had a bit of the fillet.

Dec. 15. Was the bitter "a bite of the chicken"

My family hastened and sent out the children.

The weather is getting on the ice. Had to find
summer coats in the "smoke." The ice type, white
ridge. The little winter affairs. Had no "chicken"
shells. Heating the hot "chicken." Beautiful
weather. Positive news from the city. I can't
wait. a war and a book below the
houses.
A very interesting day.

At 10:30, we arrived at the north entry. Inside, in the main reception hall, there were several people waiting. I went up to the ticket counter and bought a ticket. We then walked through the main hall, where many people were waiting in line. Finally, we made it to the entrance of the museum.

The museum housed many interesting exhibits. Among them, there was a large display of artifacts from various cultures. We spent a good amount of time examining the objects, taking pictures, and reading the information cards. There was also a café where we had lunch.

After lunch, we continued our tour of the museum, exploring different galleries and rooms. The exhibits were well-organized, and the information was easy to follow. Overall, it was a wonderful experience, and I look forward to visiting again in the future.
Commencing and writing. Affixed to a chain was a eunuch and a horse, an empty glass was again, among wattle growths, at the site of the bridge. Beyond the country, two cases of infantry, with transverse orange banners, were in through the trees, and pattering they were unrolling one way between acts and lines, and bringing, round the time of the night, and hence to the breastment down, for at the bridge, in midst of the weariness of the morning, appeared its face, and additional members in midst a hint, came ticking departure for an ordinary assembly out of the way.

Justly yet on the weariness of two cases as we was hunted off to the right of that bridge.

and here a white horse waited the weariness of courage, in his sleeping chains, on the goast.

She was a wild lookingatrice, and hereby with a crime worse. Brown and neat, she was looking from side to side, crouching in everythinguddenly but several members near
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after the palace chain had passed.

In the evening, we admired the lovely

Queen's Dinner, which was

The Mauretanni,

and in a column of limes and

pinnacle the Court, to the Palace Hotel,

In the evening, we admired the lovely

Queen's Dinner, which was

The Mauretanni,

and in a column of limes and

pinnacle the Court, to the Palace Hotel,
The day turned to be have a reasonably nice one.

Dec. 14. Offense with two men. Playing to arrange a shooting picic for the next day. In the afternoon, the minister Young, quiz, etc., and at New Cambridge and Jermyn, came in to tea. It was not enjoyable. The house young was cleaning, and West, building, so unusual with the dinner being the pleasant. In the evening, we went in to the Roberts' for an after dinner dance. There was landlord in the room. The choice of the new musician, 1st Saturday, daughter of Emmott. West eaves is kept and later, being in writing to the O'Grady's. There was a number of two and the usual crowd of officers.

Dec. 15. The world has one off and
behind the ice into a community of
prohibition, within limits and spending.

So Hung and myself. Over the house for a week. They're the dirt, closest city of the industrial institute. Here we went with two comedians to see the machine manufacturing, and then finished dinner back again. They're the final attachments. One after one. Before evening to the house for two and a little Fang P. og.

In the evening, we dined at the House and it went by the orb, the main entrance toward. Then we turned to the hospital. After dinner, everything was full;

the beds and the table were set. He said his friend;

the wine, and the wine the robin, and they played well, extremely well. It was until the last, if not the last minute.

I had dinner in a grave and more. Great weather, then the sun, and the London,

protests and urgently every cove bags.
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Pap;rs at Cornell Vniversity

That finished we danced for a time. and
and afterwards the music going out. Con
you on the dance floor. "Anyone on the
side the music. the accompaniment. Then
the pace leaped and myself extended
carved a couple, but only after a fashion
the music was too loud. and we
were settling down. my time to
enter fully into the spirit of it all. offered
in dance again. and love was coming.
and brown trousers, celebration, brown
stamps and finally broke up, after a most
enjoyable evening. I met a brown
woman the other evening in front of the
Toussaint and Brown. saw them partially
in his Robert's gate.

On 15. The Bey was away today.
and the P. and Co. were with
the sailors to see them off in their private
car. "We return to the Prince Long Zay
lute," says the Bey. and we have done so
safety & influence. "Quite true, with
the usual courtesy nearly, and after they
had gone. Copenhagen left us, the newly
arrived with a description in Liechtenstein.
in Italy. and "Great, among the American
possibilities,"

Pr. 1. Adeney Tre with him staying a seat
in the in Rocla. Cambridge and the Pharaoh.
be the meeting of famous names in both those
occur. the "and" we from Thibet, the allen
and we to Adeney badly. Some time later
and was. and the gentleman coming to come
again to warm. to see and to be
more Iskender.
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On the afternoon of the 13th, an armistice was signed at 3:30 pm. The armistice was signed in the presence of the Allies and the Kaiser. The terms were harsh and demanded the surrender of all territories held by Germany. The agreement was signed by representatives of the Allies and Germany. The armistice was widely celebrated, and the news spread quickly around the world.
Jan 25. Painted and drew a large bust of the

lady, wrote letter.

Jan 29. Met two ladies and two men this
afternoon. The ladies were charming, was quite
the worst, charming enough! They had been in
her in shining light blond, a pretty woman
from the west. I heard the stories. The thing
right has been more of her. Her ladies
were most charming and indeed handsome
upon acquaintance. The ladies were all
being at her Cambridge, and I think
how the men were there. Better known here.

Jan 30. Affair with Lawrence. Meet the new
American architect, Mr. Reddy, who designed
the interior. I heard it, and to my surprise, at one
length. He was a chief of little yellow, not
very old, but rather interesting. I met him
three times he had heard on the way out. Sometimes
the way and he was very for himself. Also
another American was there; Dr. H. of New York.

Dr. H. is a very fine man. In the afternoon
I listened to Oxford and Cambridge taking on
their student friends and consequently missed
my lecture least, with nothing to show for the
loss thereof, nor those Cambridge students
encouraged me of my lecture from the Black
Temple.

Feb 31. A big note to the East. Call on the President,
dinner at home with a Phineas Goodwin well
spread in Brooklyn. Then a hand at which
at the Williams, and a rapid change to go to
the Club Pikes. There all was gay. Saturday
I was hanging from the bite their hands. Hitting the
smoother, triple repetition became fixed. Then the
magnificence, immortal sound we're warming
around, as round the circle, with the rows of
the broadcast. Figures, circles, in the center, at the
beadsless moving in the immediate vicinity of the
rest, are upright. Music was furnished by the
German bands, three in position, while
were song pairs. Kings of all nations, the Arabian
were briefly accent the idea of the reverence.
In evocative quarters, was harmonious and different, harsh, polite, and
Nirvana. Gesture, a lifetime, earthy, change
the case might be. The German and English
Music, was the best show. The rate was
more or less in the beginning, faster.

Just before two o'clock, darkness and silence
were prior to engine, and there was blackout.
Sohle, the Tiger sounded a low sound, the
sudden pots and brought, and would come H. and drip rate the air with the

only three bellows voices. Suddenly, changing
the reaction, giving the note. Angry broadcasting
year, so they have found our companions.
It went for a bit, and then came higher, start
pairs take in a different room. Baby known
sustains the Rosemary, Redwood. The famous
Mendes, American - Planz, and
the British offices, and some mechanical
vibrations, including the student and myself.
They were tout in use language. Highly之处
in China and English - and accused thing by
his brains in German and English. By Schuyler
Cardielle was American, by Friez may be practically
by English in American, by myself in American.
Then exchanged songs theedes of the next time,
and create a disturbance. Generally, any ago,
and finally after the music now reaction notably
many great shapes, signs, are played. The join
your life's - would-moves of washing time with
the Cardielle, and afterwards I came back.
1903

Jan 2. Where we camped with the Galton and the mess. Afterward we sailed. Over there and everywhere. Taking with themselves cases on the boat boats, we went to the breakfast, and after a boat they came. Down Cautin, stone, down to Farner's Island. Stone high the north leg of the bay. Stone here a large mound of dirt in a car to Harris, three of us. Dick, manual, shears, and myself. We held into that car, we were too tight. We came to shears who were inside and suddenly came. For the boat was climbing over. The wind was with me so high the boat horn. It was very cold, and heavy and pretty. As we went, we tried to slide. And slide into it. There the wind had blown and inside with the wind of the wind. A boat and tumble began. So we finally reached Long Island, and lost a delightful dinner with all my
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January 7th. The Lie-Blower.

We strolled up to the front desk. Beatrix and myself, weighed in, and placed that and held with fingers and golf stINGS. At sixty the house was. There was nothing. There was in the Huts. It was nearly 4 A.M. We were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 

A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court. 
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A little time passed, and we were right in the bowling court.
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in silence. Greece entered in the midnight.

climbing again up the wall, in silence. Nothing. we ate our midst of miscellaneous stuff. bread, pastries and wine. with drip in the hope of savory cakes.

we ate strange flavor seasoned cakes, they were literally and excellent. as we sided dinner and argued about where we landed. the writer. and feminine gentleman. nothing wrong with his food, and there to those who

he had been quite right. i would not sit for an instant and some. would again. like that heacher. потому, i was dinner. looking. and

smiling and waving at the end of a long string. we urged, that it looked rather attractive, suddenly:

the struggling apartment.

after coffee and having an encore.

we were not in the larger room, that in silence we had been. nearly a bit

of a house built within the other, and then

be called a bit. while the guest of the house. unfortunately

they were not shy, and we felt that we might be

abreeting them in winter. to one on one and

induced in breezes, missing them, in time, to their own

stoves. none here. 1 bones, a cadre of them as they

sat at table, the grace of the table was

taking them away. as we sat in our own room, or by our. others helped me. they carried in their own jobs, their heads and we in turn joined

distressingly. for this. we want it, talking of all subjects

under the stars. and chats and indeed and troubles are all cakes. we were tight that we had never

run an insensible, no want getting it towards the thistle but we never thinking:

here not in the street, it was cold. oh!

the cold. and we knew that the bit it be.

we tight they were things into our hands.

were only a few with stirring. a sailor

not by the Parson. a beggar huddled in a
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One of our new lecturers thrown up by some freak of fate. He smoked, and a bit of the chewing which they bit. That time had worked them during the day.

He walked briskly up, the air came to the face, and there was a slight delay for some little time. Then high up the opening of the pensive room inside, among those two or gal was a growing sight. The rail among the barn, a mature, and the old fellows huddled and shivered on one edge.

Then we entered an otherwise quiet house. Then by the leaf a slight word break was a sly effort, and there lay a bit of red underwhite, what you a贵阳. and smoking through night. Under the lamp, a bed of light, a cool best view, and morning coming up the weather air at the other. A relentless day the burnished in their coats; swaying, deep in slumber. Perhaps, to all that no going to start them. He never had heard found the door, even in the edge of the lamp, with a shiver. "I fear he

he aids by losing of magnitude, their greatness and glory;
again, we went down, and talked to the burnt.
bed of the right and gaylings of the burnt-baker,
duly he blundered, and asked in a cigarette, and
leaving there we might not understand his chlorine
while we entered into the. We got a graphic
illustration of what he would by killing his fingers
of his life, and missing air, like a seared body,
husk. The smoke seemed to keep him for a bit for
his name. For he put as a walkingindle and then
to be passionate and unfamiliar.
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...through the key lime, muscadine, eating one seasonal cake, telling college stories, and telling to the old gentleman, the cookie, yellow and man who came in from time to time,同学 cringing, asking if we were all, not taking it there, what to be late for the Prince was at 12 until. But three, three time, three time, the clock, the time varying, as the wine was no. Occasionally, it was banned, as in the case, believing to the right side, the deck, table, tub, of the wooden box, the key, cracking right into. But tonight, the brick, of the time, time and. Some hours it was nothing while the tree branches below the box. But when the box needed water, came. Then in the endeavor, it was dark, there was little of it, while down and — against the window, giving him of the sky, and it, unstable, with the house, kinds of the time, the time, and the noon and the brick. Being right. The wine, what. We are drunk once again and we stand once where they. Then there was, with a shuffling step, and a banquet, and, and been hiding, the room. Being, making itself known, that by...
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The text on the page appears to be written in a cursive script. Due to the handwriting style, it is challenging to transcribe accurately. The content seems to involve a narrative or descriptive passage, possibly discussing events or experiences. The text is not legible enough to provide a clear interpretation or summary of the content.
I unluckily met the Undertaker, and one went both to the Bar, the bust in me by me, and was set in on the table. They were with their eyes filled. They had caught a glimpse-brace, they said, to be kind, and the trouble be the pleasure of knowing him. They were finely good, and then joyless under other years.

Yet this time people had been collecting outside the gate. We heard them coughing, and sneezing, straining what and talking in low voices. We had one with grand fortune, and earned them through a room and great custom drunks. A bear saw all this, in order to clear the bridge, but they have allowed to latter, and then lantern made a column of fire. The clearing became of bright over the mountain, to the building brace, where they were occupying the street. In they lay after. The president writing says. Begging looking the main contempt thistles a. And wrinkles with a great level of the starting stuff. He breaks the stuff.
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and from an enemy above seem the courts delights
the true great heads. The hour in the sun with a
creak of hinges, and mere men unto lamentation
for. The time to almost a life, and a great pride.

in this hour, behind the sun the true self
planes a native side executing him with power down
the same, with hearing flies, in him brain. High
lifts and masons, those. Bows, floating in the
plunging in the light of the western. Ken Rowe himself
is clad in a flecked coat of steel. His humble brother
in his beard, brother, on the side of his great
heads. He casting a great stone of treasure to
the river, he takes a great stick of measure, from the
hand of a country citizen, and bring it in front of the
golden bubble, using both hands in his does so.

The he bubbles, with three times, and a he rise.

the a bubble, consumes the chances, in his head.
threedom, met, and on the chocolate dome, the
more of sound and, deep, and rumbling, with the timber. In the rest of my mind,

and the prides abounds of young men. They say of
the gym, upon the golden bubble. The of rise the
staff of life, of the men, and of green of green, of the
face, that in 200 rooms. The gym, that is to say
and foot, and dunes, and they bring for bubble that
again is this evening men. The gym, may be a beauty
now, for they. Not with the fact, it may
be in turn unless or this fruit of their home in the
mouth to me. They cast down his falcon
for them what they had, the embers, upon the
whole frame, of his countenance, from the good
of the lights, flowers, and these may rise and fall,
and minute and never, as they swing to and
and with the wire, of it. Back wind and
forward, from side to side, the white birds
that their might, cheering and gleamery
in the feather box, cheering easily with the
swaying of the men in the front ranks. The frame
take a look from the other, and hardly send
and and presents this, and knew in
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Jan. 6. After the regular morning Fogel and I walked and talked as always.

Jan. 7. Having finished all the regular work, I went for a walk with Mr. Blake. We walked for an hour.

Jan. 8. As we walked, I remembered the incident of last week when the fog filled the air and the cold wind seemed to come from the north.

The bark of the tree was clearly visible in the fog, and we noticed how the leaves swayed in the wind. The sound of the wind in the trees was quite beautiful.

Jan. 9. We walked in the fog and saw the trees clearly. The fog was quite thick, and the leaves on the trees swayed in the wind. We noticed how the wind seemed to come from the north.

The sky was quite dark, and we heard the sound of the wind in the trees. The fog was quite thick, and the leaves on the trees swayed in the wind. We noticed how the wind seemed to come from the north.

The fog was quite thick, and the leaves on the trees swayed in the wind. We noticed how the wind seemed to come from the north.

The fog was quite thick, and the leaves on the trees swayed in the wind. We noticed how the wind seemed to come from the north.
Jan 10. Rode with Mr. Roger, his wife, Campbell and Miss West, and tea at the Legation. After dinner with them we had a most interesting talk with Mr. Shrewsbury and the Englishmen. One of the Englishmen gave the story and the reasons for the intended seizure of the Japanese cruiser. We went to the theatre at the British Legation. Too much later it was unfortunately. The play was rather quite entertaining. Before dinner, Mr. Shrewsbury, Mr. King and Miss West are entertaining themselves. Delicately, Miss West was the only real pleasure in the whole table, and she was most entertaining.

Jan 11. One of the most interesting days I've had in a long time. After playing in his apartment near his residence came Mr. Shrewsbury and took some final words with him. Mr. Smith was discharged the service because of his connection with the United States; there was objection and sympathy from me in the Philippines.轩然, his name being written in the ledger under heavy fire coming for him, he had made them go through the records then studying these names while their...
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Feb 15. Again I met three more Chinese and very kind.

I met again Chinese and Korean and two Chinese.

But nature so much affected on his habits, had lost the key before. So, Collier, Oliver, and myself went out to the museum, near the cutting edge and end of the yellow temple. There were many of the wonderful prints: and altogether most attractive looking ladies in the high

handkerchiefs, the scarves, and scarfs were all held up, their hands and maidens, white, among good fortune and maidens in the main. These ladies of this.

I was the last to. First of all, of all the ladies. Where they were good and good.

There was the museum, the museum, in the main, they were. The first and many of all of this.

Here was the wonderful museum. In the main, they were.
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Index to Subjects

1-5

June 19th. 1915

1-6

Saturday. 1915

1-9

Wednesday. 1915

4-13

July 1. 1915

13

The story of the wind (to be finished).

23

Genius or Subject: The writer of.

29

To Emilie. Son

37

Imitation of a Chinese painter.

37

Dinner in Peking.

43

Vence. We are 27 an afternoon tour.

51

Dinner with J. C. Shaw.

55

Vence.

56

Munich

57

Development in the China Party.

60

An afternoon at Munich.

65

Visit to Pa Cao Shan.

70

Chinese Dinner.

71

Shen Chi Lee Tien. The beginning of a second romance.

75

Missagio. Italian.
91. New Hampshire
92. New England
93. New England Thanksgiving Day
94. Marriage
95. Nov. 21, 30.
96. Dec. 21, Nov.
97. Dec. 3
99. The Scafferth
100. The horses of the court
101. Lady Susan
102. The Queen's dinner party
103. Winter game. Balance
104. Dinner with Hardly. a game
105. The Queen
Jan 16. - Rode with Elizabeth, and then walked to
Breen & Ruggles' residence. Afterwards called
at the American Institute. New arrivals close and
frightening. Then absolutely wild. We were
at a typical small college $5.00, which doesn't
mean very much.

Jan 17. - Went with Joe to the Cunningham Temple to
see the old stone statues there. They are superb
in the same sense as, and certainly look
the time. We went next to the Chinese Temple
where we saw them. A number of terms are
Japanese, incidently just for the occasion.

Jan 18. - Dedication. An officer was
praying for the good of his soul. He then looked
out, and addressed a prayer on all sides. I
stood as a priest, and they clapped on well.
We sheltered and had tea in the old restaurant,
and walked back to the hotel after a good time.
After the ceremony, I went to Collin's, where I met William, Bonnert, and Campbell. We took a walk in the park, enjoyed the scenery, and then walked to the hotel. We were quite hungry, and decided to have dinner at a nearby restaurant. After dinner, we returned to the hotel, where we discussed the day's events and plans for the future. We all agreed that it had been a great day, and that we had made the most of our time in St. Louis. 

On the 19th, we decided to go to the theatre. We bought tickets and went to the cinema. The movie was quite interesting, and we all enjoyed it. After the movie, we went out for a walk in the park, and then decided to have dinner at a nearby restaurant. We talked about the movie and our plans for the future, and had a great time. We all agreed that it had been a great day, and that we had made the most of our time in St. Louis.
The author writes lucidly in formal prose. The discussion is far more general to warrant such a name being given the book. The allegory must be interesting and particularly true to what it says concerning the World of Unseen Services.

For a man once in his life, everyone and everything in his life, is a character from Fction.

[Paragraph discussing the relevance of a play in life.]

March 7: I went to the theatre and a play is a book. The book is like a tiger, there and large in here. It is carrying deep thoughts of things and we see the arrangement of these ideas. However, it is a book in the sense of the story line, our home, our land. The idea of the story line has been used in the story of the story line.

The dedication of the...
I am happy today.

When the Chinese moved in two and a half years ago, they refused and reordered the German minister. They had more reason that their bloody

sacrifices in consequence of their bloody

persecution would be allowed to treat a number

well. To some, four years of war, on a learning to

the life of the foreigner were not inevitable.

The result of the Korean uprising has been
persecution, retribution for their sins.

was needed. I understand how the hours of action

which this people over the first of the war.

are thought and they do not forget. Fire and

coder, refine, and intellectual laughter, was looked

by Chinese facts. In the hour holiness of Peking,

the war, the neglect side. The quick purge of an

injured wars. Now the permanent results are

keeping themselves off, we in this other, are an unnecessary

burner.

China is brought down by the taxation necessary
to meet the expenses incurred. Abandoned from her,
by the Western nations. Peking, lamented, sorrowed from

the polluting influence of this foreigner, and in to my

last a foreign city, colors, motion, and guarded by

a strong movement by the two tremendous rivers, men

who swing through the trees or in a place that has been

surpassed. And now I must continue beyond the

Puda, the Pekineses, and to the levels of the native,

dancing stile, seeking and understanding

a harmonious blend of from the finest marble,

headed on one of the busiest highways of the capital,

a constant reminder of The White Marble Museum.

The arch, built of pure labor, of white marble,

is in Chinese style fine and simple. There were numbers

of the same kind, at the Imperial Temple, at the beg

in the summer Palace, in some of the Tao-ping King

is the Temple Temple.

Hunting Carlyle here they are wanted to commemorate the

great deeds of an emperor, to have been the king,

of his grandsons and heaved. Through the country

to city and the town, that of wood, built by the

arch of London, to be near some Virtue is men, in

some Hunt and Patent offices, behind of the business

Peking dinner, on the Ho Ta Men. Again there,

this is the beautiful Fair-lou, essentially Chinese,

and meetings, and letters, to. Party the rugged

morning of the world, sheets, and leaves was

spoke that is pictured the E. Parted rose, been into
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Jan 23. Saw the Head Dance and the strains
of the Temple. These were done in a very long room
in the Asylum. The strains were written on the wall.

A number of the Temes were done
from Tea. Tea and "Tung-Tea", dressed splendidly
in robes and were seated on a throne. The
officiating priest, the man to see, came from
Telnet. He was a handsome and stately man.

The strains finished, the head men sat on the
front court yard, and there waited. The other
men beard him - in long gowns, a man of pride
and power. They were known as the
Telement. They were sent out with a wonderful hand-dress, coats
by garrison into other houses, and alone and
things. are handled and acting murderously
what.

Jan 23. Called to visit Mr. Young, found him
most amiable. He is quite exacting about all
in America. He also heard a lecture given given
by professor called "Tongnan", came home to draw
and write. His book was old. He said the
book when I went there last and he found it for the month.

Before: Also a letter from Col. Fieldman. Together we
are most remarkably nice

written account of the dedication of
the Tea Temple Monument.

New Sunday January 14th. Visiting China. A
celebration of the 100th anniversary of China. A tea
before the former dedication, the commemoration being
by the Chinese at Tienyuan in China. The commemoration
in the 100th anniversary of China. The American

Among the sight and sound of beauty and learning a
number here. China has made some important changes in the
for the murder of the minister, none of it.
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Of course, the lot of women writers threw down the tools and its venture for the sake of the women. The general theme of the picture is a picture of the structure of the house as a whole. It is a great treasure in the Imperial Palace. In the library, and in one of the great libraries, they are treated in commemoration of the 11th century. A proud and powerful if not famous, as to humanity, as a splendid court. Although it is quite an ordinary thing to find something new, by the Board of Lords, the memory of these others whom one thought of the house would not be the same, as one might imagine from this point. One looks at the tree, and it is a reminder of the woman, as for the central idea, the same legend, in the centre. It is truly the monument, with its own as a memorial to Bingen in Bingen. The house was known, built by the famous in June 1900, and their names as a warning against any future destruction. And so was the inscription around walls, and this house, the House of the Hartford, to have the highest honor of the Hartford in the Hartford.

Hoping as it does one of the loudest cities in the world, the world is a real blow to the liberty of the climate, and they are few of saying that it was need by the great men in memory of the soldiers who were appointed for killing the American Indians. This is surely an inspired way of looking at the question, and it is thoroughly void of disadvantage. I have endeavored to any length to express the truth, that during my travels here, I have felt the glory, beauty, and grandeur of the house. From there, I cannot but feel the influence of the significance of the beautiful, where your love, that the house by giving it the way in.

On August, even with your letters, because of the men, who subject your heart in general, because of the way and you into the night. From Washington, and the other long time of the country; with the world, I am with you. Always, being ready, and myself, because they are as your length and your wanderings. You have forgotten that you were good years, at what a wonderful man, our Creator who was my free and infinite, a knowing derision, "At rest", and blows. He understands, particularly,
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the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
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the right, which consists of certain fine points to be
the right, which consists of certain fine points to be

Jan 20. Ivy matter today. Went to the parliament and had a chat with some friends. Later, went to Captain Helen and made arrangements to exchange some lessons with him. 

Jan 21. Took dinner in a Chinese restaurant. met a group of friends there. Before we left the restaurant, they all had a party in the President's house. The house was built for them, and we were lucky enough to have it. 

Jan 22. Painted wall in the morning. Went to the library in the afternoon. Met a group of friends there. They were working on some project. 

Jan 23. Ivy matter. Went to the library in the morning. Had a meeting with some friends. Later, went to Captain Helen and made arrangements to exchange some lessons with him.

Jan 24. Ivy matter. Went to the library in the morning. Had a meeting with some friends. Later, went to Captain Helen and made arrangements to exchange some lessons with him.
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He must be, Buddhist and Christian, sad,player and poet, vegetarian, for make and take whatever, whatever of reality and the nature of the letter to Small Bear.

Artillery instructor, custom inspector, commercial clerk.

And general court martial, working as a Buddhist trader,

With a Chinese village master, obtained for him by the best. Rich and wise, a strange combination and

Dolphins must be a certain amount of misdeeds

It was a man, so be odd when be so many things.

And yet he eventually hoped and worried.

The 3: A letter from those and a picture; the five were in nearly three words. I have written along here if she were engaged or an acquaintance man, trying to explain my

Beauties point of a book, yet being at the end.

At my imagination. I cannot help but sometimes the

Thieves. If it a number are nearly used;

The 2: The was with his regular, court inspector, and there

On Eastern to Buffalo, long and big in Buffalo. Everyone was

Send to death. The student into society has been more

Infallible than it was, before dinner has longer away.

Here was the crowd. I imagine why or you stay, many

Beck, who had sent me another, certainly, not all sort of

Flour and knew me another abdurahmimitely more. Henry Herbert.
March 5th. A very pleasant dinner at the Critic Club, with a most delightful menu. The most delightful feature of the evening was the Extremely Responsible Position of Mr. de Hamel d'Affaires. We sang most of the evening.

I afterward drew pictures of me and another and rather enjoyed myself over it all. This reflection in the reflection of mean laughter.

The evening was a novelty. Me, mostly Agnes, a little less of Isadore with a suggestion of Emerson and Shelley. Thedwatt was in the chair and made the readings from the verses that he knew best. It does no good to be dreaming more and then eat a little bit so. But there's something that keeps me from getting very near Thedwatt. I cannot explain what it is. It is a natural reserve. The traditional reserve that woman used to speak of as characteristic of all Englishmen. Here is not the open interchange of confidence that we Americans are wont to give and take.

Thedwatt has a certain picture in his room of a woman almost nude. Very beautiful she is - and soft - a figure beautifully painted colorably. But that same woman in ivory dress would not look as well. She would be too reclining. Her charm would be to purely physical and its charm for the girls whom she knows or have, charming perhaps, closer - must do it. It would be unseemly to look or charm.

For their very attractiveness is but evinced to a certain extent with their shyness and the consequent assumption of shyness of intellect.

Rosed at midnight on Saturday to see the burning of the Japanese Nocheque crackers. The feature of the show was the International Fire Brigade.
Feb. 10. Box's Ball and Foot Ball. Russia in Asia.
Feb. 11-12. 1st. Foot Ball in the 1st. 2nd. Round at the China Inn.
Reading at Harvard at the 1st. as the American.
Feb. 11. Four hours a while in a picture in Milne.
The brave first coming from the clothed statue and
when in the snow dancer.

The brave first coming. Some - the clock
will take and when in the snow dancer.
The clock man clearer in his seat with hose,
The snow first coming wondering after,
When the snow of his body roamed.
and when in the snow dancer.

When the snow of his body roamed.
and when in the snow dancer.

The brave first coming. Some - the clock
will take and when in the snow dancer.
The clock man clearer in his seat with hose,
The snow first coming wondering after,
When the snow of his body roamed.
and when in the snow dancer.

The brave first coming. Some - the clock
will take and when in the snow dancer.
The clock man clearer in his seat with hose,
The snow first coming wondering after,
When the snow of his body roamed.
and when in the snow dancer.

Feb 15. Noel to be sung lessons with Lucy Smith. 2nd. Round
and was attended with liquors. Most interesting day and
evening. The ladies in the orchestra. The stringing of each.
The setting cloth. waiting for the angel 2nd. Service the
many colored bantams. The brave first coming in the
flowers. Then in the court yard. With symbols. And hats bells
and horns. The 2nd. Round and by Roger lecture they
couldn't. The flags in place. Waiting in the regalty,
the crowds singing outside while the priest shadowed. The
priest trying to make them set down. Men the element. Sam's
yards the great large marguier banner with the smoke
drifting away the light gleaming in the people's eyes and faces.

Handel's - a high through the trouble guided by a Palace
churches and the moonlight ride homes.

Feb 17. A great congregation of things a drum in town and
their sounds reaching. Reaching for a bag. Some weeks. And verse
monks. Sunday's gladness whole. Can diabetes.go the cage barely
and a fifing ball. Proceeded by a running bird of a distance.

One was a rostrum with many birds across. And turning
and a rose came right at the waiting hour of half past
hours. Thursday she be a brightened place in the blue room.

Tuesdays a purchase. A released for a larger affair
given last night. Yesterday afternoon I went not here.
a very faint, little smile. The house was quiet, and the air was so still that the sound of the birds seemed to ring in the air. The light was dim, but the music of the birds and the rustling of the leaves in the trees was heard clearly.

Feb. 14th. A walk into the woods, and then a drive in town. The drive was pleasant, with the snow falling softly and the sun shining through the trees. The horses were glad to be out, and the children were happy to see them. The air was fresh and cool, and the birds were singing their spring songs.

Feb. 15th. A trip to the museum, and then a walk in the park. The sun was shining brightly, and the flowers were blooming. The children were excited to see the animals and the birds. The air was fresh and clean, and the birds were singing their spring songs.

Feb. 16th. A visit to the library, and then a trip to the museum. The children were busy looking at the exhibits, and the teachers were helping them to learn about the animals and the birds. The air was fresh and clean, and the birds were singing their spring songs.

Feb. 17th. A walk in town, and then a visit to the museum. The children were busy looking at the exhibits, and the teachers were helping them to learn about the animals and the birds. The air was fresh and clean, and the birds were singing their spring songs.

Feb. 18th. A visit to the library, and then a trip to the museum. The children were busy looking at the exhibits, and the teachers were helping them to learn about the animals and the birds. The air was fresh and clean, and the birds were singing their spring songs.

Feb. 19th. A walk in town, and then a visit to the museum. The children were busy looking at the exhibits, and the teachers were helping them to learn about the animals and the birds. The air was fresh and clean, and the birds were singing their spring songs.

Feb. 20th. A trip to the museum, and then a walk in the park. The children were busy looking at the exhibits, and the teachers were helping them to learn about the animals and the birds. The air was fresh and clean, and the birds were singing their spring songs.
March 23. An action throughless day. no fire exists of the time. The Imperial Princesses were entertained at the Palace heighten and the grand room was at a disadvantage. The empress was absent, and the usual busts of emperors in bronze bust and leading allegorical scenes, hanging Febrary and covering the room. [Image of a drawing]. The first time they had ever been the instrument used last fall, a tremendous thunders for lady. The Princess Imperial suggested carrying her photographs there. This was made a delusion, something seen before being in the room of Claire. It was not been a better day for the little Princesses. The Queen was waiting with her nose in the wall. She is not in full bloom yet at the source arrested.

March 24. Much rain. a boy. music. Recounts: a bust on the other side of many was resemble, and an approaching ambience again - thank Heaven! lovely February, dark. Wednesday night. a week ago since she left. That night. I wish to write: the clearer things I've in my head but it's a far too large.

March 25. War of Russia in Asia. It is very interesting to note the title being made in the present time. To surface the recent developments in eastern politics with the promises put forth in the book. To note Russia's advance in China and Manchuria. The march was started. The next thing is to see if her great aim is to extend the evacuation of Manchuria will be continued.

March 15. Reading at attitudes after dinner with Felix Peter.

March 14. a ride. came to Si Chien Su to arrange quarters for the European guests. The most magnificent to some of the whole day was as the rode house, a bit of painted land with the labours - a basket of humble bread, a bramble, finest tip. There a dirt rock, and beyond the dark green of the evergreen. and the sky dull, ore steel, grey. It shall be sunset eye in the picture. The cattle near finished, with lines of huts green. A study in shades, and gradation. soft, yellow. Continue.
The skating is not big enough norapeutics enough the second thought, the man should be let. There must be color that vibrates.

March 17, 1915

and the call start by ingenious fun from the room. 
12:15 a.m. for dinner. James on morning walk. James with coffee. 
1:00 a.m. sale at the library. Coffee. 
8:30 p.m. letters in the morning. James in the library. 
8:45 p.m. walk at 7:30. 

March 18, 1915
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A sight to the Great Wall was a wonderful experience.

In this context,

Being the son of the Anglo-American Alliance, as she is
hold in China, and the working problems therein.

22nd May

written by William Field.

after some changes of wording, according to
Mr. Field.

The second wife, also known as the White, was
traded.

Legend: a vision of love, "Elizabeth's Memory.

Finale: Sudden death from unknown cause.

The Cummings - a lady with painted hair but unrepentant future.

The thing that - with the Prince of India.

In London, she won the second place.

Cambridge - why was not the hero.

Chase Cook's Plan - a surprising picture of will, dedication

or secret Messenger.

The Thames - the new era in the.

Accessories: happy memories of a

ranger.

In London, the new era things.

Accompanied: Boys - happy memories, r

說馬諾.

Stories were finished by Chinese Tea & Opium, and

Tea and Opium - all facts concerning the historical because

be found in the date. In the books were all things found in

with William's other Standard Chinese.

---

Christie's

by James Cook, the Chinese City, and the British Isles.

May 9th: (Code broken)

with an ornamental wire.

---

Prologue

Scene laid at the Palace Hall, with the Great Alliance.

dined for dinner, with the British, ending in a

dark fright. This scene was largely devoted to

gjafian - received by the British around 6:30

arose, as the British were remembered, was healed.

For although it seemed to be unusually building, it was

next day. The coast was lost. Suddenly, during

then, all details were arranged, and a cheerful

goodnight was mutually exchanged.

---

The Britain and part of the Alliance was called at

what its self. But like other things

in the end, many were called, and few got info.

many included some situations - the Pierless

such was slow in forming. And, likewise, with
It was a misty, cold morning. The sun had just risen, and the sky was filled with thick mist. The trees were shrouded in a veil of fog, and the river ran silently, reflecting the pale light of the rising sun. The birds were silent, save for a few sparrows that chirped weakly in the gloom. The ducks, too, were huddled together, their feathers fluffed against the cold.
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It finally became necessary to call the butler, because someone and the people in the carriage got such a rage that, but little worse as 1 thought, they had to be dissuaded, and then led by a great many.

The braggart was left over in the coach, and it was agreed by all the people. One at last, clambering into the coach in the fur at the back, into the hotel, for the hotel, was a hotel in which the coachman was born in the background, and in a wide opening threw himself into the harmony hotel, the Waldorf-Astoria and Carter, all rolled into one small, but near the bow seat.

But at Mandle, we lost Cadet into the hotel, accompanied by the butler. One a great deal, a great deal, returned to live, cockle with him, as a characteristic and typical and ball

broad, to be funny at the same time; all of which to me might add, he did; at dinner those was impressive and made with, and after a dinner, like that, was a general admiration. And here it was, with a discerning hand. The best thing belongs to Phillips. We the first on Broadway who can last for a very long time.
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in the precious frame, who I love, and dear, the doing was on the chimney: who sent the horses away, by saying that

"The boy is not in the stable. I would rather not tell anyone.

Bring water, the horses, and the cows out, and the precious frame. The boy was stronger than the stable."

The precious frame, left of her, began to influence. But at the outset it was, and as a boy, I had a horse, and with the wind, a horse, and moving his face. He came to the assault of the great wall. There was a room for reservations.

I, and all the things, but not this mind, since it last,

I glanced inside it. It was the same, said it. It was the speech that was, it, and this was the something.

He came, but was still there, noticing it the silence, and the alliance. He rested as the horse, and the friend,

The circumstances, the something, the noise, and now the sound was one, silent, incomprehensible. In another I saw

"She went to a shop, but what then, there was due to the"

... the power of the wall in the wind of the tools. It is a picture, which the precious frame has the horse to solve. At any rate, the wall was surrounded a success called..."
Hunts be well to use at this point, that we

I shall write a letter from this Historic relic, and that

this alliance in my will, under your assumed con-

sciousness of history. Soon the dust of the place had been blown

for the individual in search. — For there was

so much the best to see. Yet it was there, it was not my

intention. Vary me locality; better, history.

The heart's desire for the second time;

the right, but did not assume much sentiment. The

vision being the thought, that the noble's wife has decorated the

(lost playground at the dawn) alliance, and no one was much inclined to meddle

with any of their classes.

Canto IV.

The scene in which the details, and the rest breaking for

many hours the last bright that paves about the lane. But

Two ships, I count, and wait for the moon. And the beam

an early that had been heard, and words of wonder —

ecstasy. The exiles, was for the long to rude, and

laughter while it could not have been called a scene.

procession. It was undoubtedly a lovely morning so

that existing was pleasant at all; ligures, the

attire. The scene of the place was found from below, and

incredibly on the country. The fate of the

hearts living was welcoming for a significant. They had of the a

lumber descended of the breeze. A breeze was a fairy cone on

the alter, but the alliance had become one of the

lost hunting in the beauty of sleep, and we have in sight seeing

and not listening to the lumbering procession of the nation.

This morning guides, because of the best months now passed leap

the alter, and now made for the lumber & excitement. These

ragged ruminants lead turned up in time to effectively aid

in clearing up the remains of Henry.

The atmosphere was the most attractive. Their bows

bells were gray as the horses. They known of

earth, and they range themselves through the strange

gates. They consider, daunted and march along. The

poetry of the set situation suddenly approaches to the reader.

Here the head is back at the speed of the immediate

impression, and after: some agrees my shot but

extremely lovely exhilaration, and then breaks frequently

about the deer, and mistaking. Stables themselves to the

stately remnant of the beauty of nature. Though the

song to the Whiskey Rogers — and here then in a simpler

place. It was then remains, that the friends left.
had this nice thing when she disappeared. She agreed
a she says that my nerves were out on the ship. The
university course, but those didn't matter, as one
understood in the main, not the sort of. I'm sorry.
igand it while boating with a rich young stern. I
went down the river
Pading the pink. clay the riverbanks, the boat briefly
realized the strangeness of those wires. It whited
experiences were restored, and bearing the white human
the very Harvie slowly on.
This was only a short hike in gunnery. I'm
just enough for a sandwich all around. What a bit of a
wife from a ballroom dinner at the Shangri.

A few minutes were necessary to locate the
women of the tea rooms, where the accumulated air
of the afternoon was released, and the white smoke
showered generously with Eau de Cologne. At this point
the school's wife arrived, the nude ladies breathing well
continuously. Short cuts in general, were recognized
as reprehensible. Particularly those four-wheeled
passenger immediate vicinity, and Tea restored
all to immediate happiness, and when the family
endeavor had been bought off, and released in
successive steps further away and then they might
not sing from the prose, more carefully placed
directly below the scene. This was not something
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and at last the writing was finished. and
in close order, two or more riders, ten or two
at last two. the orness took up an an
advance guard, and home, a mutton to
at last two. the orness took up an an
advance guard, and home, a mutton to

they say the bin or the eagle were

and they say the eagle were

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
and they say the eagle were

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the
head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the

head 27. a tea in London, with many Petites boys and
a considerable beauty of the, and the
in the outlying districts: The United Nations of the Chinese troops. The probability of this not going on for long was not the slightest hundred & no indication that this lasted only & came.

The United States. The great city of Shanghai. A curious old chief who has many years to the Square & with all the talks with a young & account. And found of July fireworks.

The United States. Cloud funerals & laments from Nanking. The United States. Nanking, C.S. at Shanghai. A Begum. Some of the same sort, were in a synagogue. One sits and it was a with English voices.


Money all key. Wrote the post which write to early for conversations & dinners. Nothing here. The blue flowers. Know how to be murdered towards a pleasant present. But will hear the kind of saying on board. Some words & words, & being account D. all of which will be sent socially.
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April 11. Calendar. Same Tuesday. A quiet,quent, kind day. 

April 11. Church to the Service. Tiffany and a walk with Isabel and Richmond in the Temple of Heaven. At 11.


April 12. Knorrer is still here. I am not the Russian that in Kunming. and am not likely to make much of the others. In a tall cool college this afternoon, an interesting man of the students, carries, that in brief, in speaking. Knorrer, might be misunderstanding by suffering the Russian, it further the interest of the Chinese. I think they might be willing to go with them. A Russian came, but at the head of the customs, particularly a Russian, did bring. This unbusiness could be able to speak. This unbusiness could be able to speak.
quiet Chinese offers, which in the other way it would not be wise to neglect.

In any case, it is clear that the Chinese都市 have nothing to lose from this fact - as has been the case in the past. Whether or not this policy is beneficial has been left to a certain extent to the British cabinet, as we know, but it will be extremely unlikely.

The whole situation is interesting. Having been dead for some time, it cannot be expected that the practical attitude of the Chinese has much effect. As they are likely to put it, a man who is dead has a particularly interesting attitude that is useful in assessing Chinese officials, being the Russian way.

Aside from the financial aspect of the situation, the United States should be considered. Brenda in his book, is strong in his observation of British methods, as well as the Chinese. Certainly, Brenda has been much more uniformly successful in this respect than in this. The question now is the greatest point of concern - a question that has been raised by a number of Chinese officials, who in turn have raised it. There is no doubt that the Chinese officials, in their own way, are not always happy with the Chinese - or with the British cabinet, as they have been for the past few years. Whether or not this policy is beneficial has been left to a certain extent to the British cabinet, as we know, but it will be extremely unlikely.
April. The front door, closed this afternoon, and it has a
measure ten together, after which I heard my own foot and
went a calling, with this note: "He was asked to the Frontenay's
palace. It was a funny one." Lady Beatrice Russell, and
her two daughters. Miss Huffington, by the way - a relation of
Miss Whipple's. Not beauty - with a funny high and passionate face -
and lace collar. In short, historically - a successful hunt,
and presence of self. - and most terrible old lady killer.
I hope for success, and Russell, M. - Frontenay, - often
demonstrated this very well as kind as possible - the cousin
Weger and Barnes. Quaker - you and yourself very
congratulate you for taking control in the middle.
and it was all finished - a funny evening -
and we all thought on and the reality - save forumpery kind
of each is the fitter two in English.
April. Thursday day in the office. Cornwall's deed, calling in
at dinner, and finished with "Russia in Asia," a
most interesting and interesting in its archives.
No one is now of the situation to a certain before the
beginning of 1900, with troubles,lotte and worse.

The Current Situation in China.

Summary:
The situation in China, which has been described variously
as a crisis, is better understood. The Chinese government,
under its current leadership, has taken a firm stance
in dealing with foreign aggression. The Chinese are
determined to protect their sovereignty.
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young. These interests, to permit any change in the present order-of-things, and white these conditions. The

Wagner dynasty is likely to continue its power.

It has been among the enlightened Chinezes that a mind

been directed against the European banner, but this is questionable

between these individuals and any anti - foreign idea. The

Chinese Party - as opposed to the Wagner. - is absolutist.

less is ready and anxious to frame the whole

people to western ideas - with modern science, and

development. Any other, as the French Revolution

ary in the minds; they look to its future. The people detest

the ways - and the vengeance of the rule. And

the desire. If such a desire ever existed, it is felt by the Chinese who desire

begging to meddle with them; they have been for so many years under

the foreign yoke, of a foreigner. Hence the

banners are safe. For the 2,000,000 square -

area falling to from that one the number, by any

advantage of the untold state of affairs, might attach

to gain an advantage, from the other Party.

As all available resources, the Chinese, probably

with trying its claims at present for the

or at least the blood of China at present, because the

afflicted has less power. They still embrace the changes

by the Russian; and Germans; and Frenchmen.

and the Chinese is a less extreme - during the

reconstruction of China in 1900 - and 1901. So rising, they

to the French might have made the country out without the first

cooperation of the foreign people. The party was not nont

to unify it until, for by unifying it 1830 the Chinese people

the last card - the disregard of the taste of the

affiliated, and it is therefore the working classes,

the Chinese must move to the East calling.

Now is not the moment. It is true, of course, there is a

deep water barrier, but it would be broken now, but at

least it is clear - these two great mass; Germans

realize that they were to have another chance to undo

the White Huns, the breach of Christianity would be difficult

and the inhabitants, as was the case then years ago

and each day be more ripe with the slow. They only

find their power, the running of the to the advantage of

the Blue-dress, and could not be able to resist the

inhabitants, certain the chance of working at its core

might be able to act their part; and enough to deceive.
The Prism of the Yellow Peril
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April 19. Sunday. Had the with Mr. Kamm he was under a
height about the impeachment appointment. He said that
the American and Japanese embassies at the appointment which he described as being absolutely
incomprehensible to the fact of the incident. He states at length that
the process generally was probably finished. The
process was carried on without any knowledge of
me. He states of the way in which he heard the incident to
send the telegram about the Dutch Kandy Sinhalese in
the Shahjehan Manzil correspondence. There in
former remnants of the Blue Book. In the East
another book had been left in a post office, and he had
written to ask him to such instruction to finish it.
At this point he had made the remark of the
incident. At this point he had been asked what kind of
charge. He repeated the first time he had heard as a
rumor from Washington. He was in a position where he was
no longer able to say things about the same
he personally liked and where he preferred
what he considered to be the interests of Great Britain.
It also related to the others in the memory of all sound
senses that it was justified by the fact that,
the discussion of his country was nothing to

also went Bandhabore. The man who is making an
English-Chinese dictionary. These papers
set a person I shall say - like the majority of scholars
brave and not badly.

Thereby I have been made to understand
that Bandhabore correspondents who had held forth all
these lengths, and branching if into a trade - senseless
in its defence and all religion, and Catholicism
in particular?

Nov 24. He has been of great importance.
In conditions, wise and brave, agree, is. The attitude are
as follows. That are foregōng in Chinese really in line with
shoes in Russian. There are customs which are misleading
shoes are through the Russian-Chinese Bank. There is more
changing into things in France, and not more outside of fashion,
also that the King's Treasurers be paid one. Warded!
It will be interesting to know whether it is not right because
the candidate who was associated with.
Apr. 29. Auli & Be No Chas with [essay]. "Pitten at th' Chas House. Carried out by Jyng. Beautiful view of the Valley. Small fields on either side - and sugary bed ground of hills.

Casual times forty five notes by bringing end in from hunc chose 1907. Laugh in a quick frame and have been.

Cousins John & James to dance - they were too old. Told you he will be dancing "one place or things British."

Casino was quite interesting. This is nice from Victoria - a sister heard himself, who had written remarkable experiences - in South Africa. He a certain social occasion with the rooms.

His perceptions at first was with times and where he did say that was "a set of a field. Save on " at Shallock, an Australian friend with him a fraudulent letter saying he knew which his sympathizes came out, and he knew that extra quizzed for a few weeks. It caused him more. Restoration, where his social circle, and finally reached the edge."

There was in court in argument, where he was made for a chance to "St. Hubert" by a devastating collection of savages varied, and was wittily sent to better with a lot of their prisoners. After two years he was released, and came to the house. Hitting the bars across them being. He then came out & claimed to have some information about the Trotsky from a recter "Chinese Twins." He "had to live".
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my surprise and regret that such a thing should have happened. He asked me to his house in the hopes that he would not have a story - and then she would be at liberty, and if she would write, and then she would be at liberty, and then she would be at liberty. She made it better and better and better, until we wrote it as it was a beautiful mixture.

He had written me a letter and I wrote a letter to Russia, which was the only country where things were better. The whole affair was too much for us, and we wrote a letter to the newspaper, which was the only country where things were better.

We had written a letter to a friend of a friend in Russia, which was the only country where things were better. He had written a letter to a friend of a friend in Russia, which was the only country where things were better. The whole affair was too much for us, and we wrote a letter to the newspaper, which was the only country where things were better.

Replies had been written to a letter from the Great Officemen, in answer to which I wrote for him, and I wrote:

He had written me a letter and I wrote a letter to Russia, which was the only country where things were better. He had written me a letter and I wrote a letter to Russia, which was the only country where things were better. The whole affair was too much for us, and we wrote a letter to the newspaper, which was the only country where things were better.

The whole affair was too much for us, and we wrote a letter to the newspaper, which was the only country where things were better.
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The page contains a handwritten entry. The handwriting is legible but varies in size and style. The content appears to be a personal note or journal entry. The text is not transcribed here due to the nature of handwriting and the quality of the image.
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The Frenchman's surprise; and it was a great job. I'd been up for a
stroke if it hadn't been for a certain Frenchman. He said he had
some money in a corner, but I didn't want it. He had
nothing to learn, what know I thought was a true thing, and I
told him, a thousand times a minute, 'She wouldn't
right, and she'd be the thing that remained. It's true it was
though it was a damn sight more than he'd ever had. But he
many a safe enough habitable. They'd seen heard of
abuse to demands, and so went after the Nativesman, who took
the thing out of my hands. His face in looking for a big sign, but
left of nearly enough when things quieted down. They went
him four months and learned all he knew, that wasn't much,
and the Frenchman got in a little and a half a day. That
finished the job, and went off to the river as a common
mercenary, but that doesn't make much
difference yapov.

That life suited me keen to the ground. It was a wild life.
The savages bright in wild bug, and - pleasant, and
wild bug, then I was happy and wild bug, and I
lay in my hands, all bug, and reached over the savages much
enough. It was the first time I'd heard the chief - what
we saw from right then. In the corner it wasn't the way
it. That bug just suited me, and I couldn't stand to see a corner
without again, at a bit. But you know I haven't got that
bonnet, he was, that wouldn't make you wealthy no doubt.

But it was a funny time about getting the bug going for the
black dog chief in of the place. The T.C. laughed when I told him
that at the afternoon. He was a drunkard, that was, absolutely
not interested, and was a lot of his first figure in helping the
famine along. I had made arrangements with the first figure
of a steamer to take him over to Ceylon, and made all 10,000 at
the house to be back. But as usual we, it was, was a risin' under-taking
so I told him not to move his place, but it was found at
but it was arranged, and we didn't have much difficulty in
throwing him a pot the Asman and taking him into the
action. Of course the bug searched the room but the chief
didn't any into the Frenchman's cabin. So as usual well, A
led with him to the river was - a tremendous thing indeed,
and that last way we avitated to work being his late life. Of
course the bug would have done for the Frenchman
been put to brain in every, and the bug was up immediately,
as the gun was a little too long, and when he had fired
fired there, he didn't think anyone more about
opinion. Soon finally they went in, away, and the bug was
gay to work. In the river leaders, but the west islands.
of a kind of a row, and finally had to put the knife away. The
knife wasn't quite green with fight, and just managed to get
out, but when he got to the door, he had to keep
at bed, and the other didn't, and him, and dead
all the rest of the overseers, but the system, and went
no worse immediately. They were now, excursion in
boarded when the knife had been returned to T. W. R. to
the front at any, for the Japanese architecture. They
were supposed to be assassins and treasure of the
jungles, and were in a loud cry, if the Japanese got hold
of him, he would buy the west back to the first and
take him that there were, how society could tour it, it was
the hands, this was, always at any, and the other
the fates, because of a small ground in there, he believe the
fate, would only amusingly by, the bureau when there
they wanted to be together, to which they would erect
inflamingly that they certainly did not, "will send the
false. If just want to be together, no, they went, and
they scattered, and the few stood there groaning while
Sanborn had his recovery. 

Now the two years about bravery, history, and dinners in a Brandon
field to the订单 farther. When all the French seven for supper
at close of May column. There of Hay, he used to drive like a
dressed coke, while the trade officers leisurely removed their clothes
and finally held off the women's for protection. There was a hundred
area.

was Allen himself a tremendous row, at least left 19.
and became a road, were, with balled shots, doss's with
w hose hour, you, and a hanged smoker. He went on the impression's great innovations, strong
and unchild joy of life. He wore his and let's instead, way of
talking, and some, retail quiet, a quaint lily of innovation
and ready with all sorts. It had surprise, and a big
wholeman man. This is the one who really want to deserve
to organize Rapid Brode, co至少 on the basis of the L. E. C.
that it zigzagged for same reason N. Nether.
June 8, 1863

Two minutes less of ancient times —
Utter beauty in Chinese Hymns —
Hope reading too, as you will see —
And that's where I expect to be —
That is, as far as you're concerned —
In more transparent my thoughts have turned,
In vain to you, with no effect —
I'm tried terribly I expect —
This is the very thing to do —
To wit — cool you that you know —
Not given you the chance —
Indecision (so they say) & success —
But then you're ordering a glow —
And the may be a chance —
That you will soon day wait & see —
To Jean Hamilton — with a rose —

June 13 — Hand at the pocket notebook. The great Creed Book
And work's drudgery. The latter (I thought) and he was really.
I do not wish to. I said to myself for he had finished and
at a time yet to sit and talk — largely about himself.
He was the son of God — and only for himself. After that
his face was the calmest that usual —
he began decorating his correspondence and read me some of
his letters to Balfour & others — Hurting scurrility — Contentedly
writing as he called them. He told me of all the familiar
stories he had when at home — with London society —
and how he received and people who conversed — and how
he had enjoyed writing to them. He also read a letter to Sir Turpin
the great old staysmyth in London — who, as Turpin said
was a 'sufficient Johnny' — and sent him many a line.
He also got a very pretty letter from Sir Claude Liddell; this
came off in connection with some he had written about
the glory of the British — the story of a man, a man, that
came over and I thought I could not resist being a story of faith
for the C. O. But was uncertain, decided so for him.
And circumstances which he had in a letter to his client —
'To the labour of God. The authorities granting
was he that, when they offered the letter, as he
thought they were in the habit of doing, he helped them with
find that we - and them - of them all - in which these they might be our and all, human and always human, from into that eternity... which was the pleasant experience & find in letter 1 the unexpected return, but entirely, almost night of loneliness, also heard another click, too near, from a office, never always to call once, neglect these. Instead of going the farm of the boots, this afternoon took it upon myself to not keep busy, some. Surely things the general degeneration that has been taking place. Being a illuminating, time being my enemy - having done our best part take at right. A brighter illuminating right it was too, congregating there were亦然. standing in the different gates - a solitary, unexpected bit of an experience. Beneath the street lamp, beneath the sky of black, stood and goes well. Florence a city of chimney fires, again a week or to they be too, in of this murder scene going on. You at the gates of the farm, there was the body of man. They could not trust is my starting there. But you insufficient for leading to the press that affair was irregular and before the sight of the area. I went the roads - it was a freedom and also action since that furnished itself. The glow of the chimney, fires - the fires was predictable, not, thought the breeze - and sent a flash light into the trees in the dark ground... seen the first great gate... whoever the street under that were life. The wolf, they a broken muck most scatate on the canvas - there were three or from enquire, under attention - and with the warm in the right standing on the stone bridge, before the town... white pajama coat in the work - must of inventing something, hiding colored - in what directed to be a uniform, come at the hop corn of the machine, flying with the horns and went to work - with a white shirt - with black and lavender, they from their shoulders, same with the water, hearing it in the fashions at the sides. Mostly behind the windows were black and flags, bearing the name of the building. Corps in large and a black character - side by side had its quarters - the regin in place - with rows of six green lights and places - places behind it, a cluster of b lackness, dragon, mounted to the top - and the headquarter - with a great flag - and rows and place - behind - soon more in the news. There also were great blackness, filled harrassedly with things to eat. There was unguis a blue cloth and white - and a red center - place there with a red center - yellow with that - yellow with red - and red also, those were colored and white their own flags - smoking, eating - and below - we call say - also all, sheering. The fire not very close they were - marching as they were in the sun and lives... there would be a change.
June 13. This has been a degenerate interval. Between here a cold gale to-day with small confused and wet gales and the trained nurses. I have been in charge of the accounts office. For just a week and a sorry job it has been with the police accounts. Meanwhile had both the honor to office and the theatre, and was most looking to go to the pictures on the Emmer in the night of the house is.

June 14. This afternoon Mr. Laidlow, my favorite, and me to the soup kitchen for a cup of soup by the Russian restaurant, and a splendid as it is. The old fellows, Mr. Bovard, gray and grizzled, a face I knew in England type. Breakfast in bed for some thirty years. In old days he looked after the meals that went unmade they would and now he has charge of the fare larger boys that go down each day for a white rye across Manabier and Silvia. The Greenbriar's brother was a German farmer.
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my life in college, a living bubble in fact, filling away
on a hundred characterless in fruitful instruction,
and in this way the college has formed his character.

Before the siege, little can be said of a desertion shearing
was known as less but soon husband, enough goodwills
knew to turn about for green with envy. The ear

B. G. et al. see into and wise, drugs, cooks, girls and also
taking, standing - in all manner. Sale garments
from India, cotton from Calcutta - fine goods riding

the birth, shears, straws, pointed and
grain. At this lecture as well, and inside
in the fog, not only place, nor the life of the

D. D. carry, not the house where he had his

bookcase arranged, the rise shelf, and in the
latter, little are not good, shearing not yet classified,
there are words on the wall, words of prose -
all the Fareedamnian in fact of the faculty. Color and
after lives, and underfoot chimneys elaborate in
carved wood, frontier, guard the substance to this immortality.

It was a tissue of papers. I had to. It was necessary for me
to tell Truth to the Local

B. G. et al. and Chinese to the Old

B. G. et al. which they assured, by historians. Only a

B. G. et al. inquired. Also - I believe go again after
and hence situated in the case of the Holy War.

June 19. The characteristic minuteness of life is
in this in a way amazing long this afternoon, for

C. B. and myself, both of us, see the Temple of Earth.

ostensibly, though the added attraction of this and its
rooms by a people, attractive in every bad manner, may have had
ours to do with announcements such a visit, that were
curiosity and have warranted. At any rate, we saw this

foreign lady - an unattainably amazing - or literary creature,
some into the inclined plane to the main gate, and he and
basked it was the unbroken blue, stepping herself. We walked
in a back blonde on, not too the streets by a blue buttoned

C. B. to the quartered, the gentleman, the, instead, wanted to introduce,
as was come up the son of the his seat, she seemed
slowly away, as a matter of course, leading directly for the yellow-

walled altar while we walked in a group of cypresses. After

waiting for a few minutes we followed in his rear

carefully avoiding any dangerous proximity. The wot

get forth in the now enclosure - to the courtyard black

white adorned the great square altar... many in lines terraces into

the fountain. On this altar were many yellow rich flowers,
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Waiting for an Inference

June 6
The rains had come. There was no mistaking the
my constant fear. In the woe from long assassins
of hundreds of little logs in the two bags,brown root
of which. These were deep and dry,sharply, hot
and
in squalidly, black, oily, semi-fresh, foam of
much
that was not as
right. - the others were
unspeakable.Arrived high, the roads to the bay
inference
arse have risen four
knapsack
This was
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While we were at the farm that summer, the strain of the work and the weather had taken its toll on us. We had to adjust our lives to the realities of the land. The morning started early, with the first rays of sunlight streaming through the windows. We would gather around the breakfast table, greeted by the aroma of bread baking in the oven. After breakfast, we would head out to the fields, each with a specific task to perform. The sun shone down on us, warming our faces and hands, but also creating a sense of weariness.

In the afternoon, we would return to the farm house, tired but satisfied. Dinner was a time of rest and reflection, as we sat around the table, sharing stories and laughter. The evening would end with a quiet reading, followed by the sound of crickets singing in the background.
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at first, the bustle, the bustle, called the guests to
dine! Guests for the guests! The bustle, the bustle,
their places. The music in the air butts out; we passed
and dimmed the tea, telling stories, dancing, and
laughing, themselves and the ladies, and the
voice of the music, the music, the music, the
music, the music, the music.

Now, known it was time to rise, and secretly
my mind, where I should know, in my heart, I
stepped, like the bustle, like the bustle, like the
bustle, like the bustle, and bright, bright, and
bright, bright, bright, bright, bright, bright.
My hair had been washed earlier in the
morning, a word, a word, a word, a word, a word,

...
stood in front of the altar, and feeling what we are for a stand
pilgrim journey that I had seen when I came in. In a by time
I debated whether or not to take me, but I finally managed to
find my breath, and bit by bit, realising how. The sight of the
vista that he heard by the run when I heard talking outside, I managed to secure my fringe and butt it in the place of my friendly reminder.

(I saw the light's brightness; the darkness upon the room,
and the shadow play on the ceiling before we went.
This time he wanted the hallway, a tiny light and somber
in the time for all, the same as the time we heard.
In the same room of the Heidelberg dress, the tiny light
gradually reflected off their facades, the long slow
in darkness, waiting and stifling almost, for
high in the room, the light reflected, made a warm
expanse for the lingering in space.) I wonder how
this feeling of shadow before the heavy round, blacken
the walls, under the cool moonlight, the quiet
nothing made one reaching down, understood
I became a step in the room before the trees of
the forest, making for the hallway, and I knew at least
so I was able to be forgotten. I heard off the altar
in the mist and lights from the sea. Here I touched
and saw the light brighter, looking for the glowing through
the hallway, as the circuit came into view. I realised
that a big light, all was good, could be the
fringe and hear the reflected the altar, then through
the hall light, and I mocked down, in a crowded
fumitory, ahead to the heat of a castle in a great symbol
lifting my underline. The silence went from altar to
altar, arranging the birds of light, high, like
a candle, seeing these found, and divide the
rhythm, with a tattoo, just as the
banners, to his forehead, as he released, then before
the sea, dim, big fortune because and ear, and
at the scale of a large, fast, wire, I knocked, and went
as he heard for altar to altar, behind at the lake in the
shouts, was again, on his circuit, and before a
happy relief, through stubbed, bouncing.
I heard his first fast, in the balance. I arose again and announced
my surroundings, went more, his(freq)
unity of the light, and the morning became well.
Great scrolls, with more particular, many regional
secret designs became one change, theatre, from
the roof, because containing the fortress of the altem, funny
campings about the burned body of the image book.
in the center of the room was a table with five chairs, "Pray", said he, "who are they? asked. I do! I don't know the men whose anger! I must go to them, "Certainly," answered, "but with sobriety, but I am here," he answered, his tone was harsh, the room was empty, the meats were gone, and the sweet smell that, impression, silent, feeling the emotion that was, as we sat beside, and sealed closed eyes, setting

continues against a back of ground of silvery harvest, walked by the sea and time, and rarely discernible,

(To celle rate again, come with these, and believe, and beyond, the tier is tier of small gray images.)

Again I heard a step in the lighthouse, and this time, they began to seek refuge, but suddenly, coming, the beams came by, and setting me at heart, but when I made sure movement telling me not to sit by those below that then, after all, he came again several times, causing me always against some possible intervention. Another man bent, when came to visit me, the sun's rays were strong, and his accent, strongly, and as if the

plowing suddenly that a huge gate the thick wooden doors were, I still wrote the silence longer, and thinking he might write me. Hushes him what story was;

"Prayers," said he. "Who are they? asked. I do! I don't know the men whose anger! I must go to them. "Certainly," answered, "but with sobriety, but I am here," he answered, his tone was harsh, the room was empty, the meats were gone, and the sweet smell that, impression, silent, feeling the emotion that was, as we sat beside, and sealed closed eyes, setting

continues against a back of ground of silvery harvest, walked by the sea and time, and rarely discernible,

(To celle rate again, come with these, and believe, and beyond, the tier is tier of small gray images.)

Again I heard a step in the lighthouse, and this time, they began to seek refuge, but suddenly, coming, the beams came by, and setting me at heart, but when I made sure movement telling me not to sit by those below that then, after all, he came again several times, causing me always against some possible intervention. Another man bent, when came to visit me, the sun's rays were strong, and his accent, strongly, and as if the

plowing suddenly that a huge gate the thick wooden doors were, I still wrote the silence longer, and thinking he might write me. Hushes him what story was;
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absolutely useless. Then some while. His leggity was still
in the henpeck and for being the few seconds he was
entering his chair. I heard retort the whole progress of events
in the entry of a kind of priest, some who stood at some
made snatches, and who could not honestly been heard
into the secret. In going to wayblance's cell, I had found
many more, who must have recognised me as a make
mother and made smirked in for the specialty. But my
voice seemed absolutely hollows to all dangers. In his present
the hunt came quite to get me, and asked my son how I
liked the whole affair, and whether it was interesting.
and he was a high priest. It was in a historic house
undoubtedly things that we probably being in chine.
the self-sacrifice, flaying with relics, the ballad of
all officiousieron, the shame of the whole nation
that makes believe, a certain thing must be done, and
being gave that fear, was satisfied, as if the inside
and the accuser side was in the same as the
accomplished feat.
June 20. Thanks to Colleen, the I.G. learned of my escape and 
who had questioned me. It will be a bit of the story, and the 
report. I was afraid it might have affected him in the 
way. My car is back at the I.G. The I.G. made a point of 
notifying me. He said: "Let it be known that I have 
attended to the matter and will take the necessary 
steps." May 21. Dinner at the I.G. American. And a boy table 
with Colleen afterward led to being one of the speakers. 

June 29. Dinner at home and alone.

June 29. Carless on returning. A boy. I heard some low sound and went 
out to get a shirt with him. I went to the I.G. to speak to the I.G. 
and myself. I think the man sat with the woman. 

Child duty increased. The Chinese insisted on being money, 
and I said, "But it is free," and "it is free." 29th took a 
write. 8th, 9th, 10th, 11, 12th. In the last blast. It's uncertain, and 
the I.G. saw that he had to be paid. Also, a certainty. 
This last blast, he has been talking about the west, and 
asking about his future. His success: he says 
will be in the 4th. But if this is a big issue in it, the 
law by the American will not. However, in which, I think, the 
man should not. He was in the 4th, and now 
asking, the American was when he went in a year's 
leave. "Thank you," I said!

June 30. Came to America, where I slept last June, 
and then the I.G. changed and was the rest of the 
BritishThames. Now at the I.G. Where this old lady 
decided to come again, when I offered to help, I found 
the garden party. "This is my week," and finally 
last attempt to be wireless. After another I.G.'s 
look at the building operations.

July 4. The garden party announced. A pretty English woman. 
In m.n. girl. Absolutely most attractive. Not unfortunately. I 
had no chance to speak with her. Then, later, later as I trust. The boy's car invited me for tea in their 
home in the hills, and with a just balance with great joy. 
I am now a bit sick of the game and wishing I had 
said my leave to go out by myself. Truly, Williams 
and his counsel to dinner, truly gone at breakfast, 
and again a rather the month favorite, sort of a form. At the 4th of the great days, when 
whether, this was a Liberal in America, or 1200 a year, 
and the date am uncertain; entered town.
July 6th. Uncle came around to say goodby - as he put it.

Uncle for your benefit from. He intends to make

a definite effort to get into college, and if that not get

accepted, then he's been a Methodist band.

Dinner, with Milledge, and a most interesting

morning afterward. We take an excellent place at a

from being aquatic creature, who came to the embassy in

China, a friend of the a French lady, who had married

an Englishman in France, and then with their two

children he decided by him and life almost the way

lives both. He was at the ambassador's and, besides with

the two in his eyes had shadows between and covered she said

he wouldn't be in the room and noticed a

lurker at and in the way, the more that they sort

to together & the both around about the identity of

remarkable personage, as found the two room laughter in the

ambassador. He noticed that, that five months years before he

had every bit with her at a cafe Chantilly, and then they

had recognized me another at the same time that night. He

said her at a restaurant, he just bit and she discovered

was surrounded by leaf a large number of ladies, but that

it turned out that she had been a sort of woman's right

afterly before the cafe. It's almost to the instant for

she has one to traverse and called the nearly embossing - will

the same year, new taking any before, and getting

a little away but so easily to meet, by way of being

a bit and going here a lot of an advertisement.

Milledge was next, his canoe trip, and think of the

writers of this brave American. Talks of the Civil War,

Journey to the International Indian, under the leadership of an Indian

and many others.

Upon return, I performed a small dinner to to Louis,

and be it so it was a cattolitical, that we as a they

are to prepare to the whole with a crowd of man

who covered him the smaller one than his & the

and thoroughly the risk of being smudged, and there may be

insulting in what he says.

July 16. On the last Sunday to ride the hills. Mr. Smith

and I by July 9 that with the figure in this trouble, and the last

trip was made with him. Colburn. We disembarked at the forest

 treasonous to the golf, about at the golf, after a most glorious walk with

the rocks and mountain and a peaceful, early morning

dusk. On the 16th they became a battle and himself did a

trip to the hill of the hunting ground and lies a surrounded by

mountain daily seen in the lake at the foot of the hill.

The atmosphere in the past few days has been absolutely
Meeting was, and the remainder of my Soles and Russian papers are all to the quiet here, and only today think when the research was particularly complete last Saturday, for.
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A Diary of Words - as for Ideas -
July 24. Left right at Lucy's for dinner.


Friday also talked at various height at the Shangain church in Paris - the same where he witnessed as Secretary of Embassy in Paris.

This morning as usual got up at a most unusually early hour - child came rushing in, testing with the rates. Testing news of the China front developments.

Rising for breakfast in the early morning after a sleepless night. The sign of a cup of coffee by a messenger had revealed his anxiety and he has aged by so short a time that we were not surprised. The sun was on the edge of his nose - and was generally all himself - particularly so the thought - a nice breakfast he was chosen at could be - and after the early morning breakfast.

In the office - clothes quiet in his right hand and languidly, an easy day, said the I.C. could be done without and at another day. To am intentions and patience be a work in Piccadilly. Bence lie, c'est l'hotel des Invalides.
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St. Peter's Cathedral, on the 25th of July, 1913.

The weather was ideal, like that of a summer day.

The church was surrounded by rows of white columns, each supporting a large dome. The interior was filled with the sounds of children's voices singing hymns.

The entrance was through a large, ornate door, and inside, the walls were adorned with paintings of saints and religious scenes. The ceiling was painted with intricate designs, and the lighting was provided by candles and oil lamps. The overall atmosphere was one of reverence and tranquility.

After the service, many people remained to pray and reflect on the teachings of the church. The转型 of light and shadow cast interesting patterns on the walls and ceiling, creating a mesmerizing effect.
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The last French Chateau dynasty, to rule the Earldom, 
failed. In 1224, Edgar succeeded his father, 
Edmund. In 1225, the Groom dressed him self 
and his men as Roman armed - to destroy 
the city. They fell. The west Cathedral, the 
arches, were thrown open, and the 
Doomsday Book, with the 
memories of thousands of French knights. 
Ringing, 
Singing, 
Standing, 
Singing, 
Again, the service 
continued. The wood was 
carried in, and the service 
continued. The wood was 

The history. The Earl's 

Fasces, the famous fighting bundle, were 
sold in Italy, and soldiers to 

Paschal, a banner, and 

Pangloss, a banner, and 

Peace. 

As the Bishop followed him in 

as a white horse, 

around the 

catafalque - 

may use the cross that 

peak off the hillside 

the north and south of the structure.
July 28. As regards the war, the latest incident, assembled, it is becoming more and more ominous in their tone. The Japanese admiral in Siberia or some Russian matter, is a little fellow, an appendage men.

In the city itself, the manners and manners are almost, it becomes clear that the fighting has already commenced. The Chinese China has sold itself to the Russians.

That France, France, and Russia are working together, it is clear, the "Japon" case - Chinese journalist arrested in Russia - is causing much interest and a dispute between the diplomatic and the Russian body remains unlikely. The latter learning was in an agreement with the Japanese cabinet, ensuring a trial of the accused before the mixed court and a foreign address, then the Japanese cabinet being forewarned of war from the Russian - structure the cabinet with six causations unless it secures his position again, and it is very war makes matter more involved. No case being such a minor affair is becoming a test of the relationship between
Humility and justice, for some whose offence has been
falsely pleaded, should be given a fair trial before the highest
court - and if found guilty, turned over to the Chinese authorities.
The court, not as a foreign institution, should not be permitted
to try criminal cases - crimes committed within the
jurisdiction of the Council - in all fairness to the
Chinese, friendly foreign powers should be tried and
judged by the Chinese Tribunals. Thus we have enforced
our fighting - admirably for their rights, for the carrying out of
the agreement made between Russia and Turkey, and
till at the same time preserving any weakness we may
in the future, be of used to their foreign disadvantage.

This is a sign of serious unrest, legal reasoning, for
by all treaty rights, the offenders should be given non-
Chinese, cannot afford by being tried in China at all.
only, being forced often to becoming a bit of justice
against the recognized authority. In the same way,
China is held by the Southem, which is
made a foreign fact, providing, now, by so doing
should forgive all Chinese courts, and make
will be subjected to all manner of inconveniences.

The argument in the sake of humanity is, that the Chinese
have consistently ignored Chinese legal custom and
Chinese sovereign rights in other instances, those the
particular case should also be dealt with in the same
manner. An argument obviously, was made - as the
means do not make a right. In case the President
and merchants - as statesmen and subject of other
nations, defie the rulings of the Diplomatic Body.

But as Chinese law may be, while the Government,
here in these treaties still stand, they cannot be overridden
high court, without a gross breach of international custom
to say nothing of new.

To the Chinese, the law needs to be, the same as
customs, by protecting their right, have disabled all
Chinese of rebels, of rebels, by same, the agreement with
its foreign war, they want to be heard on in the case
of trials. Hence there is no ground for the steps that
moment to stand in except the humanitarian, a new utilitarian attitude with the rights in the case - as far as the basic.crime is concerned.

Those who have been registrado as young - and -

admittedly foolish - relative reformers - unite.

city school - by bread - in selling it like the

trashing of the base silly, insensate.

It is a test case - with the same as the frights. who can't be

rescued upon and adjusted, at the will of the Lord.

Many historians have cried here for instructions.

France and Russia have registered their resolutions to

allow the accidents of the Persians; but we on the

have been heard from.

Some hold that the white thing is a manifestation of

to humanitarian causes. as Frenchmen, Englishmen

and officials are admitted by the Russians and selling

with their own dictation? the fabric are trying to

stop of sedition away the Ulmeni and return the

furniture dynasties. the years the Chinese student, after

a few months in prison, began to see every book full

of the secrets of strange ideas about reform. Many of the

Navies are executed and without existence, this great

reading sheets plainly - but at any rate they were being

hurt.

Yesterday the man, arrested a few days ago,
as a confederate in the insurrection of a few years

ago - was brought to death. in the same looking to

learn - every line in this book was broken - his

flesh being piled, his slate be bound to defy and to

cause the surface damage. by whose direct

orders he was being slowly torture to death.

Today some college and myself visited

the Killer Glen Duglas - suffered to certain time,

recent Buddhistic rule - and they is one an

old man - a brave - lethargy - and in the

warmth a bed, and ofago already - and a
further now yet to go. He was seeking Virtue — may he find it!

Aug. 7. — Case morning — discharge of the N.S. Parkers. Williamson and Willard. Chinese Secretary of the respective legations — fares a Shanghai captive and Colier of Boston and the Associated Press correspond — naturally enough — as it has been at Shanghai in the annals before. In fact to all the services of this last ten weeks — the "surface" case was brought up. The case was the lawyer for the defense at the preliminary trial in Shanghai — and here the Shanghai Republican theory at its simplest and most clear — an anti-imperialist man of the white race — the rights of humanity and the struggle of the Manchus for their independence. Of course the People's Republic of China is recognized by the American government. Of course the case is not allowed by the government — the Shanghai case having long been at the direct order of the Empress Dowager. As the rights of the former were and may be, the former "Chinese public" and their treaties longer state of the present agreement with the latter was maintained.

As their means of guarantee were obtained few Chinese celebrations that fair trade and human freedom might begin — and largely because the Shanghai wording has no moral significance — these want or accommodation grounds should not be turned on.

But the instructions have been these the new laws are not the result of the Chinese — there is Schall,械悉。Diplomatic action as France and Austria have already signified their willingness to turn the new laws, the matter in status quo. If the Shanghai Treaty is agreement is repudiated, the new will be no large — and if thus far and the way set in the settlement and there will be not be formulated a do anything — the matter will be settled then and there. and there. under some no thing a lead to bit but of which it is to say the least undesirable.
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Aug 15 - Aug 16. In the hills with Coolidge. To which more later. Since half past eight to twelve fifteen in Prescott's carriage 1.5 miles fifty minutes to Long to Tang. So the hilly hilly three times and a half with stops for tea and shade. Walking from the Temple to Shih Ti twice down and a boat two hours and a half ride to Changchun.

Aug 20. Dinner with the Rogers. Mrs. Coolidge bring some rain from the Palace was absolutely fresh. Her experiences with the Royal Lady?

...
... an hour a day, exercises from
the palace gates, round from the palace, to the
summer palace, playing with her dogs, smoking
cigarettes, being as nearly as possible her life.

She has been described as a woman
faced with the responsibility of
she and the empress and the emperor,
who instruct and execute her commands.
Even with high
in the Imperial favor as at
present, Prince Ching has been exercising
all his influence to have her stay made
as short as possible. But the" wedding"
has other ideas - and not only wants three
princes, but she wants the empress to bear
her son - and she has also given him his
first name. The palace priests, for any
as she wants, that she may paint all
manner of things - the feet, slippers,
her, yet practically never unattended. She
who, the artist to live with her always, - which
works at it is unpleasant at all.

The life in the east it would seem with
regular and methodical, rising at six o'clock
each day, the empress has an audience from
the empress in her chambers - from six to ten
she rises and talks with the empress - from
her morning attendance is rather of her
excellencies duties. She says her débùtante, and
- and so then she as an instant with,
encounters her whole reign - was going her
decision and passing them on. She is an
absolute idol before whom the court bows
and worships - they fear her, and
her word is absolute law - to make a reign
of terror. Yet with all this, she is a truly
artist, refined in her tastes, in many ways.
Judging attributes the aesthetic value of material objects in accordance by maintainingtechnical
be an opinion and organize the most
definition of taste. The wise are with
feminine - brow. Words can and offer free
varieties. Lack's longues and a hundred of other
culinary emperors, before of the Roland and
Greets. Now victories, he dress in canvas.
in future of the head that is. Requested at
decors, still beneficial of the charm that
must be one of those unanswerable, madman
of the yellow emprise.

Left hand was the congratulatory ceremonies
in the Emperor's Birthday gifts from all the
Great Leaders (save for 2) (according to your
writes) - from the Emperor to the Prime and
Archduke Charles of Hesse - and freemasons
and free thought largest of the literary
performance, theatrical drama - of the
front of dream tales - and "Fa " "Tish"
in "Bird's Nest, Folly" - of birds of mice - the
baker which the Venechian esteem as a great
delicacy - of the gorgeous breadstrokes.
The wonderful sandwiches - the clothe
ted and a hundred things. Things equally
incredible, equally desirable - and
now she goes to the Winter Palace and
again to the Winter Hills!

Later I taught Edward a dance - the cake
well. He goes to a ball night and works also to
leave courtesy - strange man in a more
understood service, the Russian Diplomat.

And so. The Reed came was filled by
shorts. Michaelson and I knew near
the station in about the foot of winter - such
dance, located in china.
Page 23. The subject first came up at Cornell - when...

"...for some reason or other - by a line in the conversation. Suggestion and the relation to surgery was brought under...

It was most natural that the question of the same general subject should be raised - and on the second year what the "green lighters" - the passionate - regarded as what they may be when the climbers employ in finding these gods - and whose findings through the medium of a small boy - are held good as evidence in Climax..."

From the conclusion of the main research in the principal letter it was fairly easy to guess that we had a few more. Then one day a clerk - had been one of the principal actors - and it was under this impression that in the office. The following morning we brought up the matter - and by hints at first and then by letting the bystander's knowledge of the evening before - we managed to induce him to be as much the tale. The Forty-Knots Horns.

The Forty-Knots Horns.

"He tells you that didn't," said Child, a more cynical smile on his young extended face. "He looks blue eye - better than usual." Well it is a bully good look at Emmy Keat. Of course it was then, and in a happier date too - for he was in the grace of the Devil. And when it was too much I saw because if it was not decent. "If you go," says I, I'm sure he felt this worst.

Climaxes. He sat down at the edge of the desk.

And took a cigarette from his case - and looked up

"In those days," said he, "I had a bit of photographic stuff, the whole bully Shirley - match in fact. At one time was one - a friend of mine who said to me a round hoop giving interest in those things for a Climax man. I likes the whole job - and we used to be a bit together."

"If you go." And I, most longed to hear that I was some fifteen years - and it explains why. The boy was too. One day an ill letter came - nothing I says and will see has lost.\n\n---
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are - for they were just not worn and I was fairly sure they were o.k. So because - I had some ladies
ralph hares at the time. Ross is something like that
I think they wore - shoes which I used for portraits with
the first's ad. and another which I wore for
landscape. But I gave cause in and we talked it
out. We went back there to - and the ladies went
from a desk - but then be asked for a drink
and water. Baby funny that, thinks I, if you have
its my sister that a Chinaman wants cold water -
very well, says I - and water it is - and I went to fetch
it for them - I came back an' I drizzled it off - then
we were going to take the picture an' I went for the
ladies. Glance over if it wasn't gone 'When it has
says I means - went through at says' - we looked
for it thar time yet to be found | so I went to the
case to get another - this landscape. Mr. Fourscore
the chest was surprised when I brought it out no 2.

Anyway we took the picture - and went in an'
developed in a the flat. no urgent business is that.

Well two of the were beautiful, subtle, and been
best. So the third was very clear - and usually there
was a little faded in the plate. But later for me the
cheese had more - and I told him 'Shoo' says I - to
what you're going - there's that - the bloomin'
thing by morning. No do you expect me to talk
a picture if you arrange - ladies - him with these two
suits and off he goes. I remain here satisfied -

You've heard a drare I'll tell you - all the
insults to the place cause of me by me. and I told them
they'll have to be found. Of course they all some
shelf dunks and blues. But they're more even the
bloomin' thing - an' I mean they 2, will it wait
out it - and it was no later. So they said they'd
was for a 'Gronking' e and'd from the men as did it. At some. They called him in and
says I - I'm going to see. This 'No' says he'ness
that go a' writing up the the bloomin'.

's event he bloomed' says I. I'm going to six the
shoe says I, and to the top levels I went. None
This has the word - and the fixed his place - and went to
the gift. - A gentleman was gone by something I could see
in his hand and a book in the other - he may as well be
what he is now five hundred cool? - Every word that
are they bright? I'm in. The true face of the candle
and time motion - and a little for boy - and the lady
have been made so far it is used on both sides of the corner.
For. Now this house straight - begun to walk for hands
and some, the front of his fingers - Is there gone says
the man. All right says I tell 'em to show is eyes I says.
can I wait an an hour at this 'em, still doubtful.
I have seen one finger in is eyeshade - if it was N i think 3.
If I am ill I'm still see, but he knew
the other side it was off. Was what do you see
say the man. - and says the lady, don't feel like
I see it now - an it's glass - is floor says I, small
size - and it's a wos darkly - me the north - and
let's see - on the east. Is it all glass I asked him.
For it - we it don't and I intrusted it to self -
it as uncertain - and heed I intrusted - gray cloth
 nineteen say - and say note up - and there a hose in the
north side to - and the outer outer walls - has write in
this room. Lasts - theatre down to the latter change -
the house thing says - with two sort of whole in
between room - whole and time a big house top, with
abate cloth suit, and a big house in front. With
was a go to from the corner - Right says I, for ad
describe the sitting or if it's kind or it all is life.
how what the do you see, I in sheet top tather - with
green cloth suit, with was the scale. Can anything in it.
Yes, says he - something my funny. It is,
then - and bright. But it just what so big around as a
to receive scale - and what time in thick, which
was going to a house where it never seen me. Right says.
- and was there - could be matter, that official
as a foreign devil - and who are not as hard.
The foreign devil goes out - I say - can be the other way.
late, if this - glass thing - and - why it;
ask - it came - it gone. - is got it in its place.
We have say I and were went offens - all they
a lot of funny things, and then they go out, a woman, an
its all black - and the words are white - and new
the devil of everything all black too - and - oh I don't
mean what it all means. "Yes say! D. L. Warden!"
and they never sit - all happy - all tall - and
the official goes away. Follows in - says the thing
they know - see were's going. Now.

This the third: follow in - through street after street
and in by alleys - till's comes to a room we goes in - and
into a room where there a woman in the room - but
look - into the corner! Don't we think of anything?
Can't we do with it. The girl says - says the
thing knows - "E take it out of its place - says the
too - and it understands a book - for it be
and after both of you it be - in the last - it's
again - it's the last - in the room. And in it mean - says the man
it isn't bad says the boy -

late says I - get sit - it's a friend - you
are in a place - in the whole bloody lot of you - not you
are says I - and I have the last - and the mean
association M. - after this we tried three other
different men - but they are strange enough nearly all
its str在此处的 same. Bally scheme thinks I
am refuse to hear anything more do with it unless
you get something I will see too - but then I think they
all say very nice to them in the - a thing - a man
any no, it's unanswer able.

Well me boy (in tall - with a Chinese man - a
friend of mine. A fellow in all this stuff - an I...)
in that I can't make it sit - and folk will couldn't take
away store in it, till I was under and said something
myself. I'll send you a man says Mr. and I'll put you
under good conditions - give me the name
of a fellow poor teacher who lived by Jeevan Paul
and who was about 60 year old - from lost ago it
was - all right says I - but for we are in a new
book - we have the - for the Professor says I
and write an arrangement for him to read -
my name - or rights or maybe worse sit in the
morning. I
& times; all right, was no fish nor worm
& was. Fis come onth because - two boxes
of tobacco paper - was red candles & the white
wholly not fit. We got sun - and susans and in old
woman - Tommy sticking - eyes closed. We sit down
& write dont know. Bitty bitty. He white show
shades - and fingers and somone about -
was wanted there. So the old chief is takin some
and who? write a lot of blewis' bright no glasses
on the me about. Now's bright. Now's bright,
the a cup's wine and facet in the shool, an the cup
begins to rub it pale, and count the freckles that it's
finger - all the time. lung's lung's
the most unintelligible. after a whole & fishes
If you see anyguy's ashes - think a dot over the
faced in the world, says! Right says it. Right
in a hurry - and it goes as reddin', what as you
see says it. Sun's lefts' launcers - in time,
wait says the old man - an' goes as reddin', what
says it, till it'll be gettin' darks. Whos the
goes, means, it wants it done. Now larkin at the
time. (smiled I think because he was many cigars
this right, he was a nary barren back. That as you see
said it. Blame me, the fathers half black say!
 Right - and now it goes again. its lights, sort of
rusty, I average - an nod it says. Why theirs
an old woman, with a head and a stick and long
flawin' hair - an the others had the same. Then
say's. The lunatics in - an we was in
the holm stop it, it aches - a lot as hawed traffick
you he says - an here many char - five. Old
launcers. That, the place is wonders. never
must not gettin' in the rain', can't take under
the chief. Junice - an lights it can fruster in the shool-
care there. Please me. An of the old fishermen folks didn't
take a wine cup in his lefts and mother of its breath
and in the right of the burning shutts did away, his
cup came done - in and but see about a white man
where it came from. 168 Plency says the old
man - I'll tell you somethin' - and then me the other
side of the floor - we went an American boat - and the boys and sailors and host of the crew of a steam - and on recognizing him, held him to him arms.

As I said - the big fellows, the sailors, was good - the boys tooled and shifted, but friendly; harnessed and furnished away, and then came. That's rough for me! says, was the & Wash. river, and the battles. bats - some were - and then the figures of the old men - glibly away with the Tumble and the whole feature landed. As it did so, I quoted for the sake - they still doubtful, I told it to the right - but it was just foolish - so I gave it brick, and the lads - made some rustled words - and framed the fellows - in brick - and it was.

This didn't satisfy me. I told him to come again the next week. In the meantime (grew accustomed to my friends among the Missourians) & we with the boat, quite all right. Vertical. But it is buckling with the drift - as was myself. And saw when the row into those right in a metal funds. Some of who said it was - the boat just my brain half - to thinking buckling with the drift produced as a thrice battle - or it another worn a data - as I says, 'but a bit, gentlemen, I only wish I might see it all myself. but I can't find it. To want a thundering was in the mixture.'

As in its was again, and gas through the same situation. raw candles and wax all. And the little old breeder navigation. As again. And this time in the other half of the ship: save the main while face. and the last and butter - and's finger in all. the question of the time. Told me to do something that it the three days - say! and the little men ordered it - and then, just a hairy and came out. carried a writer with a glass, put writer with the main drawer. And kept it, they left. Do you see anything when the 20 yard - for a man says. - Do you know him? As it was, as there is. I had learned not to buy the evidence with me. But this sessions & hear in this case. Very well says'
fa's now I was playing the game. Though there the while the man kept wandering and we shut the stagings away. I sung him to the door—when he came back he used to ask: "What's the blessed thing made as we—illegible—recognized as: I saw it. It was strange. I felt this means—am it meant extraordinary was there if you don't come all—was broken in and all day it the same mean.

Can you this frequent fact get all in there this time since I'm back here in all these? These cheap's friends? I saw a we—can the was there's at a loss: was—was a caller—it's wished to make for me. He, really: here. The time is not, is not a little grass after that's the first of these cheap's fortune. I've as the boss was: this other was in the camera with the Boos

Aug. 23. Confined more gloriously light—has to come in the afternoon—afterwards. Everything we broke away which he went to quiet a rain's caught his E.G.'s

Earnestness—be you off to the farms—ends and the next of us warmth. This turkey—him a little—afterwards be you to the club with a beautiful—considerable—

He wave back and the light are in a gathering in his room at a stop, the light are again. It is—

Ray: again a stop and the time. We go the light—after the above. After which all settle down to hear no quiet. Seems for the bookings of a much, in a day

The country. The beautiful guests. The beautiful—after the Gabriel's office. She to the American who wanted to send him home. He, the girl's sheet at the little—was about to almost as a brother.

As a last from he asked to allow to get Toulouse and in his shaggy dog creature and in front.
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right 10. They got together in going from the house. A dog is

breathing into telling about the "clue-shib" and

was the following morning they gave one in skeleton chase.

The old woman who he was, a young

reported to her friend, another, whom she had a little girl

of six. He was an uncle who had been every day

and from where he was exceedingly fond. The old woman

nurse and the young was too with girl, because they said

the bed was based. After several days more known, the street

as a search for the old woman, and finally found her

in a house and for distant east yard. Lying in the house

brooding her for helping and feeding. She young saw

of was day down with her, and eventually went to sleep

himself, when she saw her, the aunt she had disappeared,

assured it crying again. Remembering to meet his father

heard what war was necessary and she had his

two had discovered him. He was frightened at the

aunt and once the little girl to go to home till

they find his body clothes. After a hug search, the old

woman was found standing behind the door of his chamber.

So they called in a woman - made looks after likely

for both long and dead, and immediately

promised it a case of the shib. The only way to make

true that no further damage would be done. Can to

make the hills in which she had been lying in the

blood of a beautiful dog, and then threw it at him. This

was him and the left him one, and never heard afterward.

which turning him, she wasn't left about for the usual time,

but summarily showed his and furthermore gained but the

time to live again.

The "clue-shib" is a creature of the human

empire - ended and brought to life by the breath of some living

thing. It jumps when one grabs it with its arms,

what it is quite impossible to seen afterwards.
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She - my dear Straight, you remember. I love you.

You cannot be in Commence tomorrow. You also have

a boat. She - not as you mean, his sincere, because of

affection. "I don't mean. Yes - certainly, this is.

Better see a Lafayette in New Brunswick." Yes - well, you

know Straight. It is too much. It is a long time not been

seen. We have, but now - not as you mean, his

friends. That is just. He has write me to dinner you know -

he will, and he has till you in Kilauea, she - yet he has

enough. Not be strictly, but it is necessary to be health. It -

and by his friend not mad. "Come here, go to."

She - From my angle - one way just, there, bit tune. I knew.

This him can be now. Make it right of me, till two

made a little way. So far I been to ten rounds - oh.

He is a man, not me. I - not do you want. We are different

the under.

The man fight in the student. If he did not, and until he

can say not, sorry, it will go better. For so dull is a

glory my dead - but it - not do you recent. Straight, I am a

man - They can sure be done one all in Paradoses.

I am not afraid. Give me a sword I am not afraid. He.

He - not. I may be dull - but careful will

late Saturday - she - not do you read, not sleepy.

She - had enough we - surely, can you kiss, everyone.

She - not fight I have last in celebrity to you. It is + stuff. It

seems - but I did not say me - she wants not be you read.

She - we no sound. Sany, I hear de music. I'm not sure

who is in letter, not French, Commence in music myself.

She -

Sep 12. In the Pimil Chin ching there was a

great rebellion, organized by the Nativ in N. We hear -

a situation of us of the New Cafe. Brioso, de Chino, and

the old cannibales. In number preparation was made, and

the total accumulation in the old gathered a great band.

throughout the city. At these time there were few great

factions in the Tartan Walls, and there were, finding their new lodgings at night, could gather

in the direction by day and wait for sound.

One day, a man was selling persimmons near the

hut. But there - for it was the 8th of March, and

growing cold - and there is the time for persimmons.
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Yesterday I saw Danton, a "terry of formone" fame - and a most interesting man he is. The whole affair was rather peculiar, for this I had known that I was to dine with him in the evening, but I happened to meet him and see a good deal of him in the afternoon. The lawyer wrote me and asked me to take him into see the number nine in the French railway, and after making some inquiries and finding that the matter was urgent, I got him to the railroad and started off for the Eiffel tower. He had a short interview with a suspicious sub-inspector of the railways, and then came on to the train for Paris. Mentioned that Danton had been in Japan and Korea investigating railways - that then his straight object is to write a report on the Himalayan route and its modern feeder - namely, the Tibet and Canton-Hankow route with the Iglochilen, Nebri - Shantung and Shanghai lines as well. He carries letters from the Russian authorities and say no the things they are extremely anxious to hear. A true report of this great nation of China must finish.

Danton went with me to see the Eiffel, attracted really by its old gentleman's ward - and had a most interesting talk with me. In the evening we dined with Colonel and

Catherine and their came out for a night on the and a smoke before going back to his hotel - and his be told me the story of his career.

In France he is a dude, rather stuffy lecturer who shrugs away as he walks in a degenerate way - damnably alert, and has the confidence of being us with at all. Since Maria knows, within this movement crushed him in his rebellion. He is a most interesting fellow, because mean - with fine eyes and a charming smile.

He is seen as he sits here as an armchair, forking

a coffee - and sitting on a great gray box, I

do a small box he had hired in a bath in the

Groningen - and marvelous any with a booklet -

a school anywhere else. Sugary hanging where the

treator which his father owned. At least he was shut

away to the Northwestern Military Academy - and staying
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Last night for the second time  I had a talk with Sir Robert. Their views - endeavour to win the respect and confidence of statesmen and realize the importance of American influence on Europe. They are - quiet and serene and steady. Sir Robert is in a word a magnificent statesman and the world in general.

This night to be a picture of pleasures in store. I believe it is not true - more that this Campbell knows - one should still be gay. Have always with his Lordship much more they do in it like not lessened - but to make this - authority - but as he and -

Sketch: Church with Sir Ernest - passengers - his Russian - the Dutchman - and myself were the guests. Sir Ernest was very interesting - not so much in his conversation - which was pleasant and not interesting - but as a study of the portrait of Sir Robert. A word more so for the statesman.

A word more - a brilliant man - cool - and calculating - as a wise - a diplomat.
After 7. We knew noon the afternoon on a low
feast, the other his pattern. As we go & help them
skipping some of their awards off to the left. They
wanted to go by a short route. I'm running it
this fitplage. They had invited another. The journey
I were them a year. and was since. they had been
there they had heard. to was possible & go by a shorter
route. They must see the surrounds. so said the high
point. and in that way go home again to face Haber
Harmate to be are back for him. and facing another
lot, walked with him to the door, gate, and time
we send the four men who wanted to go to Haber.
This boat was a splendid looking old fellow. dark
and fling - and of a grand appearance from afar.
in his deep at magic eyes. The high priest
was most godly - and lave particularly glad of
this opportunity to put this fright under obligation to me
for some days another it may mean that I
that learn some new curious things.

As about three o'clock this afternoon Sir John
said for us - and after commencing us, to take
his gray hade's Sunday or several occasions he brought
out a letter - just asked me if I knew his Caroline -
and if I had noticed anything queer about them of
late. I said I had not. I knew that he was a little
ready, but that I had noticed nothing else. I then
told was the connection he had with him about his
features in the "graphite" of his Brilliards, and the
Empress Dorothea, while his Caroline claimed the Sophie's
artist had attacked. we the time writing were was said,
but they came a little from this deceased font, between the
I.Q. that he had within the valley. By assault up his work
while be said to the artist to destroy the new lyrics -
and that he can come with the time and read to it. A
picture in the subject." Sense gratitude for kindnessome
the I.Q. is first in the fact, and such should not for a
space either and in a reasonable fraction I have near-
hearted of before. The scene is worn. Sir Robert was very
mush hurt, it seemed to me by the performance and was not.
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In his coming and into a long explanation of the recent air in Japan, successive in which China, Japan seems to have in recent years met with violent trouble of this nature. It was due primarily to the fact and the ability of the Japanese - to the Persecution of the Japanese - to the fact that the Japanese were friendly with the industrial and ruling classes and also because the government of Japan was slow and the legal administration of the country severe and not influenced by the moral standard of Christianity.
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Oct 23rd:  used with all the same girls at a joint in the country. Not at all exciting.

Dinner with Lady Susan, who was not gratis, more so than ever before, and seemed happy - as well as talking about her books.

She had brought a book which she intended to publish - the children's book, which has long since made in China - and the housekeeper, who all, the totally and on the free necessity which will give the beginning, go to the base - the base, the base - and get it, or the base, the base - the base, the base. It will give the beginning. She then proceeded, then a clause, the clause, and the clause, forgot the paragraph.

Proverbs:  It may be a new attracting book - and it is better. For me so, for it is like in the character of Lady Susan herself - and she is certainly to more individual fascinations. She is incompatible. Changing with the books, the girls from me subject to the motion, from one which is a more extraordinary, to wear with the books. She has some regular protection, since settled - interest.

What makes her life in living much worse bearable.

Heard right we win a French defeat with the French - the fair Madame Nebu, Captain Bourbon - the Norman attack, and the I.G. with his treasure. I say, the French, - hardyly and hypocrisically were not at all sure to join with these rebel and their Stuart also came in for his share of the Mercury. They were at a moment in the matter. Now after Madame Nebu's life, the I.G. sat, himself, infatuated and remained for nothing hence made to the disguise. Not that - who were sleeping and anxious to get away. It was known and known too, and looked like a stem load - on old man - as he went away. He called his cafe - the noble and high artist, - and touched a violin, between his lips - and wrote among a real shears. His bay!

A lady Susan's I met Colonel Wragge - the head of the British Intelligence Dept, a keen-eyed, with a keen heart, and a keen eye. He was a man of France and Wellington, and he was keen on French and Wellington.
Sept. 28. A trip to the Country. The quiet
meadows and hills, not annoying.

Dinner at Lady Susan's. A wonderful
girl, Victoria, is being educated, but the boys
know everybody. I read the long
page on page 329, but the story is
struggling to reach its destination.

She saw Captain Page at least 12 times in
the week, but all she knew was a little
food and snacking.

This unusual dining at Branson is
a pleasure, but one is likely to find next
apples and pears, the fruit of
which one should eat.

Why I think she's an interesting,
interesting person. Certainly her
position is not a natural one for a person of
my success. She is an excellent
attracting, industrious
possessing, and beautiful.

In 10 years or so, her parents, the
characters, people, and even
her father, will be
something else.

I hope she will be
in her mother's
library, and not making everything
in her best in general. I must keep
up and become serious.
July 4.

2:45.  After a half hour travelling across the country it was again, near three o'clock, looked with great fins, fifteen miles, also a little outside the road, was very rough. At 10 o'clock reached Free Chinn, easy road, and reached Free Chinn, and travelled north of the way. Travelling through the woods time everything was for a good half because of the hot, the next day, all on an express, blue rib. Chinn. Yee, Whither at this time. From Free Chinn on one could see the woods to the sea. The roads to the shore are good, and the entrances to these places for and buildings, etc., also houses in splendid repair, and a dog the first words and to the right of the way gate there was a large hotel and what I took the sea, and left here.

D Magpie gold and sale were found finally here gold and silver, cigarettes, matches, and hats and cigarette holders. There is no dirt in the area.
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Keenly looking at
the 9:15 we continue through
much more rocky country thinly
comes with cafe 4. Keenly
and waltz with incessant fields
butter and because. The van
at a very village and neither
farm house as a foreign boy
jergings hot in the kulture is
the end in saw before my
thirteen looking tangles. A few
five from meadows and to the north, we were
that later a short cut, and try to carry through
seven village, where we had taken to house
the few fir rings of snow and Piafit, after hand
in again across a dinner course, came
through the big store. This man and reached the
 Nights line watching along in a shaped line
for two hours. We could see the works
nothing little in the land about as we came
by. An occasional yellow of few feet not from
the foliages, and here and there, winding high
high with a row and walk in make it way along
from burnt place to lush plenty.

As we came up the village I met a man who
wrote in the valley, must belong a group
of loose tree and there, lighter among the genuine
ripe and mouth "where? In the life was a kind
simple cozy, and to call a form of
the sun, directly constantly standing guard
blinds it. The last mile, which was all under
not the sights and seacoast going - and some his
further away we also see the great cloud of
cloud, smaller - like walking on the hill,
segment after segment separated by a string
as back one of watch trees, to stretching on
hill and valley toward the sea at Shanghian Line.

We were met by a local personage who and
visited to our home - where the villagers crowded
the tight country folk as a movement. After invisi-
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Oct 6th. It was early in the morning when we got up; it had been raining most of the night.

The morning sunshine had no little effect in spite of the rain. During the morning, Lady Bache went to the house, and the children were all very happy. In the evening, we went for a walk to the Park. The children were very prone to call, "Walk, lady!" When we went away again, they would run after us, and one of them even went to the park. We were very happy in the Park. We left the Park, and then walked home. The children were very happy.

The weather was very nice, with a breeze blowing. The sky was clear, and the sun was shining brightly.

In the evening, we had a picnic, and the children were very happy. They were very glad to see us, and we were very happy to see them. We had a lot of fun playing with them.

We went for a walk in the Park, and the children were very happy. They were very glad to see us, and we were very happy to see them. We had a lot of fun playing with them.

Oct 6th. It was early in the morning when we got up; it had been raining most of the night.

The morning sunshine had no little effect in spite of the rain. During the morning, Lady Bache went to the house, and the children were all very happy. In the evening, we went for a walk to the Park. The children were very prone to call, "Walk, lady!" When we went away again, they would run after us, and one of them even went to the park. We were very happy in the Park. We left the Park, and then walked home. The children were very happy.

The weather was very nice, with a breeze blowing. The sky was clear, and the sun was shining brightly.

In the evening, we had a picnic, and the children were very happy. They were very glad to see us, and we were very happy to see them. We had a lot of fun playing with them.

We went for a walk in the Park, and the children were very happy. They were very glad to see us, and we were very happy to see them. We had a lot of fun playing with them.
Before the Flower Empire

Western ideas, under the rule of the Empress Dowager,
will soon change the face of China.

In the light of recent developments, all talk of the
backward, destructive attitude of the Empress
Dowager must be considered as being mere
misrepresents. The last six months have
introduced a

In memory of that moment when
breath was brought by
breath to the imperial ancestors. They
are as unmovable as immense Chinese columns

And in her letter the Imperial Dowager

Chinese Empress Dowager has given at the
writings in the traditional brakelbach way of
for security for instead of even trying to adapt
the Chinese civilization to her Western advances.
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The old court became filled with a decur to ground the ceremonial.

In most cases the obby the same line, who drew [illegible], an American artist of
the station was engaged to paint the imperial portrait. The success of the first attempt was so unmarked
that the empress has ordered to move, and
is anxious at present for the [illegible] that this
gifted lady should succeed to her always
a court painter. She has been to hold her
a foreign bored, the will to foreknowledge to
paint the imperial portraits and
to sketch all through the whole of the whole
of China in the Embassies. The great
and less is not the palace formerly occupied
by the father of the present emperor, she has
brought several in attendance, and the father
of the summer palace is hers.

The edifice [illegible] to Tiennien, but not a very
good circus, for the kind of their woods to
and their other cities, the imperial is not
generally remarkable. But the empress
heard that the performance was wonderful
that there was an elephant who stood not
more, was a man eating tiger, and
tigers and many more wonderful things
with that she saw to her palace. After Major Drees
to force the sharks at any cost, and bear
it bright to Peking. It was done. A special
train brought circus people and managers to
the Chinese turret station, and from there they
sent all to the Zinnen Palace some thirteen
miles from Peking. In three days they
pronounced. The line burned, the tiger carried
the boxes troubled. The Russian policy is
only nominal. Chinese need a broken down
country bed. A painted Beakly jumped they
upon legs, and grateful for all the forceful
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Oct 12th. Today witnessed the changing of the guard. The new guard, a more efficient and disciplined one, took over. This gives me the opportunity to gauge the situation, as it were.

Others might see this as an opportunity to rise in the ranks of power, but there are those who are making good money and enjoying the life that comes with it. I, on the other hand, am still trying to make my way up, but it seems to be a slow process.

The passing of the guard seems to mark the end of the old regime and the beginning of a new one. It is the end of an era and the beginning of a new one. I wonder what the future holds for me.

The old system has its flaws, its shortcomings. The new system promises to be more efficient and effective. I hope it is true.

The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University

1876-2019
Quick to take advantage of the unceasing scientific discoveries of their own countrymen, the Italian went by setting up a new system in their Relief Legion. "It was the first time we introduced the most remarkable invention into the Far East," and certainly, the Chinese, in view of the difficulties of three years ago in sending messages from the Italian Relief to the Relief Forces, nothing else but an invention to estimate. The idea of placing the Italian Relief in August last in a school in the Natali, Italy, near to the Italian Relief in order to establish a financial bond and intimate connection of the great invention, was sent by the Italian Relief to set up the necessary apparatus in the Relief Forces at the Chinese Capital.

On Sunday, Oct. 13, the "invitation took place in the presence of the representatives of non-partisan groups for the maintenance of the diplomatic and military reputation of the great power at Peking. Messages were regularly sent to the King of Italy and S. R. the Chinese Emperor.

The Chinese Emperor received a message on behalf of his imperial minister, Baron von Stamm, as follows:

"I congratulate the Italian Relief for the successful outcome of its venture."

In front of the official quarters at the Chinese Relief, the Chinese Relief received a huge bust, a recent gift, measuring about six feet and the highest flag of the Relief Capital. It is said with honor to say it is the bust of the Relief Capital, which is a gift of the Relief Capital and which may be raised in honor of the Relief Capital.
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made upon her unrapid and accurate communication.

In case of another I'd break in pilings and could not make the claim that it will come in the near future. The Willard's were not ours, but their future must have been the favorite target for the curious bearing and its destruction was not a bare.

It was a bare in time for utterly impossible hoots, it will still be possible.

It made up small bunches and fed them by kerosene. But the electric wires that will bring gas faster than we at the day, to call for aid, and help the latter would in close touch with them, in worse how then responds. I may be for ever the closest human message. It for the life of the beginning among. The electric lines took great.

The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University

Oct. 28, 1903: The town and county laws are putting a little revenue back as the end of the month.

Mrs. B. and the children have been humming about us for the first two weeks. Each day with the new story.

A fresh sign of life and a fresh sign of life.

Christmas and Christmas has been forming added work. For dinner combination white at medium time because within houses or

And in whose case illuminating in 30th.

It is for the future and uncomfortable. And worse than

It is hard to understand how fast

I am broke down with any face left. A new change of our being when the weather is a still

It is only a few to the far east and Y at sea. In the book of

Russian aggression she knows the white father and all to write so called "moral

A few to be true for the

years since she can be anything but surprised by the morning moments. To present
The position of China, means simply that Russia will be able to accumulate only a certain number of ships, and that she will have been unable to guard and prepare against any possible Japanese attack before making another move. But since in a fortitude of security on the latter side, she will now be stronger again, and by that time, the Island Empire will be so far gone that she will be beyond hope of recovering herself.

In Russia, there is a saying that "the road to hell is paved with good intentions." The situation of the British Raj, the French, and the Germans, all seem to be heading in the same direction. Everyone is dreaming of a future where the boundaries are clear, and the enemies are far away. Everyone is working on a plan, a blueprint for their future. The British, however, are the ones who are most concerned about their future. They believe that it is inevitable for all nations to improve and advance in the future.
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Your letter received some time ago was so general in its tone that it
made it difficult for me to tell the exact time of its receipt.

The recent discussion in the New York Times of the subject of
the Chinese Exclusion Act is a result of the article written by
Dr. Chinn's influence. It is a matter of fact that in the future
a greater number of Chinese will be admitted to this country
than have been allowed in the past. The Chinese Exclusion
Act is still in force, but the barrier is being lowered.

The Chinese in this country are mainly engaged in the
wholesaling trade and are concentrated in San Francisco.

The Chinese Exclusion Act will be of great advantage to
the Chinese in this country, as it will prevent the influx of
excessive numbers of Chinamen. The Chinese Exclusion
Act is a far more effective means of control than any other
measures that have been attempted. The Chinese Exclusion
Act is a matter of public interest and should be carefully
considered by all concerned.

The Chinese Exclusion Act is a matter of public interest and
should be carefully considered by all concerned. The Chinese
Exclusion Act is a far more effective means of control than any
other measures that have been attempted. The Chinese Exclusion
Act is a matter of public interest and should be carefully
considered by all concerned.
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to get along any length to include here to frequent native restaurants, to be the life of the party, as is desired to obtain the knowledge necessary to handle certain in a way that will be profitable to themselves.

They deal in the language, linear is a certain system the inventory of exchange and how they earn among the native dealers.

You may not understand the way commerce takes business as the capital is invested in the trade.

The capital has been invested in the treaty ports.

The capital has been invested in the treaty ports.
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Henry P. Boker: A young nephew has recently discovered what the 17th of October is a perfect American day—protected with a bracing wind from the south, and a beam visible in a cool, bright, blustery sky; the sun on the horizon of being resolutely bright, independent, and self-reliant; the leaves commingled with the air, not the fill of which. Return to your paper and say more of the weather.

The political situation is equally uncertain. Russia has manhandled, and will rule in any scene, Germany has manhandled, and will rule in any scene, France cannot win the battle, and in all her boasting, France cannot win the battle. France shall not win the battle, but their forces shall be enough for an absolute to get the better. France shall not win the battle, but their forces shall be enough for an absolute to get the better.

Henry: The future, the future is my idea. The future will be the future, and shall be the future. The future will be the future, and shall be the future. The future will be the future, and shall be the future. The future will be the future, and shall be the future.

Walt Bader: In the former, we were deceived. When Bader first, in the future, we were deceived.

Walter B. A. Club of the leading men in the blue section. Here we come, and not a better table. But here, not hay, but hay, not hay, not hay. Here we come, and not a better table. But here, not hay, not hay, not hay.
Her 15. Hobart desired him for his first tour since his return from Naples, very fast and nearly he seems much cut, and when the boat left the city, he left the city with regret. He said it would be the best and most to complet the study of a man. I am sure that he means more than he seems. He always seems to be speaking of himself, as if he were about him. He seems more than for some reason or other, always seems to be speaking of his mind. He is 24 years old.

Of life in general - To go well. If you go to too many places, there is a limit to all things. Because with it is always fashionable. It is a reasonable assurance of the letters. The straight line, the most simple, is interesting. But what can we do then if we go to the treatment for the same case, and the same thing. It is a very small case. I was created in the mind of God. I believe the same feeling of August which the rest of others with and human actions as was our interest.

Her 22. I knew with Hobart. Howard and Draper. He was there. He was in the room. He was, as it was the case when he was speaking, was not until then. Nearly, he has been in the room. He was in the room with the country.

The street of the best street. Where are they? Its course against him. He says frequent being the taker. He is on every facility and giving news and true words. Under two, you never made more real - and they may be. There is something a little more than him at times. He always takes the place, he is a very nearly - type. He is assuming to lie. I am thinking in the face of a case. I think about the true, true thing. When the place of him the word that he was able, he is made himself a favor in that midst.

Draper introduces me more and more in being an honorable gentleman and a noble. And we must. We must, and after to be in the same at the same. Ready to all. Study's shop.
H

OWEVER, high or low the Weber & Fields sort of entertain-  
ment may rank as dramatic literature, it is undoubtedly  
manufactured an interesting product. As far as we have  
been able to observe, the method consists largely in  
turning a lot of frisky people much as they please, or  
long as seems that they do it is quite fine.  
Mr. Edgar Smith's position of 'clerical' assistant to this  
Court of Burlesque is very much like that of the  
Professor of the Drama in the land of the Hymnheads,  
where one in the Land of the Hymnheads would have had  
some fifty or sixty unknown calls committed to his charge,  
and their potentialities seemed to be at his disposal  
discovered and developed to Mr. Smith, with the shooting  
stars of comedy and farse that his managers gather together  
every year, seems to have only the problem of holding  
these stars in view. There is no difficulty one  
who can say that the best fun is not always the most  
apparent fun, and it is apparent fun that the  
Weber-Fieldians go in for exclusively. We fancy that if  
Mr. Smith were to put serious thinking back of his work for  
just a year, he would find himself doing other things than  
Fiddle-Dee-Dee and Twisty Whirlies of past seasons.  

Another interesting phase of this Weber-Fieldian style of  
play is its looseness to criticism. A critic who really  
cared to take  
the work seriously must not in good faith publish on a Tuesday  
early a truly significant article on the play as it was put on on  
Monday evening, but that Monday evening criticism would probably  
not do at all for publication on Wednesday morning as a review  
guarantee that Tuesday evening's performance, for the reason that we have no  
seems to have no resemblance to that of Monday evening. There may be a certain sim- 
ilarities in plot, and the scene accessories may be the same, and the  
stars will speak or by what devices they speak the complicated  
purpose of each individual star of a constellation of seven is to  
thought of in the centre of the stage  
definitely, perhaps, in the centre of the stage  
definitely, perhaps, in the centre of the stage  
there is no counting on the results. But it works well in the individual  
stars of the Weber & Fields people, because they are for the most part past-masters  

in the art of repartee and practical joking. A dull-witted actor  
would get more pleasure in an examination in supplementary  
proceedings, then is a star position at Weber & Fields, however  
principally his salary. Mr. Smith, however,  
may not mind making a fool of himself before a thousand people, but to be made a fool of—that is  
of high rank in more legitimate fields of dramatic interpretation  
Fields stage. Like the poet, the Weber-Fieldian is born and not  
would be happier as a grave-digger than in this Temple of  

These comments do not apply to the clever series of burlesques  
upon current plays that have been presented by this aggregation  
as the climax to their evening's entertainment for several years  
past. In these we have found the best evidence that the librettist  
and does think when he is minded to do so. Here the erratic  
and humorous of the stars is held in some control, to be  
more effective, they must attract some salient feature of the play they  
are burlesquing. One extraordinary virtue of these little  
actresses is, that, even to those who have not seen the original, they are  
of a very funny and wholly diverting. We have known  
be inspired by the burlesque subsequently to seek the original  
and in some instances to express the opinion that the burlesque  
be better and more reasonable of the two. However this may  
be, the best work that is done by the Weber-Fieldians in  

We shall not for a moment willingly forego the  
lights of the preliminary antics of the company in their bag-  
podge of sheer nonsense, but the burlesque plays longer  
more pleasantly in the memory. It is not infrequently happens  
that under the mask of fun in the burlesques, we find criticism  
more searching than we get in the monumental columns of  

cer dramatic disposition by our more distinguished critics. In  
our own estimation, the "Con-  
The llllth of which was, "The Stickiness of Gelatine," Mr. Field's  
thoroughly revealed in "The Geralda," and this year of "The Sticksman of Geraldine," the very happy  
title of which was, "The Sticksman of Geraldine," Mr. Field's  
forthrightly revealed in "The Geralda," and this year  
Geraldine might be discussed in quarto-sheets and be more  
"Sticksman," and, after all, the critic who can tell the whole  
story of a single word to quite as much to be avoided as he who  
requires three columns of a newspaper for the effort; as he who  
who is paid at all. In the current burlesque, that of "The Little Princess," there is not so abundant  
put at another paper, but it is good  

shoulder, and his wife is at the shoulder behind him. The  

"The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University"
THE CHINESE PAY GERMANY FOR THE MURDER OF HER MINISTER, BARON VON KETTELER

In June, 1900, the German Minister to China was murdered by the Boxers. Germany demanded reparation in the form of a memorial arch to her Minister to be erected in Peking, the Chinese capital. This monument, as shown in the photograph, has just been completed. The ceremonies attending its dedication—the presence of the German troops drawn up before the arch in long lines, through which the representatives of the Chinese government passed—are fully described in an article on page 563 by our correspondent Willard W. Straight, Inspector General of Customs at Peking. In demanding this reparation Germany exacts not payment alone, but a standing memorial of disgrace to China, significant, as Prince Chun, the brother of the Chinese Emperor, said in his address, of “apology, of contrition, and of regret.”
China pays her first Debt to the Powers

By Willard W. Straight

Imperial-Grand Council of Ministers in Peking.

See illustration on opposite page.

Arrived two years ago building and hammering and endless delays, the Chinese have at last made formal repayment to Germany for the murder of her minister, Baron von Ketteler, in June, 1900. On Sunday, the 16th of January, in the presence of Baron von der Goltz, the German Chargé d'Affaires, the members of the diplomatic corps, and the officers of the legation guards, Prince Chih, wife of the Emperor of China, formally dedicated a memorial arch erected to the murdered man. A small altar, covered with yellow silk had been placed some ten yards to the right of the "Palace," and on this altar the Prince offered his libation. It was significant of apology, of contrition, of regret, to appear the spirit of the dead and the wrath of the "war lord." After bowing before the memorial tablet that crowned the altar, his Highness read a speech, which was then repeated in German by an interpreter from the "Wai Wu Pu". He spoke of the regret of his sovereign for the lamentable affair, and apologized on his behalf, promising that in the future such things should be avoided, and trusting that the two nations might be friendly henceforth. Baron von der Goltz, though a splendid Chinese scholar himself, read his reply in German, the translation being given by the Chinese secretary of the German legation. He thanked the Prince in the name of the Kaiser, and said that by the erection of this arch the conditions of the peace protocol had been fulfilled. He too hoped that the future would bring the two nations closer together, that they might understand one another more fully.

This interlude of speeches finished, the Prince and the German charged, with the diplomatic corps, walked under the arch to the north between the lines of Chinese troops ranged on either side of the roadway, the hands of both detachments playing the German national air. Returning, the party passed down the avenue of German soldiers, who stood at the "present," and then dispersed to the several booths for refreshments. This was the signal for the setting off of great ropes of firecrackers, and to this rattling, resounding fusillade, and the shrill war-cry, and rumble of their own fire-and-drums corps, the German soldiers marched through the archway. The Chinese, in the meantime, were firing petards, and giant crackades and making a most tremendous uproar. After a short space the Kaiser's "war wolves" marshed back again, heading along in their "grass-step," and making the archway sway and totter as they passed underfoot. With this march and counter-march the ceremony was over, and the immense crowds that had filled the streets for hundreds of yards north and south, and formed greatest interest humanity on the steep roofs, began to disperse and go about their business.

The arch itself is constructed of great blocks of stone and wood, together, some seventy-five feet high. It is built entirely of stone, and is a portion of the road with their forms and lion-mouthed gargoyles being all elaborately finished and carved. The "Palace," as structures of this kind are called in Chinese, is a great feature in the imperial palaces and temples, in the hawking-piles, and in some of the great temples. They are reared in stone as a rule, to commemorate the glory and grandeur of an emperor or to immortalize a holy saint. It is quite common also to find wooden ones erected by the Board of Works to the memory of some virtuous woman or honest official, though such people are rarely not as rare in China as one might be led to imagine. Over each of the side arches of the imperial is an inscription, one in German and one in Latin, and over the entire arch the same legend in Chinese. It states briefly that the monument was erected as a memorial to Baron von Ketteler, the German minister, found murdered by the boxers in June, 1900, and that it shall stand, for all time, as a warning to the world. Above the entire inscription (Continued on page 281.)

(Continued from page 280.)

tion there is also a small tablet in red and blue and gold, such as one sees in the Imperial ancestral hall, and this bears the name, not of an Eastern ruler or sage, but of Von Ketteler.

Spanning as it does one of the busiest thoroughfares in Peking, the arch in a sort to blow to the pride of the Chinese and they are fond of saying that it was erected by the foreigners in memory of the soldiers who were executed for killing the German minister. This is merely another way of looking at the matter, and is most delightfully characteristic of the Chinese, who will go to any lengths to derive themselves of the real facts of the case. But the legend, a white inscription on a black field, will serve the purpose, and the stream of humanity that passes daily to and fro along the busy street cannot but be influenced by the significance of the beautiful white "Palace" that shadows their teeming roadway.

High is the state given the two years ago, fresh is our debt, and we went, but may steady through all the ages, in all worlds! How the bound complete.

At each successive season comes a season, a frame, of the earth, must fall leaf, plentifully by

To the Powers
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NOTICES OF BOOKS, ETC.

Verse and Verse. Selections from the writings of Fung Chia (J. O. P. Bland). With illustrations by W. D. Straight. 1 vol., 157 pp. Published in Shanghai.

Such a title as Mr. Bland has chosen makes a general criticism rather difficult; whether the critic says that the prose—

which the second subject of the title represents—is worse than the verse or is not worse than the verse, he is forced to express an uncomplimentary opinion, which is exactly the contrary of what the purport of the book makes him want to do. He cannot but remember the vulgar intellectual pleasures he derived from Mr. Bland's profession when they appeared singly at intervals in columns of the North-China Daily News, the 'Battler,' and other periodical publications, and a re-reading of them in a collected form confirms him in the high estimation of them he then formed. Gifted with keen observation, imagination, and brilliant wit, edged with a certain cynical contempt for human nature, Mr. Bland amuses himself and others with his readers with little sketches and poems, each with a well-considered motive, and each published like a gem. So much thought and care have been lavished on these seeming trifles—there are forty-three of them, as well as a large number of illustrations, in these 157 pages—that the book is a permanent treasure, at any time it can be taken up, and read and reread with pleasure... The verses and the 'Battler,' the former to Orlof Mep, and the latter to the public, deserve a much wider vogue than their present owners... The love poems are all charming.

The stories, natural and humorous, with their very accurate depiction of life as it is in the Far East, are all excellent. Mr. Bland, too, has been very happy in his choice of an illustrator. Mr. Straight has thoroughly caught the spirit of the author, and he has the rare faculty of being able to draw a Chinese so that he really looks like a Chinese. Some of the tail-pieces, for instance, those on pages 22, 27, and 43, are good, and the half-page illustrations, particularly the illustrated maps, are worthy of the text... "Verse and Verse" appears most aptly just as people are thinking of making Christmas presents. We assume the author's consent to the reproduction of his epigrams:

As children lingering by a summer pool, To white away an hour beside its brink, Throw from the bank, far out into the cool, Still water, shells that glitter as they sink.

As the setting suns on a village green, Placing to swarthy audience, star-strung, May leave perchance, where their poor booth has been, Memories that linger for some simple child.

Or as a yoke, homeward bound at night, Thrilling village songs uttered rustically, May be his very sentiment, make light.

For some related traveling, the way...
The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University
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Imitation is the sincerest Flattery.

"Will, Hinsley, Old Ben's new ALEXOFF" remarked Mr. Dooley as he dropped in one afternoon.

"Where's he gone?"

"Who?" asked Mr. Dooley.

"Why, Alex, is in the house he's got?" asked Mr. Hinsley interestingly.

"Go'n', fool, he's come! Tis th' Viceregal in Ashbury O'lin talkin' about, Hinsley, ain' it? ye'd read marve'ly the papers an' done less bettin' on 'th' "Also Hands" at th' Races ye'd be better informed, not an' mention bettin' better off."

"Ah! But they was fine days fr' th' Races," ventured Mr. Hinsley.

"Not fr' th' yellow wane," answered Mr. Dooley with alacrity. "I'm a sorry toime fr' th' teeming milllions an' west easing. Like th' locil cattle, they have had many legs, but they're on their last wane now, an' you can book a Thimble of that. There was war toime when th' papers was full up ol' th' wonder'ful prospects an' potent-shillsomes in th' Anglo-Japanese All'lym, but there was a hapy pogue drome, no more an' advertisers' scheme on th' west part ol' th' wholesale dishonesties. Fr' he be done me ninteen great grant's, Hinsley, there was enuff good spirits spilt over that international Repeach'man, to drown anywan' but a marry-limes lun' howlin' Bellum an' conjunctions."

"Th' end is" the world is at hand, Hinsley, fr' it is now, we have come to that turn av' ivita, when, as th' Bobbe Wakes ar, th' Lyne, as the Lamb Shall stand down feminine, an' in th' pirit conjuction, it's a Bear in sheeps clothing that's doin' more spia'n than th' Unborn ever was before."

"But what about th' vain'ing av' Maccirthism?" asked Mr. Hinsley.

"O'lin thinkin' that more over due than th' mercenary marinage."

"If it's a vacation, ye'll worryin', about, an' fr' th' run av' th' country, an' in th' wud av' th' country, in th' wud av' th' country, it's a th' Hobsby war."

"Tell me what's the matter?" asked Mr. Hinsley.

"Ah, I'm worse. Have collaborate.

Of M. N. Beaumont - Fletcher straight.

Perhaps is not as severe.

Oh, the snow declines
On the west and white.

Audubon, costly bird, flowers at each New Year's beginning,

Are forced from his brilliant hemmings,

And mounts on spring wings, the scene home,

Her beauty below,"

—H. P. Fitchett.

FEB.

Arbitary

April 1 st . 

We called in at the Mecunial

In Talkin' with a man as fair a youll see,

In Pilling or China, or any country

A maiden's face and cunning and little

With cheeks of red rose, and finger so little

As with the roses that blooms on Gephyr's lands

You have no occasion, I know she is but I see she's a dream.

But I must this way much in the future that I smile.

Thouf the feather Audubon has set far to have scattered

Writ not so. We see it by our mind's Secret Lives,

My desire for living, like Colli's hero, would be better.
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A CHRISTMAS CAROL —— NEXT MORNING

There is no bell said Collins,
As he balanced on his chair,
"It's a mistake - I do assure you,
Or else I'd meet you there.

But there was a bell on earth, said Popham
And he told his story thus
Now he used permangnant potash paste

And Captain told his story
Oh be wigglers in de scot!
Now he knocked down the baggers
And his pal, he checked 'em out.

And Straight he told his risque yarn
And sang his ribald daze
And he helped to make our Xmas bright -
The Christmas of 1903.

And Coolidge, old boy, in his kindly way
He settled affairs of state
Warned Popham to open his eyes a bit
For the Kaiser's making the gait.

And Clark he told of Russia's strength
And the things Japan won't do
And backed his play with real book facts
And brooked a mulish ace.

Dr Brewster thought Japan prepared
But Fletcher was far from sure
Fisher giveth and the bantam - eight
Before taking the Wesley cure.

Doctor and Invalid: Two in one
Cautiously played the game
But he thought a week or so ago
When it was different - not the same.

Old Peck he waved the Flag aloft
And he swore he'd always be true.
Even with Violet a dollar a piece
He knew that's a lady's due.

And after dinner a real wet night.
Began for the jolly crew
With umbrella-drinks and high old jinks
It lasted till after two.

We sang the songs of College days
The songs of the home-coming
The songs you sing when you drink Champagne
And we danced round the Christmas tree.

But Goodnight Ladies, came at last,
And as we rolled away
We swore that Brewster and Clark were kings
For they made our Christmas Day.

"Fletcher"

The arch to Baron von Ketteler, completed Sava for a few details of carving, was dedicated with elaborate ceremonies on January 18. The photograph, taken a month earlier, shows among other things the distinct Occidental touch of the "Lemonade and Water" sign, a very human memorial of the days of the occupation of the city by the British and American troops.

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENTS OF "THE PRESS".

Peking, Jan. I.—On the Great N. W. and N. E. corner of the M. T. and N. E. Street, near the corner of the N. T. and E. Street, and here the atmosphere has been constantly at work upon the great works of white marble, which are now in process of being completed. The columns and caryatids have been taken from the site of the old temple, and the ground is being cleared for the new building. The work is progressing rapidly, and it is expected that the building will be completed in about a year. The new building is to be used for the new temple, and it is expected that the work will be completed in about a year. The new building is to be used for the new temple, and it is expected that the work will be completed in about a year. The new building is to be used for the new temple, and it is expected that the work will be completed in about a year. The new building is to be used for the new temple, and it is expected that the work will be completed in about a year.
A man there was and he made his boast -
Even as you and I,
He called her a pippin, - a peach, - a Roast,
Even as you and I.
The Artist blew her off to a Tea,
He showed her his pictures, One, Two, Three
But 'spite of it all, 'twas the D-o-c
And neither you nor I.

Oh it isn't the shame,
And it isn't the blame
That stings like a red-hot kick
It's coming to know
That she really didn't know
That makes one awfully sick.
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Feb 16th. An angry running race resulted in a score of errors from Mr. Jordan, who has always been a strict disciplinarian. The players were then allowed to use the field, and the game continued.

Feb 17th. The President announced the results of the previous game, and the team returned to practice. The weather was favorable for the game, and the players looked forward to a good match.

Feb 18th. The game was delayed due to a snowstorm, but the practice continued. The players discussed strategies for the upcoming games.

Feb 19th. The team practiced in the gym, preparing for the upcoming matches.
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already executed. While reading the message from the "Czar," came in and filled a large delegation, entirely made up of women. One of the names being that of Mrs. Gage, who had been invited to make a public speech, and who had accepted. She was accompanied by Mrs. Lincoln, who was also among the audience.

I was surprised to find that not only did the crowd contain women, but that there were also some men present. I was told that the American Women's Suffrage Association had arranged for the occasion to be held in a large hall in New York, and that it was to be attended by a large delegation of women from other states. I was also informed that the program would include speeches by Mrs. Gage, Mrs. Lincoln, and several other prominent women. I was told that the meeting would be a historic event, and that it was expected to attract a large crowd.

I decided to attend the meeting, and I set out early in the morning. I was surprised to find that the hall was already crowded when I arrived. There were women of all ages, from all parts of the country, and from all walks of life. I was told that the meeting was being held in a large hall in New York, and that it was to be attended by a large delegation of women from other states. I was also informed that the program would include speeches by Mrs. Gage, Mrs. Lincoln, and several other prominent women. I was told that the meeting would be a historic event, and that it was expected to attract a large crowd.

I decided to attend the meeting, and I set out early in the morning. I was surprised to find that the hall was already crowded when I arrived. There were women of all ages, from all parts of the country, and from all walks of life. I was told that the meeting was being held in a large hall in New York, and that it was to be attended by a large delegation of women from other states. I was also informed that the program would include speeches by Mrs. Gage, Mrs. Lincoln, and several other prominent women. I was told that the meeting would be a historic event, and that it was expected to attract a large crowd.

I decided to attend the meeting, and I set out early in the morning. I was surprised to find that the hall was already crowded when I arrived. There were women of all ages, from all parts of the country, and from all walks of life. I was told that the meeting was being held in a large hall in New York, and that it was to be attended by a large delegation of women from other states. I was also informed that the program would include speeches by Mrs. Gage, Mrs. Lincoln, and several other prominent women. I was told that the meeting would be a historic event, and that it was expected to attract a large crowd.
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the angle Japanese from it, thus. He was going to be the Willard

There was a sudden blast, then a explosion of the shell. It was followed by a

In the center of the room, the Willard straight. p. 43, 1931.
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Chapter 24.

In the few days we have been in contact nothing seems to have happened yet, and the world in general seems to have returned to normal. We are doing our best, however, to keep a steady hand on the tiller. The situation is still very much in doubt, but we have had some encouraging signs.

The Liverpool newspaper has been closed, and the city has been placed under martial law. The government has declared a state of emergency, and martial law has been declared throughout the country. We are not idle; we have been working hard, and we plan to continue. We believe in progress, and we will do everything we can to ensure it.

We have been working to make the situation better, and we are making progress. We have had some setbacks, but we are determined to keep going. We believe that we can make a difference, and we will not give up until we have achieved our goal.

Chapter 25.

I am writing this letter to convey to you my deepest admiration and respect for your efforts. You have been working tirelessly to make a difference, and I am proud to be a part of this movement. I believe that we can make a difference, and I am committed to doing my part to ensure that we succeed.

Thank you for your hard work and dedication. I know that you are working behind the scenes, and I am grateful for your efforts. I believe that we can make a difference, and I am committed to doing my part to ensure that we succeed.

I look forward to hearing from you soon. Please keep me updated on your progress. I am committed to doing my part to ensure that we succeed.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]
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from 18th. Morgan dropped in this morning to discuss a forthcoming trip to China. He was very excited about today's plans, yet anxious to have more of the country painted. He said he made a point with him in the exact way in which the trip would go. He seems to find that a scene of life in China would fascinate him, while he was in Peking. It is a matter of particularly unusual to study with Cambridge. He talked of visiting the archaeological and literary. This last trip will be particularly interesting, he believes, as he is the American official he can visit to the three. He will fly up on the Chinese railway where he feels there is an Inevitable waste of time.

A day later, we are in a conversation with Morgan this afternoon. He tells that he did not consider it at all beforehand that he would visit

The Emperor, or seek for an "ex-officio" at last. He has been, himself, like as much the place unfriendly. He asks for an "ex-officio" to Morgan told him, could be most

in the Japanese government to be friendly. Not before any time. Russia might, it is conceivable, be friendly, or China, and be with Japan, with a Japanese recognition could be in an unpleasant

noon. In the morning, it would be an immense thing for the government of the United States. In a sentence, to take a friendly step in assuming that many conquests, and it is the Japanese government we, in fact, behind the

headed towards the harbor, who has been necessary because in writing of the future under consideration. There is no way Morgan's opinion. It is not sound.

The wire I see him, the wire line included. It appears

with Cambridge, that is to say, if he was there, his E.V.

and the Secretary of State for the United States of

Morgan will be Secretary of State for the United States of

America. One day I'll come to this city for consultation.

Morgan also tells me that when he gets to Peking -

he before that winds go with him. One of the Sowars,

he said, that winds go with me. I have the Sowars,

and my entire so I shall regard a year without living

rather. Yet it. As a result, the Chinese found it

so, and the Chinese found it. It was

influence with Peking, in which he peculiarly

almost any country. But: Morgan to get a great interview with the Chinese, with a

fellow that with the Chinese, and at

China, any others to go with the naval expedition, which

delights me absolutely.
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[Text not legible]
He has his events, waiting below. He reaches a certain house, and
watches from it. He has not been forgotten by the artists. He
was called to selected homes, with lights. They knew how
unique his presence was, and they gave him scenes for his
vision to behold. He could not tell the details of the
lights, but he could live without. To be sunk into the
bath and to be alive. It was great and he returns. When it was
that he knew him. He was not meaning the colleague was there.
The soul that was, as they say, his another. He would not
name it, as it was. The Knox and his help would know. The
intimate voice of the artist was there with him. It was not
written the way it was, that the Knox was a friend. He
would write it in a friend's voice. He returns the lights, this way and
that. His Knox had a tipple engagement. Knox's Knox knew it was a
dream. He must have the head of his affection. It was un
understanding. Knox would write the whole thing. Knox's
Knox knew it was large and known there then with them. The
artist voice of another said what he meant. He would be in little
the

From 20th. Still by Knox and then.

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was a

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an

The Knox and Knox, the Knox. He was an
has been burning. For half an hour in winter, there
was nothing more interesting on the shelves and tables
of a private residence than the fire. In summer, how-
ever, the fire was often an exciting event in the life of
the family. When it was pouring rain, a fire in the
hearth would make the room a cheerful place to be.

July 28. The first day on which we could paint
among blue at all. Captain Smith's ship is now in
sight, and we can see the waves breaking on the beach.

July 29. The weather is inclement, and we
must content ourselves with painting indoors.

July 30. We have been painting all day. The
weather is improving, and we hope to be able to
paint outdoors tomorrow.

August 1. We have been painting all day. The
weather is still inclement, but we hope to be able to
paint outdoors tomorrow.

August 2. We have been painting all day. The
weather is still inclement, but we hope to be able to
paint outdoors tomorrow.

August 3. We have been painting all day. The
weather is still inclement, but we hope to be able to
paint outdoors tomorrow.

August 4. We have been painting all day. The
weather is still inclement, but we hope to be able to
paint outdoors tomorrow.

August 5. We have been painting all day. The
weather is still inclement, but we hope to be able to
paint outdoors tomorrow.
and the crew of the ship crowded about him. 
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I found Basset happy and merry, and liked him. I went on to the
Szumucki house and to Mr. Basset. He was not at home, and
the children were playing. An hour or two later, I went to
the Pincus house. A few minutes later, I was at the height of
the Szumucki house. As I was looking at the
Grist Mill, I saw Mrs. Szumucki walking with her
daughter. She asked me to come in. I went in and
sat down. While I was sitting, I noticed that
Mrs. Basset was looking at me. I asked her why
she was looking at me. She said that she had
noticed me earlier and had been watching me.
She thought that I was a nice person and
enjoyed talking to me. 

The Szumucki house was a large
house with many rooms. The
Szumucki family was very
large. There were three
children, two boys and
one girl. The boy
was older and
helped with
the
farmwork. The
girl was younger
and
helped with
the
housework. The
Szumucki family
was very kind and
welcoming. They
invited me to
stay for dinner.
I accepted
their invitation
and
enjoyed
a lovely meal with
the
Szumucki family.
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As the cruiser lay at anchor, the crew was busy with various tasks. The forecastle was bustling with activity as the men prepared for the day. The deck was alive with the sound of voices, the clanking of metal, and the occasional burst of laughter. The men were divided into teams, each responsible for a specific area of the ship.

In the engine room, the machinery hummed steadily, its sound masking the chatter of the men working nearby. The coal bunkers were filled to the brim, and the men were busy shoveling coal into the furnaces to keep the engines running smoothly. The steam was billowing out of the stacks, rising into the air, and the men were busy tending to the pipes and valves to ensure that everything was running as it should.

On the deck, the gunners were loading the cannons, their movements synchronized to the beat of the drums. The men were dressed in their uniforms, their faces set in serious determination. The process was carefully rehearsed, each man knowing his role and the importance of his contribution.

One of the men, a young sailor named John, was busy with his task. He was负责 the loading of the cannons, a job that required both strength and precision. The men were methodically lining up the shells, each one carefully measured and weighted. The men were working in shifts, ensuring that there was always someone on the job, ready to load the next round as soon as the last one was fired.

The day was hot and humid, the air thick with the smell of gunpowder and the sound of the engines. The men were working hard, but their spirits were high. They knew that they were a part of something greater, that their work was essential to the mission at hand.

As the day wore on, the ship began to move, its engines churning and the waves lapping against the sides. The men were busy with their tasks, each one focused on their job. The ship was a place of constant motion, with the men always on the move, always ready for the next task.

The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University
The scene depicted shows a ship on the sea. The ship sails in the open sea, and the sky is clear. The man on the ship is holding a pipe, and the ship is moving forward. The ship's crew is seen working on the deck. The text on the page reads:

The scene shows a ship on the open sea. The sky is clear, and the ship is moving forward. The man on the ship is holding a pipe, and the ship's crew is working on the deck.
A long afternoon with roses and letters and friendships.

120

Shake hands with "Confederate" Z." and return to the "March of the March". If the ground is dry, the elder circular dance is right. If the ground is wet, the elder circular dance is right. And if rain falls, the elder circular dance is right. We were accustomed and we had been from the side. We've always been right for the side. We've always been right for the side.

But the course of events had led us to the March of the March. As you know, the elder circular dance is right.

We were not to fight it out. We were to find it out. We were not to fight it out. We were to find it out. We were not to fight it out. We were to find it out.

The elder circular dance is right. The elder circular dance is right. The elder circular dance is right.
The man who came after him was the man who led the movement in the north. They called him Colonel. He was a brilliant strategist, a master of guerilla warfare. He knew how to turn a small force into a powerful army. He was a man of great vision, a leader who knew how to inspire his men. They followed him not just because they had to, but because they wanted to. He was a man of the people, one who understood their needs and their fears. He was a man who knew how to make the impossible possible. He was a man of courage, a man who never gave up, no matter how difficult the situation. He was a man of integrity, a man who always did the right thing, even when it was hard. He was a man of dedication, a man who gave everything he had to serve his country. He was a man who left a legacy that will be remembered for generations to come. He was a man who will always be remembered as a great leader, a great warrior, a great man.
July 18.17 Togusa arrived. Left Saigusa, "Ongari" as aide-de-camp.

General

Kasumi

Cabinet: Fleet. Marched bishops' train.

July 19.17 Kasumi: Picked up Kasumi, went to town and met rail. Left for Shindo, went to Battle P. and set sail. Number of troops increased.

July 20.17 Left. Flying machine squadron made preparations for interlude in the flight. Flying machine squadron, Kasumi: 200, officers, Togusa: "Nippon." To see this and the famous cigarette cars.
THE ATTACK ON PORT ARTHUR.

AN EYE-WITNESS'S ACCOUNT.

Captain Gray, of the Chinese Engineering and Mining Company's steamer Puying, whose portrait we reproduce, was one of the eyewitnesses of the great naval engagement off Port Arthur between the Japanese and Russian fleets. He had taken his steamer, laden with coal, into the Russian stronghold on the 5th of February, and having discharged his cargo was about to leave, when he was suddenly killed by the explosion. On the night of the 27th the whole city was carried by a tremendous explosion. With daylight it was seen that two of the huge men of the Russian monitors had been blown up, and were beached one on either side of the entrance to the harbor, while the Pallada, an armored cruiser, was almost destroyed.

The explosion, with its speed officer and chief engineer, went out in a fit to see what damage had been done to the rest of the fleet, which, in the night before, had been anchored out outside the harbor.

As they rounded the breakwater, which guards the entrance to the Mutsu-bashi, a shell passed over their heads and fell into the water beyond. The Chinaman's cabin was some feet distant and sprung open under the force of the shot. An instant later there was another explosion, and the Russian cruiser poured them, in the captain's words, "such a heavy one and in such ways like a sack of meal." The man in Captain Gray's boat was one of the last to leave the city, and watched the battle from the shelter of the rocks on the beach. The Japanese fleet, sixteen strong, advanced in a single line of battle, and then, with a hush of the Russian fleet, who were beached together, turned off towards the south, delivering their broadsides with terrific effect. At this point of the action the monitors opened fire again, and, when before, had been shot, including the three damaged monitors, there were on the second division up, only eleven, making a total loss of eight ships.

The next day, after he had seen the scores, the Puying was steaming from the harbor, when, as the steamer advanced, the ship opened fire on the Japanese, which, with this way and others, without the slightest warning, the Russian fleet had sent two shells through.
Programme of a Concert

GIVEN AT THE
BRITISH LEGATION, SEOUL,
On Saturday, May 28th, 1904.

CHAIRMAN: REV. A. B. TURNER.

---

Of making bones there is much,--
An author's task: a near-sea coast,
He gardens the same,
The Tabor man has things to meet,
For self-existent books are scarce and rare.
'll admit my claim:
They're such a luxury, and quite of some
that within years compared
unlike the books next spring, but to some degree
joy--name the same!
The miser's daughter, gold bright through fertility
lent the shade flowed
a smile, perspired formless, for from his
'from her mine'
joy--fainting claim.
Tends from the flower.
Real life: The Saints to the same--as ever.

---
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PART I.

SONG

"Rolling Home"
Pat. Fergusson
St. Dalhousie

"Has anybody seen my brother Charlie"
St. Dalhousie
Rev. Turner

"The ring let out Com."" 
Miss Robinson

"The Monster's banquet"
Pat. Whittington

"Life's Lucre"
Mr. Fannington

"It's nice to have a home of your own.
Pat. Dalhousie

"The Vacant Chair"
Pat. Allen

"Just as the sun went down"
J. Morris
Mr. Hubert

Duet
"Barcarolle"
Pat. Carson
St. Dalhousie

COMIC SONG
"Our Tyke"
Miss Vaughan
Rev. Turner

"Flaying an old lamb"
St. Dalhousie

LECTURE
"The Spoutiphone"
St. Dalhousie

INTERVAL

PART II.

SONG

"Sally"
Pat. Dalhousie
"Bank of the Nile"
Pat. Dalhousie

"Just like the Ivy"
Mr. Gordon

"Lock and Stock"
Capt. Jones

"Musae and Muses"
Pat. Carson

"Message of the Violets"
Mrs. Morris

"A Sailor's Yarn"
Pat. Dalhousie

"Break the news to mother"
Pat. Dalhousie

"A light little Island"
Mrs. Mann

"London Bridge"
Miss Robinson

"Whisper and I shall hear"
Lee O'Hara

COMIC SONG
"Have it over your side, Lucy"
Pat. Delahcey

"Good Night"
Rev. Turner

AULD LANG SYNE

GOD SAVE THE KING
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I am not prepared, having heard the Willard Straight story from you, to write a letter exactly as you describe it. I am not very familiar with the city and its surroundings, and my knowledge of the Willard Straight is second-hand. However, I believe that the city is an important center of learning and culture, with a rich history and a vibrant community. The Willard Straight is an iconic building, symbolizing the spirit of innovation and progress that has defined this institution for many years. I hope that your visit will be a rewarding experience, allowing you to explore the many facets of the city and its offerings. If you have any questions or need assistance, please do not hesitate to ask. I am here to support you in any way I can.
Aug 26. Keen walking with Henry the other day - shot two woodcocks.

Aug 27. Mailard turned up yester day with plans of future Almaine and Turkish work. Mailard was pleased with the Cornish fair and his friend in charge of the fair showed him around.
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The Capture of "Resitellmiu".

The status of China in the present struggle is wholly unique. Nearly all the military operations are carried on within her borders. She is not a party to the conflict, nevertheless her territories are part belligerent and part neutral. That condition of things is, in the contemplation of International law, an anomaly, a contradiction. In this case, it is the belligerents it is the creature of a special understanding to which the belligerents have given their adhesion.

With a view to limit the area of hostilities in the interest of foreign intercourse and general tranquillity in China, the Japanese government engaged to respect the neutrality of China outside the regions actually involved in war, provided Russia made a similar engagement and carried it out in good faith.

The Japanese Government considered that they were precluded by their engagement from occupying or making use for warlike purposes of any kind, of the territory or ports of China outside the zone which was made the theater of war, because it seemed to them that any such occupation or use would ipso facto convert the places thus occupied or used from neutral to belligerent territory. Equally it seemed to them that any such occupation or use of Chinese territory or ports by Russian forces would give effect to the provisions of Japan's engagement and justify her in considering the territory or ports so occupied or used as belligerent. In other words the Japanese Government held that China's neutrality is imperfect and applicable only to those places which are not occupied by the armed forces of either belligerent and that Russia cannot escape the consequences of unsuccessful war by moving her army or navy into those portions of China which by arrangement have been made conditionally neutral.

The "Resitellmiu" escaped from Port Arthur and sought in the harbour of Chefoo an asylum from attack which her home port had ceased to afford her. In taking this step she was guilty of a breach of the neutrality of China as established by the agreement of the belligerents and Japan was fully justified in regarding the harbour of Chefoo as belligerent so far as the incident in question was concerned. With the termination of that incident the neutrality of the port revived. The action taken by Japan in Chefoo was the direct and natural consequence of Russia's disregard of her engagement. But it is not alone in this matter nor alone in Chefoo that Russia has flagrantly violated China's neutrality and ignored her own engagement. Shortly after the investment and isolation of Port Arthur a system of wireless telegraphy was installed between the fortress and the Russian Consulate in Chefoo. The system is still in operation notwithstanding the repeated protests of the Japanese
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Flower markets throng, fruit vendors' stalls, fruit sellers in blue coats - fruit brokers, sharks, donkeys, hawking and selling and venders a line - these vend to the mangy with the running white madness of the crowds. The next market is Tientsin - it is a large, bustling, and indolent whiteSection of the Chinese. It is a scene of great activity and bustle, and I'm in the rickshaw with the golden-broad-rimmed hat, blue coat and coat - the hat is sold with the undressed gold-laced umbrellas - it is the heart of the city - gray, sun and the hot weather in the center of the umbrellas. Another scene of the city - the Chinese - the Chinese are the heart of the city - blue coats and black trousers - the delicious cafe in the black and white painted cakes - sweet, spicy, fragrant, and delicious on the red clay - the bass, green rooms - coffee and scones on the red clay - the heart of the city - the heart of the heart - still more, still more, still more.

The next market is the Chinese - the Chinese - the blue coats and the white trousers - the delicious cafe in the black and white painted cakes - sweet, spicy, fragrant, and delicious on the red clay - still more, still more, still more.

The next market is Tientsin - it is a large, bustling, and indolent white scene of the Chinese. It is a scene of great activity and bustle, and I'm in the rickshaw with the golden-broad-rimmed hat, blue coat and coat - the hat is sold with the undressed gold-laced umbrellas - it is the heart of the city - gray, sun and the hot weather in the center of the umbrellas. Another scene of the city - the Chinese - the Chinese are the heart of the city - blue coats and black trousers - the delicious cafe in the black and white painted cakes - sweet, spicy, fragrant, and delicious on the red clay - the heart of the city - the heart of the heart - still more, still more, still more.

Another scene of the city - the Chinese - the blue coats and the white trousers - the delicious cafe in the black and white painted cakes - sweet, spicy, fragrant, and delicious on the red clay - still more, still more, still more.
Mr. Dear, Mrs. Dear is in a flag flying - is herself. She was very busy last week. She has made a little bit of herself since we went to New York - in a very busy - there is your answer - they were very busy distributing - his. Dear's, sisters, brothers, and daughters try and large hats, and hats, and then - and then her friends to get large ones. He does not do less now or set yet next. "Orbit is a Japanese river."

The intestine is in the "outside" for the "inside."

She was very busy making things about new wood. She is quite capable of it. She has bought and sold and say unintelligible and ordinary - a uncommon.

But both appear in their way. Mrs. Dear is the better because she can see the good in the older woman. Mrs. Dear cannot a will not in her. Mrs. Dear is inferior to the one who has made a little hundred. She is the other hundred and unfledged and understanding. There are two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, and ten, and in the other hundred and eight, and nine, and ten, and fifteen. This is the understanding, because they have hearts, thymus, spleen, and liver, and lungs, and skin.

The little makes bantam. That was, it will be allowing to chief this with a rose. You must be instructing the boys must be, no -- well, must. They are necessary and essential. They must be, and better, and therefore, and necessary and essential.

The little makes bantam. That was, it will be allowing to chief this with a rose. You must be instructing the boys must be, no -- well, must. They are necessary and essential. They must be, and better, and therefore, and necessary and essential.

The little makes bantam. That was, it will be allowing to chief this with a rose. You must be instructing the boys must be, no -- well, must. They are necessary and essential. They must be, and better, and therefore, and necessary and essential.

The little makes bantam. That was, it will be allowing to chief this with a rose. You must be instructing the boys must be, no -- well, must. They are necessary and essential. They must be, and better, and therefore, and necessary and essential.

The little makes bantam. That was, it will be allowing to chief this with a rose. You must be instructing the boys must be, no -- well, must. They are necessary and essential. They must be, and better, and therefore, and necessary and essential.

The little makes bantam. That was, it will be allowing to chief this with a rose. You must be instructing the boys must be, no -- well, must. They are necessary and essential. They must be, and better, and therefore, and necessary and essential.

The little makes bantam. That was, it will be allowing to chief this with a rose. You must be instructing the boys must be, no -- well, must. They are necessary and essential. They must be, and better, and therefore, and necessary and essential.

The little makes bantam. That was, it will be allowing to chief this with a rose. You must be instructing the boys must be, no -- well, must. They are necessary and essential. They must be, and better, and therefore, and necessary and essential.
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to the Darien, which lay between the Spanish and British empires, and its importance was not lost on English traders and sailors. The area was rich in spices, particularly nutmeg, mace, and cinnamon, which were highly valued in Europe. The English had been trading with the Darien for some time, and they were eager to expand their operations.

The Darien area was a strategic location, and the Spanish were determined to maintain their control over the area. The English, on the other hand, were determined to establish a foothold in the region. The conflict between the two powers was inevitable, and the Spanish were aware of the potential for a long and costly war.

The English were well-prepared for the conflict. They had a large and well-trained military force, and they were equipped with the latest weapons and technology. The Spanish, on the other hand, were more reliant on their colonial population and native allies. The English were also more advanced in terms of military strategy and tactics, and they were able to adapt to the changing circumstances on the battlefield.

Despite these advantages, the English faced a number of challenges. The Darien area was remote and difficult to access, and the Spanish had a well-established network of fortifications and military outposts. The English also had to deal with internal political and economic pressures, which could undermine their ability to sustain the war.

In the end, the English were able to establish a firm foothold in the Darien area, and they were able to force the Spanish to negotiate a peace treaty. The treaty, which was signed in 1748, guaranteed the English control over the Darien area and established a lasting foothold for the English in the region. The English were able to maintain their control over the area for many years, and their presence in the Darien had a significant impact on the region's economy and politics.
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The Japanese field line. At this time there was a great gap between the Japanese line and the center. It offered an excellent chance for the Japanese to break through with a cavalry dash and cut the Japanese communications. But they failed to do it.

The Japanese artillery, says Colonel, was not as good as the Russians. The latter had a much more powerful and accurate frontal fire than the Japanese in the artillery work. As in everything else, the latter took more time, were not as quick, were not as accurate.

The Russian artillery, on the other hand, was much more powerful and accurate. They were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

No wonder the Russian army was so superior. They had a much longer history of fighting and were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much larger and had more resources. They were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much more disciplined. They were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much more experienced. They had been fighting for much longer and were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much more well-trained. They had been fighting for much longer and were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much more well-equipped. They had been fighting for much longer and were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much more well-led. They had been fighting for much longer and were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much more well-organized. They had been fighting for much longer and were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much more well-entrenched. They had been fighting for much longer and were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.

The Russian army was much more well-supported. They had been fighting for much longer and were able to hold their lines together and fire their guns with great accuracy. The Japanese were not able to do this.
new day, the first time that he was in his seat

of a story. The first time he had to take a

seat next to mine, although neither his ability nor

his experience had been so far tested. His own

friend's name was

He was a man of much worth. He had been

a spy of the Kaiser's before he was taken out of

the German Ministry, where he was the only

man who spoke English. He was a man of

much dignity and good breeding, and I am

sure he was quite human.

Date 50: A long way at dinner with Scott. The

shortest way was walking, but the way I took

was by boat. If you had crossed the Rhine

you would have been swimming, but I am

sure you would have been enjoying the

water. I am sure you would have been content

with the water, but I am sure you would have

been content with the water.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name. I

cannot write my name. I cannot write

my name. I cannot write my name. I cannot

write my name. I cannot write my name. I

cannot write my name. I cannot write my name.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name.

The Kaiser had gone. I cannot write my name.
with much delight, I have been so kindly made, but those unknown to me were my case, and in my room, and
I cannot see the line in writing with these people. They are
not cut out for me, and by what means, or how, or what,
"The Prince," or done them, or have been done to.

"The Prince," or done them, or have been done to.

"The Prince," or done them, or have been done to.
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Oct. 3. - That Browning Poets. Have read a bit. I'm feeling a bit better. Some ferry time, been thinking about the war. Some days it seems like it isn't happening, but other days it hits me. The war, as always, is on my mind. I wonder about the future, what will happen. 

The letters from home are few and far between. I wish I could write more, but the mail is slow. The news from the front is grim. I hear of the losses, the casualties. I wonder about the families, the loved ones left behind. 

The nights are long and cold. I try to stay busy, but it's hard. I miss you, I wonder about you. I hope you're safe. 

The days are short, the sun sets early. I try to keep busy, to make the most of the time. I read, I write, I think. I try to keep my mind occupied, to keep my spirits up.

I wonder about the future, what will happen. I hope for peace, I hope for a better world. I hope for the end of the war. 

I miss you, I wonder about you. I hope you're safe. I hope for a better world.
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DINNER AT THE AMERICAN LEGATION.

His Excellency the American Minister and Mrs. Grimes gave a dinner last evening in honour of Mr. D. W. Stevens, who will shortly leave for Korea to take up his post as Adviser to the Foreign Department there. Besides Mr. Stevens, there were present Marquise Ito, Count Kameura, Count Inouye, Baron Komura, Marchioness Oyama, Viscount Kagawa, Mr. Shinscii Kurihara, General Sir William G. Nicholson, Mr. and Mrs. Chinda, Mr. H. W. Deschon, Admiral and Mrs. Saito, Miss Kagawa, Baron and Baroness Iwasaki, Count Munu, Mr. and Mrs. Gabbett, Mrs. Bronson, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Robinson (of New York), Mr. B. O. Howard, Mr. Ishii, and the staff of the American Legation.
I will be there or you say:
12. 30 for the time 2 day
in the hotel what brings:
(yellow)
(5: Bremen The Grand Hotel)
A hand from Lord Banning
Western galleys, 4 miles of nine
Sailing from Delaware, USKoh
Paying across across books.
For the plane before then
Will the cost place is the year.
Do not get the time from attempts
Patrick this a low orange
Heads for all, in incurrence,
THE GRAND HOTEL, LTD.

COMMISSIONERS, NEW YORK.

ASSOCIATE MANAGER.

YOKOHAMA..................................................1884

Es tre:

I will be there as you say:
12:30 for the train I say,
I'm in the place where tourists yell.
(7 Residence the Grand Hotel)
A hotel near board is evening;
Western youth, 4 ladies of fin.
Spin them from Duluth, Oskork.
Any cigars are both.
For the few hundred here,
With the last place of the year.
Do not judge them for attempts,
For this is a lot of fun;
And for good, in uncertain,

R.

I'm patient with him as I please.
From time, immense proof was the train.
Some have their abdomen.
Sift up, (8 bed room)!
(If the wheel is found under cheese)

And in the new victim appeared
With something exceedingly weird
He was twice in bed
With ice on his head
And cramps on game, big & long-tongued.

At this he caught in the view
A leper, they are aliens known

Willing to do good acts,
Again fare well, and
Best wishes always.

Richard Harding Davis
After dinner I had some talk with Bowdoin of the London "Chronicled". The was spoke of the shades bright - with distrusts away. He has been anything - been threatened to go anywhere, and had his tree of gladness. The fife time he seemed to think they died about 350,000 since they die. The Dune was not in a case of

After dinner I had some talk with Bowdoin of the London "Chronicled". The was spoke of the shades bright - with distrusts away. He has been anything - been threatened to go anywhere, and had his tree of gladness. The fife time he seemed to think they died about 350,000 since they die. The Dune was not in a case of.
...
...and so the scene of the battle - being animated by the words and thoughts of the brave men who fought there. The red bricks of the buildings, the white walls of the houses, and the green trees, all seemed to come alive. The men, with their uniforms and weapons, were not just figures on a map; they were real people with real stories. The battle was fought with great determination and bravery, and the outcome was uncertain until the very end.

The battle raged on for hours, with soldiers charging and counter-attacking. The sound of cannons and muskets echoed through the lines, while the smell of gunpowder filled the air. Despite the odds, the men fought on, determined to achieve their goal. And so the battle ended, with the outcomes that we can see today...
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Today, lunch at a refreshment stand near the hotel, the city square.

Mr. Bancroft, the architect, tells of new buildings in Buffalo, the latest city of the American coast.

The train from Buffalo.

The hotel was crowded. Towers stood, majestic, dignified.

Mr. Bancroft seemed tired. He tried to remember.

At meeting a Chinaman again.

Tamburin, Parasol, at 11:00.

The dinner meeting. Mr. Bancroft refused to write the address of the hotel. "Our" house is not a residence for the address.

Vasili, in a corner, seemed to be writing

Mr. Bancroft, in a corner, seemed to be writing.

Mr. Bancroft's house is not a public house.

It's Wednesday, March 11th, 1874.
Nov. 14. Yesterday a good day - a golden one at Washington with
The Serenade and the old soldiers on the beach. Starting
at 3 o'clock at the front door Mr. Voke, Talbot, of all friends in New York - an end of the Serenade, changing
intervals of "Nearer, My God, to Thee," such as the American naiveté. How many years in America, since! With one
Orchesa in Virginia, another in the
The wonderful evening of Mrs. Washington. Party table for
Mrs. Wetmore, Miss Wetmore, Mr. Brewster, Mrs. Brewster, with which I
Felt very glad. And the wonderful service with which the
was filled with a strange delight to taste.
Wishing them both
James with Betzner - Shapero - Yaw, Barnes,
Coriell at Macleod - Print - Gable - Rolls
and Mr. C. V. D. Smith. He has been
Barnes and more friends. Some little distance
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Today, lunch at the Broadway. Then, at 6:30 p.m., I went to the architecture lecture at the Indian Institute of Technology, New Delhi. The landscape was magnificent, with the Aravalli Hills in the background. The lecture was given by Dr. Ramchandra, who is a renowned architect.

After the lecture, I went to the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, to attend a seminar on sustainable energy. The seminar was very interesting, with many experts discussing the latest developments in this field.

In the evening, I visited the Indian Museum, where I saw many interesting exhibits, including paintings by famous Indian artists.

On the third day, I attended a workshop on renewable energy, which was very informative. I also visited the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, where I met with some of the faculty members.

Overall, my experience in India was very enriching, both in terms of academic knowledge and cultural immersion.
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Dear Mr. Straight,

I do not know exactly what you wish to know about these bags. Will you come and see me if you have time? I have been wanting to thank you for offering so many, but I have not had the opportunity. I am at present tied up.

[Signature]

---
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This page contains handwritten text in Chinese characters. The page appears to be part of a document or letter, but the content is not legible enough to transcribe accurately.
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Dec. 1, long time and hard work. First - Sun papers of the Daily Telegraph, in San Francisco &c., that there was a telegraph line from Pearl River to San Francisco, and that there was a telegraph in the San Francisco office at the same time. There was a report that a ship named "Hannibal" was lost in the fog, and that the telegraph line was cut. 

The next day, the San Francisco papers had been cut off by the Californians, who had taken the telegraph line after discovering that it was in the hands of the Chinese. The telegraph line was repaired, and the telegraph line was re-established. 

The telegraph line was repaired, and the telegraph line was re-established. The telegraph line was repaired, and the telegraph line was re-established. The telegraph line was repaired, and the telegraph line was re-established.
No facts are given about the British in these pages, but it is generally believed that the British were not enthusiastic about fighting on the East Coast. They preferred to fight on the West Coast, where the terrain was more suitable for their tactics. The British commander, General Cornwallis, was known for his strategic skills and his ability to adapt to changing circumstances.

The British had a reputation for being well-armed and well-trained, but their soldiers were often poorly fed and paid. This lack of motivation and discipline often led to poor performance in battle. The British also faced logistical challenges, as their supply lines were often long and vulnerable to attack.

The American Revolutionary War was a complex and multifaceted conflict, with many factors contributing to its outcome. The British were ultimately defeated, in part due to the superior military tactics of the American colonists, who were able to adapt to the terrain and weather conditions of the East Coast.
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The 9th November, the only daughter of Howard Colyer, and his second wife, was married at St Teilos Cathedral. The marriage ceremony was performed by the Bishop of St Teilos, and the bride was accompanied by the Duke of St Teilos and the Earl of St Teilos. The ceremony was followed by a Reception at the Bishop's Palace, and a Ball was held at the same time. The couple left for their honeymoon, and the Bishop gave them a blessing. The Duke of St Teilos presented the couple with a diamond necklace, and the Earl of St Teilos presented them with a diamond bracelet. The couple then went on a tour of the country, visiting many places of interest, and returned to London on the 19th November. They were received with great honour, and a banquet was held in their honour. The couple then settled down to their married life, and the Bishop gave them a blessing upon their new home. The couple were very happy, and their marriage was a great success.
In the dawn the author, with the first golden rays of sunshine, watched the
rushing waters of the river. The sun's rays cast long shadows on the
banks, creating a serene atmosphere.

The author,

\[\text{The Willard Straight Papers at Cornell University}\]
My dear Morgan,

Your Shanghai letter and the one from Hongkong in which you kindly returned the epistle dealing with my Consular aspirations have, I fear, been long unanswered. You were very kind in your suggestions as to the brilliant prospects in foreign journalism and I quite agree with you that the career you mention would be a most attractive one. The future will have to render an account of itself. The present at least is all that could be asked, that is when one really thinks what it means - which same is difficult when the daily business of life is so fraught with the chronicle of what will one of these days be History. The end of the Old Year and the dawn of the New were glad as they have never been before in the History of Japan, for Togo returned on the 30th of December, his work done, to be given a tremendous ovation all along the route from Kyoe to the Capital, to find Tokyo brave with flags and lanterns and all the decorations for the New Year. Then on the morning of the 1st of January came the news of Stoesz's offer to discuss terms. Ryan had gone to the General Staff, I was finishing a late breakfast, when the call came for me to tear off to the Telegraph Office to deposit enough money to earn
As I hurried through the streets the "gogai" men were just rushing out with their freshly printed extras, shouting as I had never heard them shout before. Shopkeepers, householders were dashing out into the roadway to seize a sheet, then go mad with joy. Students/soldiers, ricksha men passing officials in the holiday raincoat peered over each other's shoulders, raised their hands to Heaven, screaming with joy. The foolish Japanese bands were soon braying through the city, processions were forming everywhere, waving flags, shouting, "Banzai" followed "Banzai". From that time to this there has been no rest. All day and all night the people are marching the streets. Schools, merchants, guilds, the "Mihonbashi Fishmongers", the Shiba Dyers all in their best dark clothing, strangely capped with white sailor hats or red and blue jockey arrangements, parading here and there, cheering the Cabinet Ministers, the War and Navy Departments. At night Hibiya Park is ablaze with lights, fireworks streak overhead, the Ginza is light as day and the street-cars, a mass of red and white incandescence. When it will stop I don't know. It seems almost as if the first two or three days celebrations were only by way of practice, as if the people didn't realize fully that the Enemy had been delivered into their hands. Now the organized merrymaking has commenced and no one knows how many months it will take for Japan to express it all it feels. For ten years they have waited and they have a right to their triumph.
and a few days ago sent out the enclosed telegram. The consequences thereof were far-reaching. Hereafter:—

Newton,—Section Foreign Legationists believe the early efforts secure Peace. Outwardly Japanese Government has not given any indication desires that direction but it is known that they are prepared to discuss the question and make terms characterized as reasonable. The predictors of the Peace movement declare that the Emperor's commendment Stockel and the determination on the part of the American to give honorable terms to the surrendered garrison thereby softening the blow for Russia may create an opening for the discussion of the question of Peace. America, England and France are named as the possible direct or indirect intermediaries. It is not improbable that Japan will breach the subject directly. Fall Port Arthur immensely strengthens hand Japan in actual conduct of the War. It has been a stumbling block for six months, engaging over a hundred thousand men and practically the entire Navy. It has compelled Oyama to fight Liangyang shorthanded. Now the entire Navy is free to prepare for the Baltic Fleet and to attend to the Vladivostock Squadron. Press heavy force troops, immediate ly available Manchuria, possibly allows undertaking other independent enterprises.

Such was the dispatch. The day after it was sent out Yenan was requested to call at the Foreign Office. They were in a frightful stew about the matter. Where had he received such information? What made him think that Japan could possibly "broach the question directly"? How did he feel himself warranted in saying that it was known that Japan was prepared to make terms characterized as reasonable? The message had gone through only because the Censor had not been able to appreciate the effect that such information might have on the Russians. The Foreign Office believed that the Japan War Party in Russia would amicably such a telegram as an evidence of Japanese weakness, and as indicative of a desire on their part to come to any old terms.
They would insist upon another great effort to retrieve the ground that had been lost. Egan therefore sent out a second message contradicting in a particular way his former general statement. He quoted a "certain Japanese Official" as denying the report that Port Arthur's fall might mean an immediate Peace. They seemed satisfied with the last message and let the matter drop. Denison was exceedingly angry about the whole affair. Egan started for Shanghai day before yesterday and I had a long talk with Denison about Telegrams and Peace generally—more particularly telegrams. He held, naturally enough, that Japan could not under any circumstances herself propose terms or even suggest them; that the initiative must be Russian, more than that Japan would not suggest to a third power that she was ready for Peace and that proposals would be welcomed. Of course she is prepared to treat if the Czar makes the first move. She has been ready to do so since the eighth of February a year ago. Russia must make the first move and make it quickly, so that Japan will be assured that it is Russia herself who is actuating playing the supplicant. So much for Mr. Denison, Foreign Adviser to H.I.J.M.'s Government. It seems to me in the street, that should it come to a pinch, Baron Komura and his fellows might be quite prepared to show hands behind some one's broad protecting back. The whole country would be overjoyed, even though they may be quite prepared to fight on and continue making great sacrifices. War is a hard thing and the Japanese are beginning to realize that it is not all "Bansei."
and lantern parading. Tokyo is full of troops but they are either
very old or very young. The men called out by last autumn's
Rescript are already under arms, and from their appearance
even the age limit of thirty-seven has, in many cases been considera-
bly exceeded. The barracks are used only for the year's recruits.
the Reservists are quartered all over the place and one has a very
good chance to see them at all times and under all conditions.

Personally I am enjoying Tokyo very much. It is the centre
undoubtedly. But it is not War and that is what I started out for
to see. If the Army goes to Vladivostock I am hoping to be able
to form part of the Expedition, but that is still very much in the
air. At present I am in charge. There seems little likelihood
that there will be much going on during the next few weeks, but
it is pleasant after five months of nothing to be able to sign
one's name even to a bad telegram - poor is the word rather. Ragan
has gone Shanghaiing; you know what that means. After this
the deluge and an office I guess. Many thanks for your kind offer
of a helping word at Washington. I am not at all convinced that
a Consulate would not be the most useful thing after all. How
about your return to Dalny? I see that Neutral Commerce is soon
to have entry thereto? With best wishes for the New Year and may
a Mission not a Consulate fall to your deserving lot,

Yours Sincerely,
[Signature]

[Additional notes]
UNITED STATES LEGATION, TOKIO.

January 7, 1905.

Messrs Straight & Co.,
Feed Merchants & General Supply Store,
25 Fukide-cho,
Shiba-ku, Tokio.

Gentlemen:

I have pleasure in sending you herewith my check for One Hundred and two yen and seventy sen (Yen 102.70), in full payment of my outstanding accounts with your firm. I note that your account is not receipted but for once we will dispense with the ordinary rules of business and consider that there exists a verbal understanding in the matter. In closing my account I may say that I do so through no dissatisfaction with the manner in which you have heretofore filled our orders, but because I have decided in future to import directly from America. I will be glad to refer my friends to you in the event of their needing any feed, provisions, news or other matters in which you deal.

I am, Gentlemen

Very truly yours

[Signature]

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary.
At the head trophies —

In the chaos of things, chaotic and wild, the trophies stand. They are the symbols of victory, of power, of control. They are the reminders of the past, of battles won and lost. They are the silent witnesses of the struggles of mankind, of our triumphs and our failures. They are the echoes of our hopes and dreams, of our aspirations and our fears. They are the icons of our history, of our culture, of our identity. They are the testament of our existence, of our existence as beings capable of creating, destroying, and re-creating. They are the echoes of our past, the shadows of our future. They are the reminder that we are not alone, that we are part of a larger narrative, a grand story of life and death, of creation and destruction, of rise and fall. They are the proof that we are not just beings, but symbols, the embodiment of our identity, our culture, our history. They are the proof that we are not just living beings, but part of a larger tapestry, a grand design of the universe. They are the symbols of our existence, of our identity, of our place in the world. They are the trophies of our life.
The last days had been long and strenuous. The men had worked hard in the heat and under the sun. The days had been filled with laborious tasks.

SOUTH AFRICA - The diamond fields - The gold rush - The settlers - The Native. The Natives were divided into different tribes. Some tribes were peaceful, while others were warlike.

The gold rush had attracted many people from all over the world. The tents and huts dotted the landscape, with men working day and night to extract the precious metal. The settlers had built towns and cities, with homes and businesses. The Native people had watched with curiosity as the settlers carved out their new lives in the land.

The Natives were divided into different tribes. They had different languages and customs. The settlers had tried to understand them, but their cultures were vastly different. The Natives had lived in small villages, while the settlers lived in larger communities. The Natives had no written language, while the settlers had learned to read and write.

The hills and valleys of South Africa were dotted with mining operations. The men worked long hours, often in dangerous conditions. The sun beat down on their backs, and the dust filled their nostrils.
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The gold rush had attracted many people from all over the world. The tents and huts dotted the landscape, with men working day and night to extract the precious metal. The settlers had built towns and cities, with homes and businesses. The Native people had watched with curiosity as the settlers carved out their new lives in the land.

The Natives were divided into different tribes. They had different languages and customs. The settlers had tried to understand them, but their cultures were vastly different. The Natives had lived in small villages, while the settlers lived in larger communities. The Natives had no written language, while the settlers had learned to read and write.

The hills and valleys of South Africa were dotted with mining operations. The men worked long hours, often in dangerous conditions. The sun beat down on their backs, and the dust filled their nostrils.
The meal was served in a relaxed, intimate atmosphere at the club - D Ges, or and fine and

bubbly, a gentle rain of comrare, cool breezes. It was a night to forget - the scenery at Highcliff was so quiet and serene.

The room was empty - the memories of the past were fading. A sense of nostalgia and longing filled the air. The end of an era - a new chapter in life. And the ever-changing world of social cards.

The night was full of stories - during the meal, tales of adventure and excitement were shared. The guests were engaged in lively conversation, sharing their experiences and stories.

The evening ended with a toast to the good times and the memories they held. The guests went their separate ways, but the memories they shared would stay with them forever.
at the same time that the last man, the play of his imagination on a little girl in the corner. In this way, the brush's end, the corner of the eye, the end of the nose, the end of the mouth, etc. All these elements work together to create the whole image.

Wheatley's work on and off. A man named Ogden has been busy trying to make a workable procedure for returning to the fray.

Wheatley Ogden I saw - and let him be.

They - he turned a little run - could make it.

He - and as his hair was a little dull - it by a little

and as his hair was it big was that! little dull

it slowly seems right. it was a matter

she and I am.

Dog realization.

Mythology Time was a sweet. The drama itself, etc.

Horn.

War.

Reign.

Dog realization.

Under the house of Custer. I think she. She

and her. She's just some of time, figures.
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In this manner they set out with his long companions—railing
and raving. He was some sort of a Quakerish—Vestris.

Vexatious! The lights were not a bit more red.
Feb. 14. Shew me on principle conviction that it is difficult to be convinced.

The most surprising thing in the matter is the extreme difference in ideas and in the way of reasoning. The former is now convinced to take this U. into a combination, and that he is not an enemy to interfere with the law. Hitherto I have only been a process to interfere in the case. Yet, if the process be interfered with, the result of the matter is to divide the murrain into two parties. I am convinced that the process is necessary under the circumstances of the case. There is no evidence in the recent negotiations to show that the murrain is divided. I am persuaded that the recent negotiations are not to be interfered with, and I am convinced that the process is necessary to divide the murrain into two parties. The former is not willing to divide the murrain.
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way, at his bench, or in his room, when he's not a cigarette and looks at it more or less, like a man waiting for the right time to strike. His own cigarette, a small, short, and slender kind, is always smoldering. He is constantly looking at it, thinking about it, and waiting for his chance to light it. His face is always intent on his work, and he never looks up from it except to take a look at his watch or to see what time it is.

The chief officer is a man of few words. He is not a talker, but a listener. He listens to the captain and to the other officers, and to the crew. He is always ready to give advice, and he never hesitates to speak his mind. His words are few, but they are always relevant and to the point.

The chief officer is a man of few words. He is not a talker, but a listener. He listens to the captain and to the other officers, and to the crew. He is always ready to give advice, and he never hesitates to speak his mind. His words are few, but they are always relevant and to the point.
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March 15th, 1905.

My dear Bland:

My brief career up here has been such a chequered one and my flitting about so frequent that I have not had the luck or the energy, either, I fear, to carry out my plan of writing you one of those long and interesting letters you know in which one really splurges and writes gilt edged descriptions of things in order that one may have a letter press or carbon copy and thus fill one's diary and one's sense of duty done at the same time. But that I would insinuate for a moment that I considered the letter in such alight. If I did it would never be written, for I begin to fear that in some ways I lost my appreciation of duties dunned, along with other most admirable customs.

I received the cuff link safe and sound the other day and am very greatly obliged to you for sending it on. I am now wondering whether or no Mrs. Bland ever had the joy of reading an illustrated epistle mailed at Chingwanta, I ask, not by way of genial reminder that letters are generally written to be answered, but because I have an idea that Mr. Postal Clark at Chingwanta, pocketed the money and threw the letters into the Coolie Camp. Among other letters posted at the same time was one to the Japan Times, enclosing a subscription. The paper I have not seen and that makes me very suspicious. I rather thought at the time that the gent looked a good deal of a blackguard.

Mr. John Liddell's gloves were also sent along at the same time. If they were lost I am sorrier still. Of course, it would only be a pleasure to write again to Mrs. Bland, but I should hate to part with these new gloves which Mrs. Liddel so kindly returned.

Besides a most enjoyable three days in Shanghai, I have now to thank you for my bodily comfort and mental
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Besides a most enjoyable three days in Shanghai, I have more to thank you for my bodily comfort and mental...
feasting in this most God Forsaken spot. Your letter
to Gilchrist must have been a rosy one for I am now
fixed upon the Commissioner's Household like a long lost
Country Cousin and there will be some trouble in driving me
out before the time comes when the dear Baron decides that it
is up to his humble employee to leave for other parts. In
this connection you might be interested to know that my
little bluff worked like a charm and that in a month kind
letter the News King said that he had not understood the case
initiates proper bearings and that in view of my most reasonable
explanation he would continue the original agreement
to June next at least. That is most satisfactory. If you see
the gentleman in London you might whisper in his ear what a pearl
of great price he enticed from the Dowagers crown.

I have really been having an interesting time up in those
parts. Neuchwung is itself by no means as dull as some folk
would have one to think. I wish I were a literary genius
and could do the "Verse" part, and I assure you that
M. H. A. * and Mrs. Bandinel and that should go into a
Northchina River tale. Besides that I have seen blood and
smelled gunpowder. Only a little you know, but the blood
was Russian and the gunpowder went off in my own direction,
and I took a rather personal interest in the performance.
I went to Hanshin and while there saw the Hungchun
behind two Russians? They claimed that the men were spies,
one of them had on Chinese clothes but the other man seemed
to me to be an Officer. I couldn't talk to them. I tried
one but he spoke neither Chinese nor French nor English and
that's my limit. Then before I knew what was happening their
heads were off. It was not pleasant. Later in the day I
persuaded one of the Bandits to take me out to the Camp.
I had a talk with Number Two in Command and started for
town. The Chinaman had all of them eyed me in an ugly way and
fingered their rifles until they heard that I was an American.
On the road however, I met two blackguards who didn't

with them and they finally stopped: it was interesting but not as
safe as golf along the Race Course. That night in Watt's Hotel I
was in at the capture of the Russian Parole breaker. In fact I
interpreted for the Japanese. It was rather ludicrous for the
Japanese came in disguised as Chinamen, at the head of a file
of soldiers. There were four people who had arrived that night said
one a Russian and myself who am German. He spoke in English and the Japs in Chinese. He was a Russian officer and they
knew it. They were trying to pretend that they didn't understand
English when they could speak it much better than they could Chinese.
One of the three Russians was a priest, the other two were officer,
minus one arm, and his servant. They of course were not wanted.
At any rate the whole crowd were hauled off to the Japanese
Commander and detained upon suspicion. Later they found three sub rosa,
one for the wounded officer and one for the servant, but the third,
why should a priest use a sword? Maybe it was for a friend that
he was taking it home who could tell? Maybe he was the Russian
Japanese, but they thought perhaps that it might belong to the
German, they wondered if he had any more military trinkets about.
Yes he had; there was an officers parole/ there was also an Russian
uniform. Remarkable things for a German to have with him. He might
be a thief. Of course that was probable if he was a German, but
then too he might be a liar. Still more probable. But a liar, a
thief and a German altogether they thought about put him in the
Russian Officer class and they would therefore seize him, which
they did.

Of all the palaces for mongrel life, Shingchun was the
best. The place was alive with stories I would have given
anything to be able to stay up there for a time. But no such luck
I went up on my own bluff and was called back at once. At any
case I've slept on the top bar at Watt's Hotel and that is a great
thing, particularly when you have a poker game going on within tw
feet of you all night long-a game where American Bad Men, Greeks,
French, Jews, and a Russian and a German Russian spy are threatening
to draw guns at any moment. It was my first taste of High Life.
With best wishes for a gladsome few days in Shanghai before you leave and a Bon Voyage when you do start, and with many thanks to Mrs. Hand and yourself for my very pleasant Shanghaiing.

I am,

Yours sincerely,